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APPELLANT'S BRIEF
Appellant Fletcher L. Stumph , submits this brief in the appeal before this court.
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JURISDICTION OF APPELLANT COURT
The jurisdiction of all appellant courts "shall be provided by statute/" Section 782-2(3)(j) of the Utah Code, provides that: "The Supreme Court has appellant jurisdiction..., over orders Judgements, and decrees of any court of record over which the
Court of Appeals does not have original appellant jurisdiction].f* This is an appeal from
the final judgement of the Third District Court in a civil matter, and although it has
original appellant jurisdiction, the Supreme Court has transferred this matter to the Court
of Appeals pursuant to S 78-2-2(4) and S 78-2a-3 (2)(j), which provides that the
Supreme Court may transfer any matter over which il has original appellate jurisdiction.
STATEMENT OF ISSUES
1.

Whether the defendants were properly and timelv .served pursuant to Rule 4. Utah

R. Civ. P. with a Summons, Complaint, and was a notarized Proof of Service filed with
the Court?
2.

Whether Plaintiff proved unpaid rents and damages at trial pursuant to his

Complaint for Damages, testimony at trial and Affidavit of Damages, filed with the
Court March 18.2010.
3.

Whether the Trial Court erred in dismissing Plaintiffs case for failure to have the

Defendants timely served, pursuant to Rule 4, Utah R. Civ. P..
4.

Whether the Court erred in Denying Plaintiff's Motion for Reconsideration of it's

1

Minute Entry/Order dated April 30, 2010, because Defendants were timely served with a
Summons. Complaint and Proof of Service, filed with the Court, properly signed,
notarized and date stamped.
STANDARD OF REVIEW
This Court should review the legal and factual conclusions of the trial court for
correctness and accuracy. '"Generally, we review a trial court's legal conclusions
for correctness, according the trial court no particular deference." Wihon Supply, Inc. v.
Fradan Mfg Corp , 2002 UT 94. P. 11, 54 P. 3d 1177, 1181 (quoting Orion v Carter,
970 P. 2d 1254. 1256 (Utah 1998)).
Appellant states that the grounds for his seeking re\ie\\ of the Trial Court's
decision are that Defendants were timely served with a Summons and Complaint and a
proper Proof of Service was filed with the Court. Plaintiff also filed a Motion For
Reconsideration And Hearing with the Trial Court: re-submitting the Proof of Service,
the Summons and the Complaint: which motion was summarih denied h\ Judge
Maughan.

DETERMINATIVE RULES AND REGULATIONS, BOTH
CONSTITUTIONAL AND STATUTORY
(L) Utah Rules of Civil Procedure, Rule 3(a):
(a) How Commenced A civil Action (\) A civil action is commenced b> filing a
complaint with the court, or (2) by sendee of a summons together with a cop\ of the
complaint in accordance with Rule 4. If the action is commenced b\ the service of the
summons, and a cop> of the complaint, then the complaint the summons and the proof of

2

service must be filed within ten days of such service.
(2.) Utah Rule of Civil Procedure, Rule 4 (a), (b)(i)< (b)(ii), (b)(ii)(A), (b)(ii(B), (c),
(c)(1), (d), (d)(1)(A), (e), (e)(1) in applicable part:
a) Signing of summons. The summons shall be signed and issued by the plaintiff,
or the plaintiffs attorney. Separate summonses may be signed and served.
(b)(i) Time of Service. In a action commenced under Rule 3 (a)(1), the summons
together with a copy of the complaint shall be served no later than 120 days after the filing
of the complaint unless the court allows a longer period of time for good cause shown. If
the summons and complaint are not timely served, the action shall be dismissed, without
prejudice on application of any party or upon the court's own initiative.
(b)(ii) In any action brought against two or more defendants on which service has
been timely obtained upon one of them,
(b)(ii)(A) the plaintiff may proceed against those served, and
(b)(ii)(B) the others may be served or appear at any time prior to trial.
(c) Contents of Summons
(c)(1) The summons shall contain the name of the court, the address of the court,
the names of the parties to the action, and the county in which it is brought. It shall be
directed to the defendant, state the name, address and telephone number of the plaintiffs
attorney, if any. and otherwise the plaintiffs address and telephone number. It shall state
the time within which the defendant is required to answer the complaint in writing, and
shall notify the defendant that in case of failure to do so, judgment by default will be
rendered against the defendant. It shall state that the complaint is on file with the court or
that the complaint will be filed with the court within ten days of service.
(d) Method of service. Unless waived in writing, service of the summons and
complaint shall be by one of the following methods:
(d)(1) Personal Service The summons and complaint may be served in any state or
judicial district of the United States by the sheriff or constable or by the deputy of either,
by a United States Marshall or by the marshal's deputy, or by any other person 18 years of
age or older at the time sen ice and not a party to the action or party's attorney. If the
person to be served refuses to accept a copy of the process, service shall be sufficient if
the person serving the same shall state the name of the process and offer to deliver a copy
thereof. Personal service shall be made as follows.
at the individual's dwelling house or usual place of abode with some person of suitable
age and discretion there residing, or by delivering a copy of the summons and/or
complaint to an agent authorized by appointment or by law to receive service of process;

(c) Proof of Service. (e)( 1) If service is nor waived, the person effecting service shall
3

file proof with the court. The proof of service must state the date, place, and manner of
service. Proof of service made pursuant to paragraph (d)(2) shall include a receipt signed
by the defendant or defendant's agent authorized by appointment or by law7 to receive
service of process. If service is made by a person other than by an attorney, the sheriff or
constable, or by the deputy of either, by a United States Marshal or by the Marshal's
deputy, the proof of service shall be made by affidavit.
(3.)

U.S. CONST, amend. XIV S 1

Section 1. [Citizenship — Due process of law — Equal protection.]
All persons born or naturalized in the United States, and subject to the jurisdiction
thereof, are citizens of the United States and of the State wherein they reside. No State
shall make or enforce any law which shall abridge the privileges or immunities of citizens
of the United States; nor shall an\ State deprive an> person of life, liberty, or property
without due process of law; nor deny to an> person within it's jurisdiction the equal
protection of the laws.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE
NATURE OF THE CASE
Fletcher Stumph appeals Judge Paul G. Maughan's dismissal of the case, based on
Judge Maughan* s finding that there was no Service of a Summons and Complaint served
on the defendants, and that none exists. Also, that no Proof of Sen ice exists or was ever
filed with the court. Judge Maughan found that the dcfendanis only received a Three-Day
Notice to Quit and nothing more.
Mr. Stumph also appeals Judge Maughan's finding that Mr. Stumph was not
entitled prove any damages, because he never served defendants with a Summons and
Complaint and failed to produce or file a Proof of Serv ice with the Court. Judge
Maughan found that since no Summons and Complaint were served on Defendants and
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since Mr. Stumph\s IJ iree-Day Notice to Qi lit tailed to allege damages, Mr. Stumph was
not entitled to damages at trial
Mr. Stumph also appeals Judge Maugham s finding that at the April 26, 2010 trial.
the petitioner plaintiff presented no e\ klciicc regarding the e\ ieLic>n. since an c\ lclion
issues were resolved by Judge Fratto, at the Eviction I tearing, of March 15, 2010.
Course of Proceedings and Disposition Below:
/}t7 I ia oj Summons

and Complaint

On September I X ^00*) Mr Stuiunh Hied his ('oi-inhnnt Ww I 'nl.iw ml I ), min.
and/or Eviction, in ihe Third District Court, in Salt l.ake County. (Sec Plaintiffs
Addendum Summons. Complaint and Return of Service, hereafter Complaint) The
Complain! w :K N.NI -ind date o;nnpr<l September ! ^. 2(H)o_ I h • Sumi:]' MK is M!inec and
dated September 2 L 2009. by Judge Faust, fhe signed and notarized Return of Service
for the Complaint and Summons and Copy of Military Declaration is signed, notarized
a n d fi lest a i n p e d N o v e m b e r 4... 2 0 0 9. (See ( I o m p I a i n t)
Eviction

Hearing

An Eviction Hearing was held March 15. 2010 before Judge Fratto. Judge Fratto
resolved the eviction of"M'r. Hi irst and Ms. Fverhai L at that time, as a non-issue, Mine the
defendants had moved out voluntarily on approximately September 28, 2009, long after
their Three-Day Notice to Quit. Judge Fratto found no issue of Wrongful Eviction.
Judge Fratto reserved an issues ot Damages and unpaid Kents to be resolved at trial.

5

Plaintiff. Mr. Slumph, was the only party to appear at the Eviction Hearing. Mr. Hurst
and Ms. Everhart did not appear, nor did they protest the eviction as wrongful improper,
or unlawful in any way. (See Plaintiffs Motion For Reconsideration of Minute
Entry/Order. Request For Hearing And Notice of Setting before Judge Fratto. hereafter
Motion For Reconsideration.)
Disposition in the Trial Court below:
Defendants had no defense to unpaid rents or damages
On April 26. 2010 this case came on for trial before Judge Paul G. Maugham at
8:30 A.M., to resolve the only remaining issues, i.e. that of unpaid rents and damages. At
the end of that hearing Judge Maughan stated:
THE JUDGE:
Ell review the File, exhibits. I've got some statutes I need to
check to find out how to calculate some of this. I will let you know. (See Court
Transcript p. 34. lines 16-18. hereafter Ct. Trans.)
Judge Maughan *s statement above, that he was going to "check to find how to calculate
some of this'\ is indicative of his finding damages for the plaintiff and awarding the same.
The onh question remaining, was the amount of damages. Sureh, Judge Maughan could
ha\e made his calculations right there and then in the court room. The calculations were,
in fact already done for him by the plaintiff, he had the documentation and original
receipts, before him. What could he possibly have needed to check? All he realK needed
to do was to calculate or add up the damages, determine if treble damages was justified.
in light of the intentional damage and intentional unpaid rents by the defendants, and

6

pl*]!^<v I hi* :iu -,\v(\ P h m U 111 h'wl n r i A n ! t inn: in I i v n K

i n d * l a n i a ^ O S af U"-.; • * i • *.\ 11 ' > •! i-

defendants had no defense, as Judge Maughan noted at trial:
THE JUDGE:
You paid one month and there's five months left on the lease.
' V ou know, you haven't even addressed that. (See Ct. Trans, p. 31. lines 14-1 ().)
I'he d i d o n d a n K *?111\

PIVUMISC

of a

HOUMISO

w a s a r\\\c o f w ^ o n ^ d o i i n i i»n the p-\ri o f

the landlorcL Mr. Stumph. They proxed no wrongdoing by Mr. Stumph, because there
was none. Mr. Stumph complied w ith the letter and spirit of landlord tenant law and
was civil with tl ie defendants in every instance of contact with then l In fad f\ Ir. Sti imph
attempted to build them up, at every opportunity. He allowed Mr. IIurst to do the
maintenance work around the apartment house, to earn extra income, and gave them
n o t i c e s wi k a s c e \ p n . H a <a .;,-; \\ u, v. ,. . i-: •..- v v, h... n a; i m a g e d and bnili up

i.o

defendants, in even' \\a\". I Ie commented on their limeK pavment of rents.
STATEMENT OF FACTS RELEVANT TO THE ISSUES PRESENTED
FOR REVIEW
Background of the Case
Rents and Deposits
1

• n\ JUI\ lom 200/ jean t lurst and ivimoem iwernaru iwo unmarried persons,

as was stated by those persons to Mr. Stumph, entered into a one year lease agreement
with Fletcher Stumph to rent the premises at 1454 South Richards Street, apartment #2.
Salt Lake L U \ . Idah N4 1 i a. Kent was to be set at seven imiidred and iimet\-nme dollars,
($799.00) per n ionth with a sei :i irity deposit of six hundred and seventy-five dollars,
7

($675.00). A one hundred dollar discount was applicable for on time payment of the rent,
on or before the first of each month. A key deposit of $25.00 for three keys. i.e. the front
door to the apartment house, the mail box, and the front door to the apartment #2. A nonrefundable pet deposit of three hundred dollars, ($300.00) plus one hundred and twenty
dollars ($120.00) non-refundable for carpet cleaning upon the tenants vacating the
premises was applicable. Five hundred and seventy-five dollars. ($575.00) was
refundable upon the premises being left in as good a condition when vacated, as when first
occupied, except for normal wear. (See Complaint. Lease Agreement)
Lease Addetuhtms
2.

On August I, 2008 an Addendum for a six monlh renewal of the lease was

entered into by the same parties. The new rent amount was increased to eight hundred
and sixty dollars per month. ($860.00) per month. If paid on or before the first of each
month the rent was decreased to seven hundred sixty dollars and ninet) cents. ($760.90).
3.

On February 1. 2009 the parties entered a third agreement, or contract, for a

six month lease, from February 1. 2009 to Jul} 31. 2009. This le<ise was again, for the
same rental amount as the previous lease, at the rate of eight hundred sixt> dollars and
ninety cents per month. ($860.90). with a one hundred dollar ($100.00) per month
discount for on-time rent payment on or before the first of each month.
Lease at Issue Here
4. On August L 2009 the parties entered into a fourth and final six month lease,
8

from August L 2009 thru January 31, 2010, again at the rate of eight hundred and sixiv
dollars and ninety cents per month, ($860.90). Once again, with one hundred dollar per
mom:] discount ior on-nine rem pa} mem. • ni or heiore mc MIM oi eacn moium
This is the lease agreement or rental contract at issue here. The lease ran from
August L 2009 thru January 3L 2010. Jean Ilursl and Kimberlv I;.\crhart paid only for
August leaving tive months oi unpaid rent, ai die rale of eight hundred and sixi\ dollars
[I Hi I p i u d V C C U K n r r m o n t h , ( $ S 6 ( ) . C H ) 1 IIM<-

mj

n:j\ :ib!r

i". ••!• • i n i : i l . s l ^ i i f

H]^i;o!i;J

=

! :ve

hundred and four dollars and fifty cents, ($4304.50) unpaid rent. This lease was signed
and dated by the parties on July 31, 2009. (See Complaint, July. 31.2010 I ease
Addendum)
Threats of violence, violence and Police Arrests of Jean Hurst and Kimherlee Everhart
precipaiaiing Eviction
5 Oi i the i light of Ai igi ist 15-16. 2009 (See Pc >lk e Reports Addend tin I , Vugusi 16,
2009) beginning at approximately 11:00 P.M. and not ending until approximately 4:00
A.M. the following morning, of August 16, 2009. Mr. 1 hirst was screaming at Mr.
Stun iph througl I his open kite! len vvii idow what lie would do to 1 iim and his property: "' I
am going to fuck you in the ass. 1 am going to ruin you, I am going to get you excommunicated from your church. I am going to wreck your apartment and your cars. I
win uestroy you. You are a LXKI umic.
a n d \\>c\

w iM*r o \ i T h r n n l I V.

M;. \ lurst repeated these threats over and over.

I S.^I^M- |(M}MII:

\ 1
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•

• — ii

k 11 ! -i- /

. \ h- - ! \\ .-^ \\\

\\y.\\\\\\

• \\

#4? in the same building. AH of this was completely unprovoked, and occurred alter Mr
. Stumph arrived home from work. Mr. Hurst was off his bi-polar medication again and
drunk, once again. Mr. Hurst becomes violent with his live-in girl friend, Ms. Kimberly
Everhart at such times and is a threat to himself and others. (See Police Reports
Addendum for August 16, 2009).
Mr. Stumph told Mr. Hurst, at that time, that he was trying to get some sleep
because he had to get up to go to work at 2:45 A.M.. and drive a big truck at 4:15 A.M..
This statement, by Mr. Stumph, did not slow Mr. Hurst down at all. He continued
unabated. Mr. Hurst's rancid alcoholic breath was coming right through Mr. Stumplr s
window and stinking up Mr. Stumplr s whole house. Mr. Stumph closed the kitchen
window and went to bed.

Mr. Hurst then tore loose the smoke alarm from the common

entry way to the apartment house and began setting it off at every one of Mr. Stumph 5s
windows. Mr. Hurst also began scratching at Mr. Stumph's front door, ringing his
doorbell and knocking on the door. The scratching was like some wounded animal at the
door. It was loud and pathetic. Mr. Stumph called the police and made a telephone
report, the morning of August 16, 2009. (See Police Reports Addendum, August 16,
2009) (See also Notice of Lease Violation Addendum, August 16, 2009)
The Eviction Action
6.

Mr. Hurst and Ms. Everhart were served with a Notice of Lease/Tenancy

Violation on August 16, 2009, citing Mr. Hurst's unlawful assault and threats of

10

hnmcoining nauei) sodom\ u> nc pci inrmed on :\n. vmnnh. v\

MI.

:

IUI>L

ai.d

-he

LH.;.::

many previous written and verbal warnings that they had been given of their disturbances
of tenants, at the apartment house, as well as disturbances of the neighbors. (See
Complaint Addendum dated August i o. J001)).
]V 1 r Mup-e iinl \/k | ;\ {-rli.ifJ \\ <-r( • p-iliteK 'i<^ ed i{- leav«v h\ die end i d'dir m. r 1 . .'
August 2009, at that time. (See Complaint, Notice Attachment, August 16, 2009). Mr.
Stumph thereby advised Mr. Hurst and Ms. Everhart that if they were out of the apartment
on <M' before I IK1 -SM ! wf

\ULMI^I.

200l> thai 1- • would confide** dieir lea^e let mil -!-

l

x

\ \

point, Mr. Murst and Ms. Everhart made no response to Mr. Stumph 5 s request that they
leave by the end of August, and they did not move oui until the end of September. 2009.
1 he two of (he:*- \\i>,\ n Miimiicu lo -w eai ai :• t L nrse tii A J- . >> iihipn diiu i ni eaiei . • t::
violence, as well as destruction of his apartment and car, at even 1 opportunitx. Mr. I lurst
did in feet break the antenna off Mr. Stumplvs car, forcing him to move it to another
location, where Mr. i lurst could not damage ii runner, t>ec i'uuee Keporih /uiucnduim)
Ms. Everhart aUo assaulted Mr. Siui.u;.', n the parkin;: "ioi thr--:>teni:'.-- h::n \ :i.
violence, and that: "We will get \ou. and we will get that bitch you are tucking too." (See
Police Reports Addendum)
Mr. Stumph requested that the Salt I .ake City Attorney proseci ite the defendants Mr.
Hurst and Ms. Everhart, for their threats and actions toward him and the damage they have
done to him and his property. (See Salt Lake City Attorney Letter Addendum)

II

;i
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On September 2, 2009 Jean Hurst and Kimberlee Everhart were served with a

Second Notice to Perform or Quit, because they did not move out by August 31, 2010, as
requested.
Move out of Mr. Hurst and Ms. Everhart
8.

Jean Hurst and Kimberlee Everhart did finally move out on approximately

September 28? 2009. Mr. Hurst left the apartment key with Mr. Stumph's roomate, Mr.
Dennis Richmond. He did not leave the front door apartment house key. nor the mailbox
key. However, the key he left for Mr. Stumph would not open Mr. IIursEs and Ms.
Everhart\s former residence. Mr. Hurst or Ms. I:\erhart had broken the lock, which was
brand new when they moved in. Mr. Stumph had no choice but to break the door jam to
get into the mess he found there. It was one very trashed apartment. (See trial pictures #3).
The apartment, upon Mr. Stumphs entry, looked like a war /one. It stunk from cat
urine, and cigarette smoke, (no smoking was permitted in the apartment, under the Lease
Agreement) (See Lease Agreement). The appliances were all damaged or completely
destro>ed. with fist prints in the range hood, and refrigerator freezer door. (See. pictures
and Exhibit List, carpet samples and range hood and freezer door, exhibited at trial, but
sent home with plaintiff ( per bailiffs instructions from Judge Maughan to Mr. Stumph).
The stove was totally destroyed and beyond repair, and didiTt work, with food and junk
encrusted on it, everywhere. It was too far gone to be cleaned or repaired, it had to be
thrown out, along with the rest of the junk the tenants left in the apartment to be cleaned up
12

and thrown away by Mr. Stumph, i.e. large TV Set chest of drawers broken washing
machine, broken clothes dryer, broken mops, brooms and olhcr assorted filth. The bedroom
clooi had been kicked in and a botched, attempted repair job made. 1 here were three holes
in MM- W -Mis. again ^ ;M- botched repair "*-»v; mad*.*

l s

- er"-. ihi M: had u-< j v piope- b rep.divd,

at great expense, before anyone would again rent the premises. The toilet lid had been
dropped onto the bathroom floor tile, cracking four tiles and taking a large chip out of the
tank lid itself. The carpets were stained and absolutely i. ilthy. fhe vvl lole place slur ik and
reeked of cat urine and cat feces. It had never looked that bad when Mr. Stumph had
inspected the apartment at periodic intervals, as permitted under {he lea^e. If looked like
J e a n I l u r a ,?nu i\ n n h c r i e e ! •. ei \\:u \ \vu\ r a e u i i o n a t i N l e r e n me \ n i \ i m e r IH>\ anu |u*e s i u n g

it into the living room along with all of their other trash, and filth in order to eompleiek
trash the place and take revenge for the eviction. Cleaning the carpets, before it became
clear mat cleaning was to no avail was absolutely useless. The cat urine had seeped down
t h r o u g h t h e c a r p e l n a d i\))(\ iui-.» t h e w o o d f l u o r b e k -

!"hr ( -;irne! ;iinl ^:n! I r n l ' . . ' n .

: !. .MI

up and thrown out. and the wood flooring underneath sealed, so that the stitik of eat urine
would not just re-penetrate the new carpet padding and carpeting; as Mr. Stumph was told
by t h e enrpe! m e n w hu did i k W\i\<< ( S i r

( 'nn i p h i n j >

Notices to Defendants/Appellees

Recap

Mr. I hirst and Ms. Everhart were also served with a Three Day Notice To Comply
With 1 he 1 .ease Or Va.ca.te, or i September .10, 2009. 1.1; ley were served witl I a. 1 1 iree Day
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Criminal Nuisance Notice on September 10, 2009 as well. All of the above are
incorporated into Mr. Stumph's Original Complaint. (See Notices Addendum)
Prior and continuing violent and unlawful behaviors and arrests of Mr. Hurst and
Ms. Everhart
9,

During Mr. Hurst's and Ms. Everharf s over two years of occupancy of

Apartment #2, at Sunshine Apartments, Mr. Hurst was arrested and taken
into custody some five times, for domestic violence, including assault and battery of Ms.
Everhart. Ms. Everhart was three times arrested for assault and battery on Mr. Hurst and
also taken into custody. Each time the arrests were for drunkenness as well as domestic
violence. They are an extremely violent pair, both with each other and with violent threats
on others, including Mr. Stumph. They are a pair to be cautious of and fearful of, and their
threats are to be taken seriously. One never knows when they might go off their individual
or collective rockers, as it were. They each threatened another tenant as well, a Ms. Connie
Kulacz. Ms. Everhart told Mr. Stumph: "I am going to get that bitch Connie. I can beat the
shit out of her and make her very ugly. You have seen the bruises I have put on Jean." Ms.
Everhart reeked of alcohol as she was making those threats. Thank God, that the ungodly
couple finally moved out at the end of September, before they had the chance to carry out
any more of their threats on the other residents, or to do anymore damage to the premises or
the residents cars.
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Service of Process, i.e. the Summons and Complaint
10.

Mr. Hurst and Ms. Everhart were served with the Summons, Complaint and

Military Service Declaration by Mr. Gregory Williams on November 2, 2009, after Mr.
Stumph was finally able to find where they had moved. Neither Mr. Hurst nor Ms. Everhart
left a forwarding address, but moved out as thieves in the night, while Mr. Stumph was out
of town working. (See Return Of Service, attached to Complaint Addendum.)
Eviction Hearing Before Judge Fratto
11.

An Eviction Hearing was held before Judge Fratto on March 15, 2010 at 1 ;30

PJVL At that Hearing, Judge Fratto declared that:Ci The eviction is a non-issue, since the
defendants moved out voluntarily on approximately September 28, 2009. I cannot try the
unpaid rents and damages issues, they are to be reserved for judgment at trial The lease
violations are not at issue because of the voluntary move-out and because the defendants
have not appeared for this hearing to contest the alleged violations nor the eviction. You
must get your unpaid rents and damages at trial Mr. Stumph, I can't try them here, today,
even though you are ready to try those issues and have all of your documentation and
exhibits prepared and ready/* (As quoted by Mr. Stumph at The Eviction Hearing.)
Judgment, at the hand of Judge Maughan
12.

Trial came on before Judge Paul G. Maughan April 26, 2010 at 8:30 A.M..

At that trial Plaintiff Fletcher Stumph presented evidence of damages in the form of an
Affidavit Of Damages, Original Receipts for parts and services rendered, to repair the
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damages to the premises, and a copy of the Unpaid Rents Addendum, showing five months
of unpaid rents, by the defendants. Mr. Stumph also presented carpet exhibits, a fist
imprinted freezer door, a fist imprinted range hood, each of which had to be replaced.
These exhibits showed the kind of. and extent of the damage, so the court could see for
itself, the damages incurred. The defendants presented no defense but merely bad mouthed
Mr. Stumph, saying he "stalked thenT. (See Ct. Trans, p. 8, lines 20-25 and p. 9, lines 1-26)
Incredibly, Judge Maughan found in his Minute Entry:
...the court finds that the plaintiff is not entitled to recover any damages, the plaintiff
having failed to have defendants timely ser\ed pursuant to Rule 4. Utah R. Ci\. P.. his
complaint is dismissed." (See Minute Entr>/ Order p.2, lines 14-17)
Motion For Reconsideration
13. Mr. Stumph filed a Motion For Reconsideration of Judge Maughan *s Minute
Entry/ Order of April 30. 2010 on May 10. 2010. In Mr Stuniph's motion, he included
copies of the file stamped Summons and Complaint and the notarized and file stamped
Return of Service. All of the above were properly served* signed and notarized with
Gregory Williams as the process server and Denise Lecflang as the notary. (See
Summons, Complaint. Return of Service Addendum.)
Judge Maughan. with all of the documents, newly presented, before him. in his Court
Minute Entry, dated May 12. 2010 states: "Plaintiffs Motion for Reconsideration of Minute
Entry/Order dated 5/7/2010 is denied." Judge Maughan gives no reason for his denial, he
merely dismisses Mr. Stumph*s Motion arbitrarily. (See Judge Maughan's Minute Entry/
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Order dated 5/7/10.)
Notice of Appeal and Docketing Statement
14.

Plaintiff Stumph timely filed his Notice of Appeal May 6, 2010. Appellant's

Docketing Statement was timely filed May 24, 2010, with the Utah Supreme Court. The
Supreme Court of Utah then transferred the case to the Utah Court of Appeals.
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENTS
The trial court erred in finding that the defendants were not timely served pursuant to
Rule 4, Utah R.Civ. P., and improperly dismissed the plaintiffs complaint, since the court
signed Summons. Complaint and Return of Service along with the Defendant's Answer,
acknowledging service, were all before the court, in the file and were in fact, acknowledged
b\ Judge Maughan and by the defendants at trial ( See Ct I ranscript and Defendant's
Answer to Complaint, as cited above.)
Damages and unpaid rents were all proved, and undisputed b\ the defendants at trial
through Plaintiffs Affidavit of Damages. Summan of Services, and Purchase Receipts, and
signed lease, and lease addendum agreements. (See Affidavit of Damages Addendum)
Plaintiffs testimony at trial and damaged property exhibits, proved his damages and rents
bevond dispute, along with the amounts owed b\ the defendants. The defendants had no
defenses to the unpaid rents and damages but mereh bad mouthed the plaintiff Mr. Stumph
saving:
MS. EVERHART: Your Honor, he didif t even serve us until we were at our new
place. And we were being stalked. (See Ct. Trans, p. 18. lines 18-19.)
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The trial court erred in denying Plaintiffs Motion for Reconsideration, because
Plaintiff resubmitted the; file stamped and dated Complaint, sighed Summons. Proof of
Service and Defendant's Answer to Complaint, so there could be no denying all of
Plaintiffs documents were in order and timely served.
ARGUMENT
I.

THE COURT ERRED IN DISMISSING PLAINTIFF'S COMPLAINT AND
FINDING THAT PLAINTIFF IS NOT ENTITLED TO DAMAGES BECAUSE
THE DEFENDANTS WERE NOT TIMELY SERVED WITH A SUMMONS
AND COMPLAINT.
Plaintiff Mr. Stumph appeals this matter from Judge Paul G. Maughan* s

Minute/Order dated April 30, 2010. finding plaintiff failed to timely serve the defendants
with a Summons and Complaint and therefore dismissed the Complaint. (See Minute
hntrv/Order of April 30. 2010. p.3.).
Judge Maughan, contradicts his Minute Entry/Order finding that the defendants were
not timely served.
THE JUDGE:
No\ ember.
MR.STUMPH:

I have some document that sav s Return of Sen ice that was in
You're looking for what. Your honor9

THE JUDGE: The return of service. It was in.... Ifs not even dated. It just says
November of 09. Which is well after September. (See Ct. Trans, p. 19. lines 10-20)
Judge Maughan twice acknowledges, at trial that he has the November 2. 2009
Return Of Sen ice. in his hands. The Summons. Complaint and copy of Military Service
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Declaration were served on Mr. Hurst and Ms. Everhart on that date, i.e. November 2, 2009
and were acknowledged over and over by them. (See Ct. Trans. P. 31 lines 22-23.)
MS.EVERHART: Your Honor, he didn't serve us until we were at our new place.
He didn't even properly evict us, he used a third party, other case, (see Ct Trans. P. 31 lines
22-23.)
Ms. Everhart acknowledges that she was served at her new residence at
6 East 4800 South #1, Murray, Utah 84107. Her only objection to the service seems to be
that a third party served Mr. Hurst and Ms. Everhart, instead of Mr. Stumph. It is common
knowledge that a third party must serve the Summons and Complaint and it is not a valid
objection to the service that Mr. Stumph did not serve them.
Mr. Hurst and Ms. Everhart acknowledge service in their answer:
I Jean Hurst and Kimberlee Everhart believe that this summons was improperly
served by Gregory J. Williams and also need adequate time to obtain legal counsel which
we are trying to obtain threw (sic) Utah Legal Services(sic) (See Written Response to
Complaint, dated November 5, 2009 in Complaint Addendum)
So, in their Answer to Plaintiffs Complaint, both Jean Hurst and Kimberlee Everhart
acknowledged that they were timely served with a Summons and Complaint by Gregory
Williams on November 2, 2009. As stated above in the ( Ct. Trans. P. 31, lines 22-23). Ms.
Everhart5s only objection to the summons and Complaint was that Gregory Williams served
it., and not Mr. Stumph. (Ct. Trans. P. 3 1, lines 22-23)
Judge Maughan, Jean Hurst and Kimberlee Everhart all acknowledge timely and
proper Service of the Summons and Complaint on the defendants as stated above. The
defendants twice acknowledged timely service, both at trial and in their answer to the
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Summons and Complaint, as stated above. Judge Maughan twice acknowledged the Proof of
Service, and said that he had it in his hands, as stated above. Appellant Fletcher Stumph's
and Connie Kulacz's AiTidavits of Summons and Complaint and Return of Service in Court
file on May 10, 2010, dated May 24, 2010, affirming all critical documents were present and
part of the Court Record during hearings and trial. (See Plaintiffs Fletcher Stumph and
Connie Kulacz's Affidavit of Summons, Complaint, and Return of Service in the court file
on May 10,2010.)
II. THE COURT ERRED IN FAILING TO AWARD PLAINTIFF DAMAGES
IN THE AMOUNT OF $9,9999.00; BECAUSE PLAINTIFF PROVED
DAMAGES AT TRIAL BY HIS AFFIDAVIT OF DAMAGES, RECEIPTS AND
TESTIMONY, WHICH ARE FAR IN EXCESS OF WHAT HE IS ASKING IN
DAMAGES.
L

UNPAID RENTS.

At trial Plaintiff testified of his unpaid rents and damages as well as providing
his Affidavit of Damages, and that a month in advance of trial,
THE JUDGE:

Okay. Do you have that exhibit for the damages and the
rent? Do you have all that in some written form?

MR. STUMPH: Yes. Now Fve a, Fve prepared an affidavit of damages which I
submitted to the court. That should be in the file. And I submitted that over a month ago
so the defendants have had plenty of notice. (See Ct. Trans, p. 1, lines 1-7)
...the parties written agreement provides for defendants to pay monthly rent of
$860.90, per month. (See Affidavit of Damages p. 1, #1 lines 2-3)
testimony at trial confirms the amount.
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Plaintiffs

THE JUDGE:

And what was the rate, how much per month?

MR. STUMPH:

The rate 860.90 per month. (See Ct. Trans, p. 4 lines 2-4)

In Plaintiffs Affidavit of Damages Appellant states:
The total amount unpaid (i.e. rents) by the defendants under the parties rental agreement
is for six months lease $4,304.50. That amount times three is $12, 913.50. (See
Affidavit of Damages p. 2 #4. Lines 6-8)
THE JUDGE:

Okay. Anything else?

MR. STUMPH:
Just a moment. I do have the total amount for the rents that
were unpaid, $4,304.50. (See Ct. Trans, p. 5 lines 11-13)

Judge Maughan speaks to the defendants concerning their unpaid rent
THE JUDGE:
You paid one month and there's five months left on the lease.
You know, you haven't even addressed that. I mean, you're talking about the, the
damages or lack thereof
MR. HURST:

That was because like I said-

THE JUDGE:

But I mean what defense do you have to the nonpayment of
the lease?

MR. HURST:

Because he evicted us, you Honor.

MS. EVERHART:
party, other case.
MR. HURST:

He didn't even properly evict us. He used a third

Like he said in the first statement that we're just, I'll

consider your lease terminated.
THE JUDGE:

Yes. But vou didn't abide bv that.

MR. HURST:

I flat out-

THE JUDGE:

You weren't gone by the end of August.
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MR. HURST:
Well that's. I did (inaudible word, hitting mic) with him and I
had. that letter is past that, like you know.
THE JUDGE:

Let's see. Then in mid-September because you weren't gone
in August

MR. HURST:

Well, sir, if I owe him-

THE JUDGE:
In mid-September he evicts you.
MR. HURST:
He evicted me. He said it would be an eviction at the end of
the month. And so if we owre him for September I can understand that. (See Ct. Trans..
p.3L lines 14-25 and p. 32. lines 1-13)
Mr. Stumph proved by his Affidavit of Damages and his testimom at trial, unpaid
rent b> the defendants of $4,304.50. for five months, trebled, equals $12,913.50.
Judge Maughan found the defendants had not even addressed the issue of unpaid
rents. abo\c. The defendants have no defense for not pa\ ing the unpaid rents and in fact
admit owing rent for September, because the> were still li\ing there while being evicted.
When they finalh did move out. the\ just sneaked out. like thie\es in the night, on
approximately September 28. 2009. while their landlord Mr. Stumph was working out of
town and couldn't see the horrendous damage they were doing and what the> had done
to totally trash the place.
A forfeiture does not release a defendant from an\ obligation for payments on a
lease for the remainder of the lease term. (See UTAH JUD. CODf 78 B-6-811(d)(1).
Mr. Stumph is entitled to unpaid rents of $4,304.50 trebled, for a total of
$12,913.50.
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The judgment shall be entered against the defendant for the rent, for three times the
amount of damages assessed under Subsection (2)(a) through (2)(e) and for reasonable
attorne) fees. (See UTAH JUD. CODE 78 B-6-811(3).)
Rents and profits, or rental value of the premises , during detention are included in
damages. Rental value or reasonable value of the use and occupation of the premises
becomes an element of damages for retaining possession. This is not rent, it is damages.
Forrester v Cook 77 Utah 137, 292 P. 206 (1930).
Where all issues were decided in plaintiffs favor, trial courts refusal to treble the
damages awarded plaintiff b> jury was error. Ecclesv. Union Pac. Coal Co., 15 Utah 14.
48P.l48(1897).
Plaintiff proved his lost rent of $4304.50 by his testimony at trial and with his
Affidavit Of Damages. He is entitled to treble the rent because it becomes an element of
damages. Plaintiff should be awarded $12,913.50, as per the statutes and cases cited
abo\e. Judge Maughan found the defendants have no defense to unpaid rents, under
the lease contract, as he stated, in court, abo\e.
2. DAMAGE TO THE APARTMENT, i.e., PARTS AND LABOR
EXPENDITURES
Damage to the apartment and its fixtures and appliances was raised b> Judge
Maughan at trial.

THE JUDGE:

What else are >ou claiming?

MR- STUMPH:

I hen Fm asking for damages, for damages to the premises.

THE JUDGE:

How much?

MR. STUMPH:

For $5,070.

THE JUDGE:

Okay. Do you have an affidavit showing what those damages
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are?
MR. STUMPH:

I do. and I have all the receipts. (See Ct Trans, p. 4, lines 5-

12.)
Defendants caused damages far beyond normal wear and tear, to plaintiffs
property, in the amount of $5,070.00. Plaintiff is attaching an itemized list of costs
plaintiff has paid to repair the property, one or more bids or estimates of the costs to
repair. That amount times three is $15,002.10. (See Plaintiffs Affidavit Of Damages p. 3
#9) (See also: Replacement of Goods List and Fletcher Stumplf s Time and Labor for
Apartment #2)
The jury or court, if the proceeding is tried without a jury or upon the defendant's
default, shall also assess the damages resulting to the plaintiff from any of the following:
© Waste of the premises during the defendant's tenancy, if waste is alleged in the
complaint and proved at trial. (See UTAH JUD. CODE (2)©)
Waste was alleged, in the complaint and proved at trial. Therefore. Mr. Stumph is
entitled to treble his waste damages, under the above statute. (See also UTAH JUD.
CODES 78 B-6-811)
III. JUDGE MAUGHAN S MINUTE ENTRY/ORDER OF APRIL 30, 2010 DOES
NOT CORRESPOND TO AND IS CONTRADICTED BY DOCUMENTED FACTS
IN EVIDENCE AND UTAH STATUTES AND CASE LAW; ACCORDING TO
THE TRIAL TRANSCRIPT FROM THE APRIL 26, 2010 TRIAL, THE
SUMMONS, COMPLAINT AND RETURN OF SERVICE, IN THE RECORD, THE
PLAINTIFF'S AFFIDAVIT OF DAMAGES AND ORIGINAL RECEIPTS
PURSUANT TO RULE 4, UTAH R. CIV. P..
Appellant Fletcher Stumph submitted the Summons, signed by Judge Faust, the
Complaint, date and time stamped. September 18. 2009. and the Return of Service, date
Stamped November 9. 2009. All of these were re-submitted to Judge Maughan in
Plaintiffs Motion For Reconsideration, dated and time stamped May 6, 2010. Plaintiffs
Affidavit of Damages, dated and time stamped March 18. 2010 is included and was
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again offered at trial, a six month Lease, i.e. the lease at issue here. Addendum dated
July 31,2009 is attached to and included with the Complaint. (See Complaint Addendum,
Lease Agreement of July 3 L 2009.)
Defendants violated their Lease Agreement, i.e. the Quiet Enjoyment provisions,
by repeatedly disturbing other tenants, causing loud noise from their physically violent
fights and boistrous arguments, police calls, with police megaphones calling defendants
out, and demands for entrance, plus five arrests of Jean Hurst and three arrests of
Kimberlee Everhart. All of these were for violence on one another and drunkeness.
These arrests occurred throughout their two and one-half year tenancy and included the
time of the final Lease Addendum period. One of Ms. Everharr s arrests involved using
a deadly weapon to assault and batter Mr. Hurst. (See Police Reports Addendum)
Summary
To summarize, the defendants, i.e. Appellees, only paid for one month of the final
six months lease, although they occupied the premises for two months of the final six
month lease, and they caused their own eviction by their violent acts on one another,
police calls, and threats of violence on other tenants including Mr. Fletcher Stumph and
Ms. Connie Kulacz. The defendants are liable for the entire five months of unpaid rent,
for the reasons stated above, under the above cited statutes and cases. Both of the
defendants threatened Mr. Stumph with Sodomy and other violent acts. They threatened
to: 'Tuck you in the ass, ruin you, destroy your place of business, car, and that bitch you
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are Fucking." (See Plaintiffs Complaint and Police Reports Addendum) (See also
UTAH JUD. CODE 78-B-6-811 (d)(i)).
A forfeiture under Subsection (i)© does not release a defendant from any obligation
for payments on a lease for the remainder of the lease's term. (See UTAH JUD. CODE
78B-6-811 (d)(1).)
The total unpaid rents are, as stated above, for five months of unpaid rents at
$860.90 per month for five months, equaling $4304.50. That amount times three is
$12,913.50. (See Plaintiffs Affidavit Of Damages page 2, lines 6-7)
These damages are corroborated by Plaintiffs testimony at trial. (See Ct. Trans, p.
5, lines 12-13)
Also, damages to the apartment itself including fixtures, walls, doors and
furnishings of $5,070.00. (See Ct. Trans, p. 4, line 9 and Plaintiffs Affidavit of
Damages p.3, #9) That amount times three is $ 15.002.10.
The judgment shall be entered against the defendant for the rent for three times the
amount of the damages assessed under Subsection (2)(a) through (2)(e) and for reasonable
attorney fees. (UTAH JUD. CODE 78B-6-811 (3).)
Rents and profits or rental value of the premises, during detention are included in
damages. Rental value or reasonable value of the use and occupation of the premises
becomes an element of damages for retaining possession. This is not rent, it is damages.
Forrester v. Cook, 77 Utah 137, 292 P. 206 (1930).
After the termination of the tenancy by Notice To Quit, the person in unlawful
possession is not owing rent under the contract, but must respond in damages. This is not
rent, but "damages," and, therefore may be trebled. Forrester v. Cook 11 Utah 137, 292
P. 6 (1930); Monroe, Inc. v. Sidwell 770 P. 2d 1022 (Utah Ct. App. 1989). All damages
directly and proximately resulting from a forcible detainer are subject to the requirement
that they be trebled. Aris Vision Inst. f Inc. V. Wasatch Prop. Mgmt.t Inc. 2006 UT 45, 143
P. 3d 278.
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IV. JUDGE MAUGHAN TWICE CONTRADICTS HIS MINUTE ENTRY
ORDER AT TRIAL; STATING TWICE THAT HE HAS THE PROOF OF
SERVICE IN HIS HANDS.
THE JUDGE:
I have some document that says Return of Service that was in
November. (See Ct Trans. P. 19, lines 10-11.)
MR. STUMPH:

You're looking for what, Your Honor?

THE JUDGE:
The Return of Service. It was in.... It's not even dated. It just
says November of 09. Which is well after September. (See Ct. Trans, p. 19, lines 16-20.)
Judge Maughan twice states he has the Proof of Service, in his hands,
contradicting himself and his Minute Entry/Order of April 30, 2010.
V. THE APPELLEES ADMIT IN THEIR ANSWER TO THE COMPLAINT,
AND IN COURT TESTIMONY, THAT THEY WERE SERVED BY A THIRD
PARTY WITH A SUMMONS AND COMPLAINT.
I Jean Hurst and Kimberlee Everhart believe that this Summons was improperly
served by Gregory J. Williams and so need adequate time to obtain legal counsel
which we are trying to obtain threw (sic) Utah Legal Services(sic) (See Complaint
Addendum)
MS. EVERHART:

He didn't even properly evict us. He used a third party,
other case(sic). (See Ct. Trans, p. 31, lines 22-23.)

The defendants were timely and properly served as proved by both their writings
and trial testimony. It seems that their only objection is that they were served by a third
party, Mr. Gregory Williams, instead of plaintiff Fletcher Stumph, which is required by
statute, as stated above..
(d) (1) Personal Service. The summons and complaint may be served in any state
or judicial district of the United States by the sheriff or constable or by the deputy of
either, by a United States Marshal or by the marshal's deputy, or by any person 18 years
of age or older at the time of service and not a party to the action or a party's
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attorney

(See Rule 4, Utah R. Civ. P. (d)(1).

VI. JUDGE MAUGHAN IS BIASED AGAINST APPELLANT FLETCHER
STUMPH SINCE THE SUMMONS, COMPLAINT, AND PROOF OF SERVICE
WERE ALL RESUBMITTED TO HIM IN PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR
RECONSIDERATION, AND HE DENIED THAT MOTION.
Appellant resubmitted his previously filed and date stamped Summons, Complaint,
and Return of Service, along with a Request For Hearing on May 7, 2010. Judge
Maughan summarily dismissed/denied plaintiffs request without explanation. (See
Court Minutes Addendum, dated May 12, 2010.)
Even though Judge Maughan had all of the required documents and evidence in his
hands to award damages and unpaid rents to the Plaintiff Fletcher Stumph at trial, he
summarily and with contempt, sent the plaintiff packing.
THE LOWER COURTS BIAS AGAINST RICH LANDLORDS
Does Judge Maughan think the plaintiff is just a rich landlord with gobs of money
to spend, and that he is just looking to recover expenditures for renovating apartment #2?
WelL the fact is. if that were the case. Mr. Stumph would not be driving a 1992
Toyota Canary, doing all the work on the apartment himself that he could do, doing the
legal work on this case, himself instead of hiring it done, since that work should, by
contract, be paid for by the defendants, because Plaintiff is entitled to attorney fees under
the Lease Agreement. Nor would he be working and driving a truck for forty-four hours
and up, per week, at sixty-five years of age. Fie would be able to refinance his apartment
building at 5% interest instead of the 8% he presently pays, because his debt to income
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ratio is too high and the appraisal on the apartment house is too low to qualify for a
refinance loan, even though Mr. Stumph has a 787 average credit score from the three
credit bureaus, because he pays his debts and obligations. Those are the facts, good
justices.
Mr. Stumph is doing this appeal himself, because it could not otherwise be done.
Mr. Stumph does not have the fifteen or twenty thousand dollars to hire an attorney to
file, serve and write and submit this appeal which it would take, as Judge Maughan might
well imagine and has counted on. Nor would it be worth its costs to him, since the
Complaint was only filed for ten thousand dollars.
TRAFFIC TICKETS AND COURT JUDGMENTS
Mr. Stumph was told, by his insurance agent that insurance companies take traffic
tickets very seriously because they know that on average, for every traffic ticket a person
gets, they have violated traffic rules and regulations at least five hundred times, each time
for which, they could have been issued a traffic citation.
Likewise, has Judge Maughan also violated the law, which he has sworn to uphold,
at least five hundred times for each appeal which has come to this court's attention? If
that is the case, as I believe it is, since Judge Maughan has so flagrantly violated the law,
knowing how costly and time consuming appeals are, that he just figured the plaintiff
would find it far too costly to pursue to the Supreme Court of Utah, and he would
hear no more of Plaintiff Stumph.
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A.

THE POWER TRIP

I quote below from a recent article from the Wall Street Journal about the abuse of
power.
"It's an incredibly consistent effect/' Mr. Keltner says. "When you give people
power, they basically start acting like fools. They flirt inappropriately, tease in a hostile
fashion, and become totally impulsive." Mr. Keltner compares the feeling of power to
brain damage, noting that people with lots of authority tend to behave like neurological
patients with a damaged orbitol frontal lobes, a brain area that's crucial for empathy and
decision-making. Even the most virtuous people can be undone by the corner office.
This suggests that even fleeting feelings of power can dramatically change the way
people respond to information. Instead of analyzing the strength of the argument, those
with authority focus on whether or not the argument confirms what they already believe. If
it doesn't then the facts are conveniently ignored.
Deborah Gruenfeld, a psychologist at Stanford Business School, demonstrated a
similar principle by analyzing more than 1,000 decisions handed down by the United States
Supreme Court between 1953 and 1993. She found that, as justices gained power on the
court, or became part of a majority coalition, their written opinions tended to become less
complex and nuanced. They considered fewer perspectives and possible outcomes.
Another Psychologist, Mr, Keltner continues on.
There is no easy cure for the paradox of power. Mr. Keltner argues thast the best
treatment is transparency, and that the worst abuses of power can be prevented when
people know they are being monitored. This suggests that the mere existence of a
regulatory watchdog or an active board of directors can help discourage people from doing
bad things.
However, people in power tend to reliably overestimate their moral virtue, which
leads them to stifle oversight. They lobby against regulators, and fill corporate boards with
their friends. The end result is sometimes power at its most dangerous. -endJonah Lehrer, The power Trip, Wall Street Journal August 14-15, 2010 at Wl .(See
newspaper & book Addendum.)
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1.

Denial by Judge Maughan of Plaintiff/Appellant's Constitutional Rights
Judge Maughan has denied appellant his Fourteenth Amendment Rights under the

United States Constitution, by denying him Equal Protection of the law. (U.S. Const,
amend. XIV S 1.)
By finding that plaintiff has not timely served defendants, when he in fact, has
properly served them, as proven above. Judge Maughan has abused his power and
arrogantly defied his oath of office and the power of the our U.S. Constitution and Utah
State Statutes.
Judge Maughan has sought to resurrect the Eviction Hearing and to contramand
Judge Fratto's decision, of March 15, 2010 that stated:
No eviction issues exist, since the defendants have moved out voluntarily and have
not appeared at court to contest their eviction. The only issues remaining are damages and
unpaid rents. 1 cannot resolve those issues at this hearing. Those issues are reserved for
trial, at a later date. (Judge Fratto's Decision at Eviction Hearing of March 15, 2010. as
recorded by Plaintiff Fletcher Stumph.)
Judge Maughan refocused on the already resolved eviction issue, attempting to
overturn Judge Fratto's earlier decision, in order to trump-up an excuse for his false
finding that no Complaint, Summons or Proof of Service was ever filed or served on
defendants. Judge Maughan has wrongfully dismissed the plaintiffs case in his court
below, contrary to Utah Statues and case law and to all the facts and documents in
evidence, thereby necessitating this costly and time consuming appeal. Where is the
justice that should sacredly abide in his court room? Judge Maughan has put his court in
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disrepute, and this must be corrected, here and now, by this Court Of Appeals.
2.

What good is a judge, or a court that won 7 enforce the law?

After all, what good is a judge or a court who will not enforce the law. Why, no
good at all. In that case, the people had just as well take to the streets to settle their
differences, as did the Capulets and the Montagues, in Shakespear s Romeo and Juliet or
as did the Jets and the Sharks in Westside Story. If there is no justice in the courts, then
why have them at all? We are better off settling our differences in the streets. Do away
with the courts entirely.
The defendants never raised Judge Maughan's trumped-up issue of their being
wrongfully evicted, at the eviction hearing, which they did not bother to attend, or at trial.
Only Judge Maughan raised it. How could they, when they were arrested at their dwelling
eight times for violence on one another. Mr. Hurst was arrested and taken away five times
and Ms. Everhart was arrested and taken away three times, and once for the use of a
deadly weapon against Mr. Hurst. They were both repeatedly warned about their
disturbance of the Quiet Enjoyment of other tenants, both verbally and in writing, but they
ignored those warnings. The disturbances caused by Mr. Hurst and Ms. Everhart were
dis-affectionately known as the Friday and Saturday night fights, by other tenants, when
they would get drunk and throw one another to the floor. It was said by tenants: "The
winner takes the best of three falls."
Mr. Hurst has long since been diagnosed as bi-polar, according to Ms. Everhart, his
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live-in girlfriend. Ms, Everhart says: "On the weekends, when he gets drunk, he refuses to
take his medications and then "all hell breaks loose."
Mr. Hurst and Ms. Everhart finally just pushed the envelope too far, when they
threatened Mr. Stumph: "I will Fuck you in the ass, destroy your apartment
house, your car, and that bitch you are tucking.5"
5. No Wrongful Eviction nor Unclean Hands here.
No, there is no wrongful eviction here, or any wrong doing by Mr. Stumph, period.
Nor are Mr. Stumph's actions in question here. Mr. Stumph has acted totally within the
law and within the rules of civility. Mr. Stumph's hands are not unclean. It is the
intentional uncivilized behavior of Mr. Hurst and Ms. Everhart, threatening Mr. Stumph
and Ms. Kulacz, unpaid rents, destruction of Mr Stumph's apartment house, and Mr.
Stumph's car. and the criminal intent to batter Mr. Stumph and Ms. Kulacz. or to commit
mayhem, that is in question here.
Judge Maiighairs finding of no timely service on Mr. Hurst and Ms. Everhart, so
that he could dismiss Mr. Stumph's case, causing him enormous expenditures of time,
money and energy is ludicrous and goes beyond the bounds of human decency and can
only be explained as an arrogant abuse of power, from which abuse he is protected by
statute.

B.

ARROGANCE

Arrogance places organizations and teams in danger of death everyday. Every time
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a passionate attorney or judge at the top of his or her game fells, you find that they think
they already know everything.
Their destructive self-absorption as they pursue egocentric dreams is exceeded only by the
damage they leave behind by putting others at risk. From pure hubris or some hidden fear,
arrogant attorneys and judges act as if the rules don't apply to them. Because of this, they
are frequently outmaneuvered by more nimble attorneys or judges.
An attorney or judge driven by a compelling saga still needs a healthy dose of
humility to keep him or her from veering off into an arrogance disaster. Humility allows
legal and judicial greatness to emerge. (Chris Warner and Don Schmincke, Executive
Book Summaries, High Altitude Leadership, p. 5, paraphrased by Fletcher Stumph.)
Justices, the platform is on fire, just like the Deepwater Horizon. Will you put out
the flames on the first floor, before they reach the fifth floor, where you sit?
C. ON REMAND, THIS CASE MUST BE ASSIGNED TO AN UNBIASED
JUDGE
The bias of Judge Maughan, ruling against Utah State Statutes, case law, and against
the facts and documents in evidence and contradicting Judge Fratuvs uncontested
decision, that no eviction issues remain, must not be allowed to be repeated on remand. On
remand this case must be assigned to an unbiased Judge and not sent back to Judge
Maughan, for more injustice.
CONCLUSION
Based on the foregoing argument. United States Constitution. Utah State Statutes,
and case law, Appellant Fletcher Stumph respectfully requests that Judge Paul G.
Maughan's Minute Entry/Order dated April 30, 2010 be overturned or over-ruled as
contrary to Utah State Statutes and case law. The facts and documents in evidence
justify, that Appellant Fletcher Stumph be granted his well documented award, requested
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at trial of nine thousand nine hundred and ninety-nine dollars and zero cents
($9,999.00), which is the maximum amount awardable, under the filing of his lawsuit.
Under statutes cited above, he is entitled to treble damages of rents of $12, 913.50 and
property damage of $15,002.10 for a total of $27,915.60,
In the alternative
In the alternative, Appellant, Plaintiff, Fletcher Stumph, requests that this court
allow Mr. Stumph to pay the additional $175.00 filing fee, bringing his filing fee total to
$360.00, thus allowing him to recover more than the original $9,999.00 originally
requested in his Complaint For Damages. This is because of the intentional destruction
of Plaintiff/Appellants property by the Defendant/Appellees, which could not have been
foreseeable or imagined at the time of the filing of Appellants Complaint.
Also because, the enormity of the damages, unpaid rents and costs on appeal,
could not have been foreseeable at the time of the original filing of Mr. Stumph's
Complaint for damages, in September of 2009, one full year ago, by the plaintiff or
anyone else. Nor could the ruling bv Judge Maiighan have been forseen; i.e. that he
would find contrary to Utah State Statutes, Utah case law and foots and documents in
evidence. That Judge Maiighan would find that Plaintiff/Appellant Fletcher Stumph did
not serve the Summons and Complaint on the defendants, when in fact it was selfevident that he did.
Thus Appellant Stumph's damages have been multiplied for beyond an award of
$9,999.00., from the time of the original Complaint For Damages, filing.
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RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this / (

day of September, 2010.

Fletcher L. Stumph
Plaintiff/Appellant Pro-e
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that I served two true and correct copies of the foregoing,
APPELLANT'S OPENING BRIEF ON APPEAL, via first class mail, postage
prepaid, on the following:
Jean Hurst and Kimberlee Everhart
6 East 4800 South #1
Salt Lake City, Utah 84107

on this the /{*"

day of September. 2010.
/

'^^^/

^^

Fletcher L. Stumph
Plaintiff/Appellant Pro-se
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ADDENDUM
Trial Transcript from Bench Trial before Judge Paul G. Maughan on April
26,2010.
A. Judge Maughan 5s Minute Entry/Order dated April 30, 20 J 0.
B. Judge Maughan's Minute Entry/Order dated May 12, 2010.
C. Judge Fratto's Request For Hearing and Notice of Setting.
Plaintiffs MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION OF MINUTE
ENTRY/ORDER & RQUEST FOR HEARING.
Newspapers and Books
A. Newspaper Essay: Jonah Lehrer, The Power Trip. Wall Street Journal
August 14-15, 2010 at Wl.
B. Chris Warner and Don Schmincke. Executisve Book Summaries, High
Altitude Leaders hi, p. 5. Paraphrased by Fletcher Stumph.
Complaint, Summons, Return of Service. Defendants Answer.
Police Reports regarding arrests of Jean Hurst and Kimberlee Everhart.
Salt Lake City Prosecutor, Office Screening Unit, Investigation Letter.
Affidavit of Damages.
Appellant & Connie Kulacz's Affidavit's of Summons, Complaint &
Return of Service in Court File on May 10. 2010.
Notices of Lease/tenancy violations.
Replacement of Damaged Goods List & Fletcher Stumph's Time & Labor.
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IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT - SALT LAKE COURT
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH
3
BENCH TRIAL

FLETCHER STUMPH,
4
PLAINTIFF,
5

APPEAL

20100397

CASE

090915530

vs.
6
JEAN HURST,
7
8

DEFENDANT.

JUDGE

PAUL G. MAUGHAN.

9
10
11
12
13
14

BE TT REMEMBERFD

that this matter came on tor hearing

before the above-named court on

April 26, 2010.

WHEREUPON, the parties appearing and represented by
counsel, the following proceedings were held:

15
16
17

OFFiCTAL CERTIFIED TRANSCRIPT

18

(From Electronic Recording)

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
PENNY C. ABBOTT, REPORTER-TRANSCRIBER
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PHONE: (801) 423-6463 EMAIL: abbpeiyahoo.com
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7
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KIMBERLEE EVERHART
6 EAST 4800 SOUTH #1
SALT LAKE CITY UT 84107
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P-R-O-C-E-E-D-I-N-G-S

1

(April 26, 2010)

2
THE JUDGE:

3
4

(Record on late) on Fletcher Sturnph

versus Jean Hurst.

5

Can you state your appearances please.

6

MR. STUMPH:

Yes.

I'm Fletch Stumph in pro fer

7

(phonetic) for the plaintiff.

8

THE JUDGE:

And you are?

9

MR. HURST:

Jean Hurst and my wife Kim Everhart,

10

defendant.

11

THE JUDGE:

Okay.

Tell me a, what has happened

12

to this point in the, to get it to here.

13

disagreeing over something.

14

Go ahead.

ARGUMENT BY MR. STUMPH

15
16

You've a, you're

MR. STUMPH:

Yes.

I evicted the, the tenants.

They left after about 28 days as I recall.

1 7 first of the month.

After a, the

I'm asking for a, the unpaid rent

18

during the term of the lease which was the six month lease

19

filed —

20

THE JUDGE:

And how much, how much was unpaid?

21

MR. STUMPH:

Pardon me?

22

THE JUDGE:

How much was unpaid?

23

MR. STUMPH:

Well, it was unpaid a...

24

could I have the lease please?

25

THE JUDGE:

Just a moment.

Could I,
I'll check.

Well, how many months?
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MR. STUMPH:

Five months.

THE JUDGE:

And what was the rate, how much per

4

MR. STUMPH:

The rate 860.90 per month.

5

THE JUDGE:

Okay.

What else are you claiming?

6

MR. STUMPH:

Okay.

Then I'm asking for damages

7

a, for damage to the premises.

8

THE JUDGE:

How much?

9

MR. STUMPH:

For $5,070.

10

THE JUDGE:

Okay.

2
3

month?

Do you have an affidavit

1 1 showing what those damages are?
12

MR. STUMPH:

I do.

13

THE JUDGE:

Okay.

14

MR. STUMPH:

Yes.

And I have all the receipts.
Anything else?
I'm asking for a, my time at

15

$25 an hour for labor for working on the apartment, as well

16

as a, the, the vendors that came in and a, sold me carpet,

17

had it installed,--

18

THE JUDGE:

Is t h a t —

19

MR. STUMPH:

—

painted the place--

20

THE JUDGE:

—

part of the $5,000?

21

MR. STUMPH:

No.

That's separate.

I'm sorry.

22

I'm sorry.

There is 52.5 hours amounting to $1,352.53

23

figuring my labor at the $25 an hour for the time I spent on

24

repairs and assisting the other people.

25

in the 5,070.

So that is included
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1

THE JUDGE:

Okay.

2

MR. STUMPH:

Yes.

3

Anything else?
Fees for my time acting as my

own attorney.

4

THE JUDGE:

You're not entitled to those.

5

MR. STUMPH:

Okay.

6

THE JUDGE:

Anything else?

7

MR. STUMPH:

Yes.

Utilities.

During the time of

8

the vacancy that I had to keep going the, the lights and gas

9

and that's a, $67.90 for gas, electric is $76.07, for a total

10

of 143.98.

11

THE JUDGE:

Okay.

12

MR. STUMPH:

Just, a moment.

13

Anything else?
I do have the total

amount for the rents that were unpaid, $4,304.50.

14

THE JUDGE:

I'm sorry.

15

MR. STUMPH:

$4,304.50.

16

THE JUDGE:

Okay.

17

MR. STUMPH:

Let's see.

18

THE JUDGE:

Well, they were in there one month

19
20
21

4,000.

What else.

and then you kicked them out or they left or what?
MR. STUMPH:

Well, they were in there one month

and then I evicted them, and a--

22

THE JUDGE:

Why?

23

MR. STUMPH:

—

24

Well, he was threatening me and a, screaming

25

then they stayed another month.

obscenities at me, setting off the smoke alarm during the
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1

night, pounding and scratching at my door,—

2

THE JUDGE:

Okay.

3

MR. STUMPH:

—

4

THE JUDGE:

So they, they were there two months

5

disturbing others.

and you want—

6

MR. STUMPH:

Yes.

7

THE JUDGE:

—

MR. STUMPH:

Yes.

THE JUDGE:

Did you rent it again before the

and they signed a six month

lease?

10
1 1 end?

Did you try or did you you rent it?

12
13

MR. STUMPH:

Yes, I tried to rent it.

I couldn't

rent it for some time, it was in too bad a condition.

14

THE JUDGE:

15

in that time period?

16

Okay.

MR. STUMPH:

What happened to the premises

The carpets were destroyed, they

17

smelled like a, urine from the cats and feces.

18

had to be repaired.

19

repaired.

20

replace the a, range hood, the range.

21

door, the freezer door to the refrigerator.

22

in the bathroom that were broken.

23

Repair the wall fixture for the toiler paper.

24

blinds, replace blinds.

25

to do.

The walls

The doors, door jams all had to be

Everything had to be repainted.

I had to

The refrigerator
Replace tiles

Repair the toilet.
Repair the

Those were the kinds of things I had
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THE JUDGE:

1

Okay.

2

the damages and the rent?

3

written form?
MR. STUMPH:

4

Do you have that exhibit for
Do you have all that in some

Yes.

Now I've a, I've prepared an

5

affidavit of damages which I submitted to the court.

6

should be in your file.

7

ago so the defendants have had plenty of notice.
THE JUDGE:

8
9

That

And I submitted that over a month

Well, show the bailiff, hand the

bailiff what you've got.

Okay.

I do have it.

10

MR. STUMPH:

You do have it?

11

THE JUDGE:

Yes.

12

MR. STUMPH:

Pardon me?

13

THE JUDGE:

Do you have the receipts?

14

MR. STUMPH:

Yes, I do.

15

THE JUDGE:

Okay.

16

MR. STUMPH:

Okay.

But y o u —

Hand those to the bailiff.
I have a, a summary of the

17

receipts.

18

defendants a copy, and then I have the actually receipts as

19

wel 1.

I have an original for that and then I have the

20

THE JUDGE:

Okay.

I need the receipts.

21

MR. STUMPH:

Okay .

22

THE JUDGE:

Okay.

23

MR. STUMPH:

Okay.

24

THE JUDGE:

Just hand, just hand up the folder

25

MR. STUMPH:

I've got them all in separate

There's t h e —
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1

folders, each set of receipts.

2

receipts.

3

original receipts for all the materials and labor, and a copy

4

for the defendants.

The defendants' copy.

5

THE JUDGE:

6

•MR. STUMPH:

Okay.

7

violation notices.

8

of the damages when I —

10

Okay.

Here are the

Anything else?

Let's see.

Well, I have lease

I have police reports.

THE JUDGE:

9

That's, that's the utilities

I have pictures

Can you hand the pictures to the

ba i1i f f ?

11

MR. STUMPH:

Okay.

Okay.

A copy for the

12

court.

I have a copy for the defendants as well.

I took

13

the pictures myself.

14

THE JUDGE:

And when were they taken?

15

MR. STUMPH:

They were taken just at the time of

16

a, the defendants leaving the premises after, as soon as I

17

got the key.

18

day, may after been the next day.

I think it was probably, may have been the same

19

THE JUDGE:

Okay.

20

MR. STUMPH:

Yes.

Anything else?
I have actual exhibits from

21

the apartment to better illustrate the damages.

22

range hood with a fist print in it.

23

freezer door with a fist print in it.

24

after—

25

THE JUDGE:

Okay.

I have a

I have a refrigerator
I have the carpets

But as far as damages do you
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1

have anything else?

2

MR. STUMPH:

No.

3

THE JUDGE:

Okay.

Let's see what you've got.

4

MR. STUMPH:

Okay.

If I can approach the

5

bench.

Should I just lay it on the floor?

6

THE JUDGE:

Yes.

7

MR. STUMPH:

Okay.

That's fine.
This is from a back bedroom

8

after cleaning to illustrate the way it was prior to, to

9

them taking the apartment.

10

livingroom after cleaning.

11

smelled really bad.

12

apartment—

This is a sample from the
It just wasn't acceptable and it

People that were looking at the

13

THE JUDGE:

What else do you have?

14

MR. STUMPH:

This... If I may approach the

15

bench.

This is the freezer door with the fist print in it.

16

THE JUDGE:

Okay.

17

MR. STUMPH:

People don't want to live in a place

18
19

like that.
,

This is the range hood.

20

THE JUDGE:

Okay.

21

MR. STUMPH:

With the fist print in that.

22

can see it right here.

23

illustrate the damages.

You

Just to illustrate, better

24

THE JUDGE:

Okay.

25

MR. STUMPH:

Yes.

All right.

Is that it?
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1

THE JUDGE:

Okay.

Thank you very much.

2

Mr. Hurst, do you want to tell me your side of

3

this, why you don't owe all of this or any of this?

4

you agree to some of it?

Or do

STATEMENT BY DEFENDANTS

5

MR. HURST:

6

Yes, Your Honor.

I have (short

7

inaudible, unclear) through that real quickly.

8

had any situation like this before.

9

get help through the Utah Legal Services after I got this a,

10

I have never

And I was a, trying to

stuff in the mail about three weeks ago.

It's been what

1 1 September that we moved out.
MS. EVERHART:

12
13

It was prior to then we were having

problems.
MR. HURST:

14

And all of a sudden bam, out of

15

nowhere a, in the last month, first of this month we get a,

16

hit with big complaints and, and a thing from your office to

17

come to court.

18

I did contact Utah Legal Services, they said they

19

were a few weeks out, I definitely qualified for assistance

20

and had enough information for them to get assistance, but I

21

a—
MS. EVERHART:

22
23
24
25

(Short inaudible, two speakers,

same mic).
MR. HURST:

—

would not fit in the time schedule

that would let me, they would get hold of me until at least
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1

probabJy the end, the end of this week to discuss everything

2

so—

3
4
5

MS. EVERHART:

So we were requesting a, a

continuance if possible.
THE JUDGE:

Well sure, that wouLd have been

6

possible but not the day of trial.

7

continue it now.

8

MR. HURST:

9

MS. EVERHART:

I'm not going to

Okay.
Okay.

10

THE JUDGE:

So did you sign a lease?

1 1

MR. HURST:

Yes, we signed a lease.

12
13
14

there for three yeais, a —
THE JUDGE:

Okay.

Your at three years.

MR. HURST:

No.

16

THE JUDGE:

Was that an extension?

17

MS. EVERHART:

18

MR. HURST:

20

Now,

I've heard a six months lease s o —

15

19

We've been

We were there—

We were there—

- - fiorn '07. And I met (short

inaudible, two speakers, same mic).
MS. EVERHART:

We'd been there for three years

21

and then the iast a, he wanted us to sign, he went from six

22

to a, a year lease, due to the fact that he said that he a,

23

couldn't, wouldn't be able to

24

middle of the wintertime.

25

several several months—

And

replace the tenants m

the

he's had it rented for
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MR. HURST:

1
2

mic) .

3

MS. EVERHART:

4

MR. HURST:

5

—

MS. EVERHART:

7

MR. HURST:

8

speakers, same mic).

9

THE JUDGE:

10

MS. EVERHART:

11

THE JUDGE:

(Short inaudible, two speakers, same

And he was threatening us.
30 days (short inaudible, two

Ma'am, j u s t —
And he a l s o —
Just a minute.

MS. EVERHART:

14

THE JUDGE:

Okay.
So let's start with a, whoever wants

to do this but —

16

MR. HURST:

17

MS. EVERHART:

18

THE JUDGE:

19
20
21
22
23
24
25

I can't listen to both

of you at the same time.

13

15

right after we left.

mic) .

6

12

(Short inaudible, two speakers, same

Okay.

I'll, get the stuff, whatever.

Okay.

What I'm interested in is the six

month lease.
MS. EVERHART:

Okay.

But that (short inaudible,

unclear ) .
THE JUDGE:

Mr. Stumph said that you signed a six

month lease and paid for only one of the six months.
MR. HURST:

Right.

That was the (short

inaudible, two speakers, same mic).
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1

MS. EVERHART:

Because he, because he had a nice

2

little letter telling us that he just thought we would find

3

another place and there wouldn't b e —

4

MR. HURST:

5

MS. EVERHART:

6

Yes, w e l l —
Because there was some animosity

after—

7

THE JUDGE:

I, you know,

8

must be frustration.

9

month on the six month lease?

10

MR. HURST:

I can understand there

My concern is did you pay more than one

Mo, I didn't.

However, these

11

allegations of all this stuff going on, he's in and out, out

12

of our house.

13

says,

14
15

Just, here's the addendum to the lease and it

Thank you for being such good tenants.
.I'm happy to have you two continue on

16

here and I'll keep the rent the same as

17

one way of showing my appreciation of

18

you,

19

I've got,

20

Thank you for staying on and anticipate

21

another great year especially now that

22

Jean is doing the maintenance work.

23

I've got three different ones every time we would

24
25

resign the lease.

This was the last one.

Then there's, there's with the maintenance and
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1

stuff that was going on there was a confrontation.

He said

2

he lost hours of work, he was upset, constantly slamming the

3

door, knocking on our door and bugging us, doing this.

4

did write this letter here saying a, I'll read the last

5

paragraph.

He

It's time to move on Mr. Hurst,

6
7

Ms. Everhart.

You've paid rent through

8

the end of August.

9

premises on or before that date and I

Please vacate the

10

will just consider your lease terminated

11

at that point.

12

for all concerned.

13

Best wishes to you both.

14

THE JUDGE:

15

MS. EVERHART:

16

MR. HURST:

We got, as soon as I g o t —

17

THE JUDGE:

Would you hand that to the bailiff.

18

So did you move out?

19

MR. HURST:

20

that.

21

Your Honor.

Did you do that?
Yes, we did.

I moved out within three weeks after

It took me that long to get a place to move into,

22

MS. EVERHART:

23

THE JUDGE:

About a week and a half later.
Okay.

Have a seat.

FURTHER DISCUSSION.

24
25

This will be the best

THE JUDGE:

Mr. Stumph.

Is that correct?
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MR. STUMPH:

1
2

then they signed a renewal for six months.
THE JUDGE:

3
4

They were there for two years and
And a, this a,--

When did they, when did they sign?

Do you have the six month lease somewhere?

5

MR. STUMPH:

6

We have a copy of it.

It's in your documents there.

7

FEMALE SPEAKER:

8

MR. STUMPH:

Lease addendum.

9

MS. EVERHART:

Saying we're such good tenants.

10

Oh,

Is that the one?
Okay.

there's another one too.

11

MR. STUMPH:

Okay.

12

THE JUDGE:

Okay.

13

MR. STUMPH:

Here's, here's the addendum.

14

THE JUDGE:

15

Okay.

It'll be the last one.
So—

Is this signed on July 26th

of '07 or is there something-

16

MR. HURST:

09 I think.

17

MR. STUMPH:

July 31 of 09.

18

addendum which was the six month lease.

19

page of the lease agreement.

20

7-31-2009.

21
22

THE JUDGE:

That was the last
It's the last

It's dated at the top

Well, I have a document signed

August 1st of a , —

23

MR. STUMPH:

Should be signed July 31, 09.

24

THE JUDGE:

Okay.

25

I've got that.

I've got this letter, Notice to Cease Tenancy.

And then
Did you, is
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this yours?
MR. STUMPH:

2
3

is.

4

MS. EVERHART:

5

THE JUDGE:

6

I, I don't know what document that

It's in his writing.
Manager Sunshine Apartments.

read the signature but it's dated August 16th of 09.
Dear Jean Hurst and Kim Everhart.

7
8

This is another one of several written

9

and oral notices to you of your continued

10

violation of the quiet enjoyment

11

provision.

12

continually warned quite frankly I don't

13

need the screaming.

14

on.

Since you've been

It is time to move

15

Please vacate the premises by August

16

31st and I will just consider your lease

17

terminated.

18

MR. STUMPH:

19

Yes.

I asked them to leave and they

didn't leave, they stayed another—

20

THE JUDGE:

21

When did you leave?

22

MR. HURST:

23

I can't

Just a moment.

I left, it was about the 20th of July

or 1 mean-—

24

MS. EVERHART:

25

MR. HURST:

September.
—

September.
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MS. EVERHART:
MR. HURST:

2

Yes.
I told him that we were looking for a

3

place, as soon as we got one we'd be out of there.

4

that's exactly what we did.
MR. STUMPH:

5
6

I believe it was the 28th,

Your Honor.
THE JUDGE:

7
8

And

Okay.

When they left in September

then what?

9

MR. STUMPH:

When they l e f t —

10

THE JUDGE:

What happened between August 16th and

11

a, the end of September?

12

MR. STUMPH:

Well—

13

MS. EVERHART:

14

MR. STUMPH:

When he probably served us.
I asked them to leave.

I was hoping

15

they'd leave voluntarily and that would be the end of it.

16

They didn't leave voluntarily so I had to go through with the

17

eviction process.

18

THE JUDGE:

19

MS. EVERHART:

20

MR. HURST:

21
22
23
24
25

Is that true?
No.

It's not true, Your Honor.

(Short inaudible, two speakers, same

mic) .
THE JUDGE:

Okay.

Just, just a moment.

Just tell

me what happened.
MR. STUMPH;

Well, when they didn't leave by the

end of August—
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THE JUDGE:
MR. STUMPH:

Right.
—

then I went ahead with the formal

documents—
THE JUDGE:

Notice t o —

MR. STUMPH:

Yes.

The notices.

They are all in

your documents there.
THE JUDGE:

Okay.

MR. STUMPH:

I gave them the formal notices then.

THE JUDGE:

And then when, did they leave or were

they evicted?
MR. STUMPH:

They did not.

I got the keys I

believe the 28th of September.
THE JUDGE:

But how did they leave?

Did the

sheriff do this o r —
MR. STUMPH:

No.

THE JUDGE:

They did leave?

MR. STUMPH:

—

MS. EVERHART:

They left —

on their own.

Your Honor, he didn't serve us

until we were at our new place.
MR. STUMPH:

MS. EVERHART:
THE JUDGE:

And we were being stalked.

That's not true, Your Honor.

MS. EVERHART:
THE JUDGE:

Yes.

And he improperly served u s —
Okay.
—

Just—
and we answered.

Just a moment, okay.

I can't do this

at the same time.
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MS. EVERHART:

I'm sorry, Your Honor.

Just very

upset.
THE JUDGE:

So where were the, so where is this

a. . .
So they moved out in a, September?
MR. STUMPH:

Yes.

THE JUDGE:

And you say they moved out pursuant

to a notice to quit?
MR. STUMPH:

Yes.

THE JUDGE:

I have some document that says Return

of Service that was in November.
MS. EVERHART:

Uh huh (affirmative).

MR. STUMPH:
here.

Let me, let me check my documents

Do we have that?

It would be the eviction.

FEMALE SPEAKER:
MR. STUMPH:

Court documents?

Or these?

You're looking for what,

Your Honor?
THE JUDGE:
It's not even dated.

The Return of Service.

It was in...

It just says November of 09.

Which

is well after September.
MR. STUMPH:

That, that may have been for the

lawsuit, the filing of the lawsuit.
document you have there.

I'm not sure what

It's not in here.

The a, court

documents should be.
FEMALE SPEAKER:

That's, that's t h e —
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1

MR. STUMPH:

2

FEMALE SPEAKER:

3

That's the rules.
Uh-huh (affirmative).

see (short inaudible) of it.
THE JUDGE:

4

Okay.

I don't

Anything in this?
Here's...

It looks like you

5

were served a three day notice to quit in September, on

6

September 10th of 09 while you were still in the apartment.

7

MR. HURST:

Right.

8

THE JUDGE:

Okay.

9

MR. HURST:

I also have something here from him

11

THE JUDGE:

Sure.

12

MR. HURST:

—

10

that a--

(short inaudible, away from mic)

13

your attention to.

14

72 hour notice of water, sewer and garbage use, immediate

15

{short inaudible, moved off record J.MR. STUMPH:

16
17

It's dated on 9-7 2009 from him a, states

I object to this, Your Honor.

It's

irrelevant.

18

MR. HURST:

And a, he was j u s t —

19

THE JUDGE:

It's okay.

20

MR. HURST:

This is one of the many things he's

21

tried to threaten me with.
I did call Utah Legal Services, they did have me,

22
23

did give me this paper saying 11 h o u r s —
THE JUDGE:

24
25

I'll hear it.

Show it to me.

Give it to the

baili ff.
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MR. HURST:

1

That (short inaudible) tried to do

2

that to get you out of there quicker and that's what he was

3

doing, threatening us every which way.
THE JUDGE:

4

Well, okay.

What I...

What did you

5

do when, what did you do when you got the notice to quit, to

6

vacate?

7

MR. HURST:

When I got that I put the note on the

8

board, on there and I told him I, I talked to him and said we

9

are looking for a place, the second we're out of here we'll

10

be out of here within a week or two, and the first place we

11

found to get into we did so and we moved on.

12

THE JUDGE:

Okay.

13

MR. STUMPH:

I was never told any such thing,

1 4 Your Honor.
15

FEMALE SPEAKER:

16

MR. HURST:

Huh-uh (negative).

And also on these pictures I, there's

17

three here, four.

That's wear and tear, wear and tear.

18

one is not even our house.

19

MS. EVERHART:

20

MR. STUMPH:

21

MS. EVERHART:

23

THE JUDGE:

25

That, yes.
They're all the house.

I took the

pictures myself.

22

24

And

Well show him, show him.
Can you show the bailiff the picture

you're talking about?
MS. EVERHART:

Yes.

And this letter too.
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1

MR. HURST:

This was never like that.

2

MS. EVERHART:

3

MR. HURST:

We have an affidavit of awareness.
These two pictures here.

This, we

4

don't have a screen door on our, or he does.

5

sink, the condition that we had it, it's just normal wear and

6

tear.

7

had to replace.

8

other than it might need to be cleaned.

9

oh,

10

This is the

And if you look, I don't know, he's saying the range
I don't see what's wrong with the range
It would show a,

he's got a picture of the toilet here.

I don't see what

he's working on there.
THE JUDGE:

I just want to know which one is not

SPEAKER:

The screen door one?

15

THE JUDGE:

Is that true?

16

MR. HURST:

The screen door and the front door.

17

SPEAKER:

18

MR. HURST:

11
12

the house.

13
14

19
20

Is that

correct?

And the front door?
Yes.

They showed a front door here

with a broken hingeway.
I also have a letter from the guy who helped me

21

move who was a 25 year professional carpet installer, and he

22

did sign this letter saying he was there to help us move the

23

final stuff out and what he saw as a personal carpet layer

24

the carpet was in fair enough condition.

25

SPEAKER:

That's not your door?
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1

MR. HURST:

2

MS. EVERHART:

3

MR. HURST:

4

MS. EVERHART:

Not, it's not.

5

MR. STUMPH:

May I know the numbers of the

6

That's not our door.
That's not our door.
Unless he busted it.

exhibits he's referring to?

7

THE JUDGE:

#1.

8

MR. STUMPH:

#1-

9

THE JUDGE:

And number, what about #2?

10

What are,

what are you saying about that?
MR. HURST:

11

That's, there's, that's not our door.

1 2 We never busted a door.
THE JUDGE:

13
14
15

//1 and #2 are not, he says they're not

your —
MR. STUMPH:

They are, they are the apartment.

16

You can see the number on the door.

17

was apartment number two.

18

MR. HURST:

19

when you look at it.

20

MR. STUMPH:

Apartment number two, it

It looks like someone forced it open

In regards to that the door would not

21

open, I had to force it open.

22

MR. HURST:

23

MS. EVERHART:

24

MR. STUMPH:

25

THE JUDGE:

There you go.
There you go.
So it was broken.
Okay.

And you say EXHIBIT #1 is the
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apartment?
MR. STUMPH:

That, that's the...

It doesn't

really show it very well the bottom of the door, the hanger
there that opens and close the door, that was broken and I
had to replace that.
THE JUDGE:

They're saying it's not even the

apartment though.
MR. STUMPH:
apartment house,

It's, it's the front of the

It's a four-plex, you have an outside entry

and then you go up to the apartment two which is where they
lived upstairs,
THE JUDGE:

And do you know they damaged that?

MR. STUMPH:

It was damaged, it.—

THE JUDGE:

Do you know they did it?

MR. STUMPH:

Yes.

It occurred at the time they

were leaving.
THE JUDGE:
MS. EVERHART:

How do you know that?
You weren't around.

MR. HURST:

No, n o —

MR. STUMPH:

There were, there were a, damages to

the door and to the, to the exit there.
THE JUDGE:
MR. STUMPH:

It was...

Okay.
I mean, I didn't see them move out.

They moved out while I wasn't there.
THE JUDGE:

Have you two tried to resolve this?
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1

MR. HURST:

He, at least it's my understanding

2

that when he wrote that letter that basically what he said

3

in that letter that he highlighted was no right to go on,
things aren't working out between us, it's better off that

5

we just go our separate ways, which he agreed, that letter,

6

and I said, you know, soon, as soon as I get out of here

7

we'll be out of here, get out of your hair, bygones are

8

bygones, whatever.

•9

10

You know, we did have, you know, I've got three
different letters here of each time we (inaudible word).

If

1 1 we were such bad tenants, he'd be in our house constantly,
12

he's replaced blinds,---

13

MS. EVERHART:

14

MR. HURST:

15

-- why wouldn't he have said something

at that t i m e —

16

MS. EVERHART:

17

MR. HURST:

18

Using our attic.

Yes.
—

if he's, you know, (short

inaudible, two speakers).

19

MS. EVERHART:

20

MR. HURST:

(Short inaudible, two speakers).

21

THE JUDGE:

I can't listen to both of you.

22

MS. EVERHART:

23

MR. HURST:

Yes.

Sorry.
He came and changed the air filters,

24

he does this, he does maintenance.

25

and the sink, probably had, and each time he writes, you

He's been in the kitchen
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1

know, here's another one.

2

I hope you both choose to renew your

3

lease, I like and appreciate both of

4

you.

5

Here's another one,

6

I hope you decide to release since you

7

both are good people and are good

8

residents and neighbors.

9

both.

Thank you

10

THE JUDGE:

So what changed?

11

MR. STUMPH:

Well, I've tried to build them up,

12

Your Honor.

13

They were both employed when they first came there.

14

time went on they both lost their jobs.

15

as helpful and courteous to them as I can, do nothing but

16

good for them.

17

it.

18

They were both unemployed as time went on.
As

I was trying to be

This is a, this is what, the return I got for

MS. EVERHART:

That's fine.

We didn't want to

19

sign the last year lease.

20

a year lease.

21

when the animocity started coming in.

22

slamming his doors, wanting access to my attic to get his

23

old doors.

24

my house with boots on.

25

what he created himself going in and out with boots.

He went from a six month lease to

We told him we would not sign it and that's
Then he started

And he's kind of a packrat and he's in and out of
And that right there is probably
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1

MR. STUMPH:

None of that is true, Your Honor.

2

MS. EVERHART:

His carpet looks worse than ours.

3

Ours is very clean.

And in one of the rooms we didn't even

4

use the room other than being a spare bedroom.

5

have an affidavit there from someone that's been laying

6

carpet for 25 years.

7

and he's available now.

8

in the condition it was in when we left.

9

taken pictures of it too.

He has a number there that you can call
He seen the, the apartment in the,

MR. STUMPH:

10

And we also had

I certainly didn't want to replace

11

the carpet.

12

would be sufficient.

13

for yourself, Your Honor.

That's why I had it cleaned first hoping that
It was not.

14

THE JUDGE:

15

MS. EVERHART:

16

THE JUDGE:

17

MS. EVERHART:

18

THE JUDGE:

19

And we do

Do you

You can see the samples

want to give these back—

And that is not cat urine.
—

to the, okay.
Cats go in a litter box.

What else do you have?

You can sit

down.

20

MR. STUMPH:

Thank you.

21

MR. HURST:

And just some of the photos he has,

22

the other photos don't show.

23

claimed that he broke that trying to get in because he

24

couldn't get it open.

25

MS. EVERHART:

The broken door, he just

And that.
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MR. HURST:

1
2

This french door, all that's wrong

with that is a screw is loose on the bottom.

3

MS. EVERHART:

4

MR. HURST:

(Short inaudible, two speakers).
Just screw it back in the top, which

5

I constantly did.

I did a lot of small stuff for him.

6

replaced a faucet, worked on the toilet valve, stuff of that

7

type.

8

for him in other apartments, you know.

I've had previous plumbing experience.

I

Did free work

Another thing he, he j u s t —

9

MS. EVERHART:

10

And, Your Honor, T noticed that he

1 1 bent this out to make it look like it's been thrashed.
MR. HURST:

12

Did he, did you get this, Your Honor,

13

from the affidavit from the guy that moved us, read that

14

over?

15

THE JUDGE:

I did.

16

MR. HURST:

Okay.

And, you know, a lot of these

1 7 the photos show especially (short inaudible), I knew he'd
18

take a picture, the frig was dirty.

19

move out.

20

few hours cleaning the apartment before we left.

21
22

We were in a hurry to

We did clean it off as much as we could, spent a

It's just like this is from the frontroom where I
left a TV where you see that dirty carpet was.

23

MS. EVERHART:

24

MR. HURST:

25

MS. EVERHART:

Yes.
Here's, here's a picture—
That's a pretty clean apartment.
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MR. HURST:

1
2

On this

particular, number four.

3
4

Looks pretty clean there.

MR. STUMPH:

That's why I brought the samples,

Your Honor.

5

MR. HURST:

And every apartment there, Your Honor,

6

has (short inaudible, unclear).

7

us he had come back and paint the apartment, do this do

8

that.

9

was a small punch stain he couldn't get out.

The person he evicted below

Threatened to replace the whole carpet because there

It just seems like when it comes to... He got

10

1 1 really upset when he said, he had already signed an addendum
12

for the lease for a year.

And I said, you know, we don't

13

know what we're going to (short inaudible, unclear) job

14

situation and stuff like that for a year, let's do six

15

months.

16

mean if you move out in the middle of the winter I'll never

17

get a renter in here.

And he kind of got irate says well, then that will

And from there it just—

18

MS. EVERHART:

19

MR. HURST:

20

MS. EVERHART:

21

MR. HURST:

—

It just—
it escalated.
—

went downhill.

It just totally escalated.

You know,

22

he had lost hours at work, his boss screwed him out of 10, 12

23

hours.

24

He did make another statement to me where if I

25

messed with him, people who mess with him get it, he was
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1

going to sue, sue my butt off for everything he c a n —
THE JUDGE:

2
3

release the premises?

4

MR. STUMPH:

Okay.

Mr. Stumph, when did you

Your Honor, the premises have been

5

released for nearly approximately two months now.

6

released them at that time just, it would have been a, the

7

very end of February.

8

February and t h e n —

And a, I think perhaps a week in

9

THE JUDGE:

Okay .

10

MR. STUMPH:

--

11

THE JUDGE:

All right.

12

I, I

March and April.
Do you have anything

else?

13

MR. HURST:

14

everything escalated, blew up.

15

saying, he's got a picture of the sink with some dirt on the

16

floor.

17

claiming.

18

working order.

19

hood—

20
21
22

Other than, you know, just, it just
And obviously stuff like I'm

There's no picture, an old broken towel that he's
The stove was in working order, the frig was in
There's a small ding on there, the range

MS. EVERHART:

(Short inaudible, two speakers,

same mic) .
MR. HURST:

—

that he's talking about which

23

didn't even work properly, by the way.

24

the door himself.

25

It's like it's frivolous.

And where he busted

He's just trying to make
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1

up (short inaudible, two speakers, same mic).
MS. EVERHART:

2
3

downstairs a, that's the downstairs entry of the four-plex.

4

THE JUDGE:

I understand that.

5

MR. HURST:

And we just, when we moved out we were

6

very careful.

7

speakers, same mic).

9
10

The guy who moved us (short inaudible, two

MS. EVERHART:

8

/

And this right here is from the

(Short inaudible, two speakers,

same mic).
THE JUDGE:

Mr. Hurst, do you understand what

11

we're talking about here?

12

signed a six month lease.

It's not just the damages, but you

13

MR. HURST:

Right.

4

THE JUDGE:

You paid one month and there's five

15

months left on the lease.

16

addressed that.

17

damages or lack thereof.

You know, you haven't even

I mean, you're talking about the, the

18

MR. HURST:

That was because like I said—

19

THE JUDGE:

But I mean what defense do you have to

20

the nonpayment of the lease?

21

MR. HURST:

22

MS. EVERHART:

23
24
25

Because he evicted us, Your Honor.
He didn't even properly evict us.

He used a third party, other case.
MR. HURST:

Like he said in the first statement

there that we're just, I'll consider your lease terminated.
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1

THE JUDGE:

Yes.

But you didn't abide by that.

2

MR. HURST:

I flat o u t —

3

THE JUDGE:

You weren't gone by the end of August.

MR. HURST:

Well that's, I did (inaudible word,

hitting mic) with him and I had, that letter is past that,
6

like you know.
THE JUDGE:

7
8

Let's see.

Then in mid-September

because you weren't gone the end of August.

9

MR. HURST:

Well, sir, if I owe h i m —

10

THE JUDGE:

In mid-September he then evicts you.

11

MR. HURST:

He evicted me.

He said it would be an

12

eviction at the end of the month.

And so if we owe him for

13

September I can understand that.

But the rent was also 760,

14

860 he's tacked on because of late fees and stuff like that,

15

$100 for being-THE JUDGE:

16
17

Okay.

Was there a security or

cleaning deposit involved in any of this?

18

MR. HURST:

Yes.

19

MS. EVERHART:

20

MR. HURST:

21

MS. EVERHART:

22

MR. STUMPH:

Yes.
A $975 deposits.
A lot.
There was a nonrefundable carpet

23

cleaning deposit and that was I believe a, either $100 to

24

120.

25

THE JUDGE:

Okay.
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1

MS. EVERHART:

And the cat.

2

MR. STUMPH:

There was a $300 pet deposit

3

nonrefundable.

And then in addition to that I think there

4

was like an additional 500 that was refundable if the

5

premises were left in as good condition as they were found.

6

THE JUDGE:

Well, you had a $1,775 deposit?

7

MR. STUMPH:

No.

9

THE JUDGE:

Right.

10

MR. STUMPH:

$120 nonrefundable carpet cleaning

8

11

No.

I had 300 nonrefundable pet

deposit.

deposit.

And I think there was an additional $ 5 0 0 —

12

THE JUDGE:

To get to 975 you mean?

13

MR. STUMPH:

Yes.

14

THE JUDGE:

To get to the 97 5?

15

MR. STUMPH:

Yes, yes.

16

THE JUDGE:

Okay.

17

MR. HURST:

I guess at this point without knowing

I think so.

All right.

Anything else?

18

my legal standing or what, what exactly to say.

19

did move out, like I did tell h i m —

20

MS. EVERHART:

21

MR. HURST:

22
23

I mean, we

Uhrn—
—

as soon as I could possibly find a.

place we did.
MS. EVERHART:

Excuse me.

This electric and gas

24

bill he's talking about was forwarded to my address, my new

25

address s o —
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1

MR. HURST:

Yes.

2

MS. EVERHART:

3

MR. STUMPH:

I paid all of those—

4

MS. EVERHART:

It was all forwarded to ray address.

5

MR. HURST:

You can't turn the gas back on

6

unless you pay the bill in a —

7

MS. EVERHART:

8

MR. HURST:

9

—

he didn't pay anything there.

Everybody knows that.
—

former place.

They transfer it

to your new place.
MR. STUMPH:

10

Your Honor, I have it set up where

11

all the utilities go to me if someone is not paying the

I 2

utilities.

13

company, the electric company bill billed me directly and

14

left them on.

The utilities were not being paid.

Okay.

All right.

The gas

15

THE JUDGE:

All right.

16

Thank you very much.

17

got some statutes I need to check to find out how to

18

calculate some of this.

19

MS. EVERHART:

I'll review the file, exhibits.

20

affidavit from t h e —

21

THE JUDGE:

22

MS. EVERHART:

23

THE JUDGE:

24

MS. EVERHART:

25

THE JUDGE:

I've

I will let you know.
Do you want a copy of that a,

I've seen the affidavit.
Oh,

you have that?

Yes.
Okay.
Court's in recess.

Thank you.
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WHEREUPON, the hearing was concluded.

REPORTER'S CERTIFICATION
STATE OF UTAH
) SS.
COUNTY OF UTAH

I, Penny C. Abbott, a Certified Shorthand Reporter and
Notary Public in and for the State of Utah, do hereby certify
that I received the electronically recorded proceedings in
the matter of Stumph vs. Hurst, hearing date April 26, 2010,
and that I transcribed it into typewriting and that a full,
true and correct transcription of said hearing so recorded
and trcinscribed is set forth in the foregoing pages numbered
1 through 34, inclusive, including where it is indicated that
the recording was inaudible.
I further certify that I am not of kin nor otherwise
associated with any of the parties to this cause of action
and am not interested in the event thereof.
WITNESS my hand and official seal this 16th day of June,
2010.

PENNY C. /ABBOTT, COURT REPORTER/NOTARY
License S-2-1 0281 1-7801
Notary Public, Comm Exp 9-24-12
PENNY C ABBOTT
%'& NOTARY PUBLIC • $TAltOfUTAH
' & COMMISSION NO. 875806
V COMM. EXP. 09/24/2012
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT
IN AND FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH

FLETCHER STUMPH,
Plaintiff,
vs.

:

MINUTE ENTRY

:

CASE NO* 090915530

:

JEAN HURST and KIMBERLEE EVERHART, :
Defendants.

Judge Paul G. Maughan

:

This matter came on for hearing on April 26, 2010, at the hour of
9:00 a.m.

The plaintiff; Mr. Stumph, appeared

defendants, Jean Hurst and Kimberlee Everhart.

pro

se,

as

did

the

This matter is presented

to the Court as an unlawful detainer action, however, the Court makes two
preliminary notes.
Notice

to Vacate

September, 2009.

First, the plaintiff served the defendants with a
Premises

for committing waste on the 10th day

of

He also served the defendants on the same day a "Three-

Day Notice to Comply with Lease or Vacate."

The reasons stated and the

conditions in the second Notice were that the defendants had violated the
lease

through

"noise violations, quiet

enjoyment

violations,

upkeep

violations, smoking in the apartment violations, disturbing the landlord
and other tenants at all hours of the day and night, police calls for
domestic violence, alcohol abuse and/or drug abuse.'' The Notice required
the defendants within three calendar days to bring the lease violations

STUMPH V. HURST

PAGE 2

into compliance.

MINUTE ENTRY

Significantly, if they did not, they were then to

vacate the premises.
At the hearing on April 26, the petitioner presented no evidence
regarding the above-referenced violations.

The plaintiff did not seek

to establish that the defendants had violated those provisions, nor did
he introduce any evidence stating that the defendants had or had not
refused to comply with the terms of the Three-Day Notice within the three
day period.
As to the Notice to Vacate based on waste, the plaintiff alleges
violation of no smoking and no pet provisions of the lease.

The lease,

however, is silent as to smoking and it has a specific exception agreed
to by plaintiff for two cats.
Also on the same date, September 10, 2009, the plaintiff filed a
Complaint in Unlawful Detainer seeking damages for nonpayment of rentHowever, this Complaint was never served upon the defendants and there
is

no

Return of

Service

in

the

file.

The plaintiff

never

defendants with a Notice alleging any delinquencies of rent.

served

Although

the defendants appeared at the hearing, they did so pursuant to Notice
by the Court on the Three-Day Notices, not pursuant to a summons.
Court

This

finds, therefore, that there has been no Notice of the actual

Complaint and no service of summons provided to the defendants.
The hearing did proceed, however, based upon written and verbal
documents

and

conversations

between

the

landlord

and

the

tenants

MINUTE ENTRY
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regarding their use of the premises.

For instance, there is a letter,

dated August 16, 2009, wherein the landlord/plaintiff, Mr. Stumph, asked
the defendants to leave based on violations of quiet enjoyment, and
stated

u

Please vacate the premises by or before that date [August 31,

2009] and I will just consider your lease terminated at that point. Thiswill

be

best

defendants

for all

failed

September, 2009.
in possession

concerned."

to vacate

All

the premises

parties
until

indicated
the

that

the

latter part of

Plaintiff indicates because the defendants were still

on

September

10, he

filed

the Complaint

in Unlawful

Detainer and had the defendants served with a Three-Day Notice to comply
or vacate as discussed above.

Because the defendants have now complied

with the Notice to Comply or Vacate by vacating the premises, and because
the plaintiff has failed to prove any damages based on the Three-Day
Notice to Quit, as opposed to the Complaint, the Court finds that the i ^
plaintiff is not entitled to recover any damages, the plaintiff having{9
failed to have the defendants timely served pursuant to Rule 4, Utah R. \\
Civ. P., his Complaint is dismissed.

I *

This Minute Entry constitutes the Order of the Court, no additional
Order is required.

3d
Dated this

day of April, 2010.

R ITCPT
T PDTTOT
D1 TI SQTTR
COURT .TTmr.R
Jl/DGE

U

By.
STAMP USED AT DIRECTION OF JUDGE

Paul G. Maughan
District Judge
Third Distiict Couit
450 South State Street
Salt Lake City. UT 84111

RETURN SERVICE
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M?£jh'b$$
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MAILING CERTIFICATE

I hereby certify that I mailed a true and correct copy of the
foregoing Minute Enti y, to the following, this,

Fletcher Stumph
1454 S. Richards Street #1
Salt Lake City, Utah 84115
Jean Hurst
6 East 4800 South #1
Salt Lake City, Utah 84107
Kimberlee Everhart
6 East 4800 South #1
Salt Lake City, Utah 84107

v

_day of April; 2 010:

3RD DISTRICT COURT - SALT LAKE
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH
FLETCHER STUMPH,
Plaintiff;
vs.
JEAN HURST,

Defendant.

COURT MINUTES
Case No: 090915530
Judge: PAUL G. MAUGHAN
Date:
May 12, 2010

Plaintiff's Motion for Reconsideration of Minute Entry/Order dated
5-7-2010, is denied.

Date

j?VM&
J u d g e PAtI

By <9S(

ffy&v^i,

STAMP U B ^ m f l n f e d f lOfi OF JUDGE

Page 1

Case No: 090915530 Date:

May 12, 2010

CERTIFICATE OF NOTIFICATION
I certify that a copy of the attached document was sent to the
following people for case 090915530 by the method and on the date
specified.
MAIL:
84107
MAIL:
MAIL:
Date :

KIMBERLEE EVERHART 6 East 4800 South, #1 SALT LAKE CITY, UT
JEAN HURST 6 East 4800 South #1 SALT LAKE CITY UT 84107
FLETCHER STUMPH 1454 SOUTH RICHARDS 7 ,^ APT J l SLC UT 84115

£"&'&

-C%*?<>i
Deputy Court Clerk

Page 2 (last)

Name
Address '>'/•/'/
^nJfC
liV/jy/fc^/
City/State/Zip > ^ / / & / V ^ Yc , rsAr/
Daytime phone ' ^ ; / * .^-v'- ^ > f f v

THIRD DISTRICT COURT, STATE OF UTAH
Salt Lake County, Salt Lake Department
ff

REQUEST FOR HEARING AND
NOTICE OF SETTING

ArJ?
ijf£

Plaintiff(s)

'- ' . nft A< ^'r/f'

A^y/?V/-/

)

? /<' £

Case No. /-

Defendant(s)
REQl JEST FOR 1 IEARING
I am the (S) Plaintiff O Plaintiffs Attorney O Defendant Q Defendant's Attorney, and I
am requesting a Hearing for Unlawful Detainer.
Dated: }f&/2<>?o

"

f: ; ,
>
^P^yZ'-'
Signature of Requesting Party

NOTICE OF SETTING
The above matter has been set for an Unlawful Detainer Hearing before Judge 'I" }Y? H O

1:30 pm

on
(date)

±a.

m

Third District Court
450 South State Street
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111

U1±i~4loor
h

(room)

CERTIFICATE OF DEI JVERY
I certify that a true and correct copy of the Request for Hearing and Notice of Setting was:
/ ^ Hand-delivered to the defendant? plaintiff.J
__
Placed in the attorney for plaintiff sTolder
Notified plain tiff /plaintiffs attorney
r- Notified/defendant? defendant's attorney.

Dated

Mmi\\ 6.7-Dio

. by telephone /jjiaiL
by telephone(7madl )

i-

LUM

Deputy Clerk

/

-<"

3^
v.

'

Fletcher Stumph
1454 South Richards St, apt#l
Salt Lake City, Utah 84115
801-541-7659
IN 'nil- !1 ifRi) DISTRICT COURT, STATE OF \ JTAH
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE
Third District Court, 450 South State Street, Salt Lake City, Ut. 84114

Fletcher Stumph,
Plaintiff,
vs.
Jean Hurst, and Kimberlee Everhart
Defendants)

*
*
*
*
*
*

MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION
OF MINUTE ENTRY/ORDER
Case No. 090915530
Judge: Paul G. Maughan

*

Comes now the plaintiff, Fletcher Stumph, asking for reconsideration of the Minute
Entry/Order dated April 30, 2010, which was served May 3, 2010, not April 30, 2010. Please see
attached documents, i.e. Minute Entry /Order and copy of the postmarked envelope, marked May
3, 2010, not April 30, 2010.and received by me , Fletcher Stumph on May 5, 2010.
In Judge Maughan decision, page 2, lines three and four, he states in regards to the alleged
lease violations : "At the hearing on \pm 26, . w 10 the peiitioner presented no evidence regarding
the above referenced violations."
Plaintiff references the Unlawfiil Detainer Hearing held March 15, 2010, before Judge
Fratto. Judge Fratto resolved the eviction of Mr, Hurst and Ms. Everhart at that time ^ n nonissue since the defendants had moved out voluntarily on approximately September 28, 2009, long
after their Three Day Eviction notice. Notice ol said Eviction i iearmg ^ attached. Defendants did
not appear at the eviction hearing.

JUDGE MAUGHAN5S RULING
Beginning on line eleven through seventeen on page three of the Minute Entry 3 Judge
Maughan states: "Because the defendants have now complied with the notice to Comply or
Vacate the premises, and because the plaintiff has failed to prove any damages based on the
Three-Day Notice to Quit, as opposed to the Complaint, the court finds that the plaintiff is not
entitled to recover any damages, the plaintiff having failed to have the defendants timely served
pursuant to Rule 4, Utah R. Civ. P., his Complaint is dismissed..
Because Plaintiff Fletcher Stumph did submit the Summons signed by Judge Faust, the
Complaint, date and time stamped September 18, 2009 and the Return of Service date stamped
November 9, 2009, plaintiff requests Judge Maughan reverse his decision and find damages for
the plaintiff in the amount of $9,999,00, as requested.
Copies of the Summons, Complaint, and Return of Service are attached.
A copy of defendants's Response to the Complaint is also attached, referencing the
Service , Complaint and Summons.
Plaintiff Fletcher Stumph has totally complied with all rules of the Court and the State of
Utah pursuant to Rule 4, Utah R. Civ., and he is entitled to damages in the amount of $9,999.00,
since he proved his damages at trial and the court has the receipts.

Plaintiff's Signature

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I certify that a copy of the attached Request for Transcript was served upon the party(ies) listed
below by mailing it by first class mail, personal delivery, or fax to the following address(es):

Name:

J&b*<L.

Address:

kX
/&&/'

Name:

'Hf£

/ 4

^/-(Sf

Address:

Sent Via:
i^Nim\
(postage prepaid)
Personal delivery
Fax tt

T

i/^r /?*/

Sent Via:
Mail (postage prepaid)
Personal delivery
" "Fax #

Name:
Address:

Sent Via:
Mail (postage prepaid)
Personal delivery
Fax ti

Dated:

F:honve\CLEKKS\PORMS\PROSn: PKT
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Fletcher Stumph
1454 South Richards St., apt# 1
Salt Lake City, Utah 84115
801-541-7659
IN THE THIRD DISTRICT COURT, STATE OF UTAH
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE
Third District Court, 450 South State Street, Salt Lake City, Ut. 84114

Fletcher Stumph,
Plaintiff,
vs.

*
*
*

Jean Hurst, and Kimberlee Everhart
Defendant(s)

*
*
*

REQUEST FOR HEARING ON
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION
OF MINUTE ENTRY/ORDER
Case No. 090915530
—
—
Judge: Paul G. Maughan

Comes now the plaintiff, Fletcher Stumph, requesting a timely hearing on his Motion
for Reconsideration of Minute Entry/Order, filed and served on the defendants May 6, 2010.
The plaintiff has re-submitted to the Court all of the documents previously submitted and
necessary for Judge Maughan to overturn his previous decision, dismissing the case and finding
damages for the plaintiff in the amount of $ 9,999.00.
This is the case since the plaintiff has complied with Rule 45 Utah R., Civ., P., contrary
to Judge Maughan's previous finding and case dismissal per his Minute Entry dated April 30,
2010.
Plaintiff is also entitled to maximum damages, since he proved his case at trial before
Judge Maughan on April 26, 2010 and Judge Maughan has the receipts and exhibits, showing
damages equaling more than $ 9,999.00, which is the maximum amount awardable under the
suit which plaintiff filed, and since Judge Maughan's finding is contrary to the facts in evidence.

Dated

afc IfW
Plaintiff's Signature

2

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I certify that a copy of the attached Request for Hearing on Motion for Reconsideration of Minute
Entry/Order was served upon the parties listed below by mailing it by first class mail.

Name

Jean Hurst

Address 6 East 4800 South #1
Salt Lake City, Utah 84107

Name

Kimberlee Everhart

Address

6 East 4800 South #1
Salt Lake City, Utah 84107
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POWER TRIP

Contrary to the Machiavellian cliche, nice people are more likely to rise to power.
Then something strange happens: Authority undermines the very talents that got them there.
By Jonah Lehrer
f"

*Tr*HEN CEO MARK HURD re-

» / signed from Hewiett% / Packard last week m light
VM
of ethics violations, many
Y
people expressed surr. Hurd, after all, was known as
jially effective and straight-laced
e.
he public shouldn't have been so
From prostitution scandals to
on allegations to the steady
it of charges against corporate
BS and world-class athletes, it
tat the headlines are filled with
t misstep of someone in a posiower. This isn't just anecdotal:
of organizations find that the
:>rity of rude and inappropriate
s, such as the shouting of procome from the offices of those
most authority.
^legists refer to this as the paralyser. The very traits that helped
ccumulate control in the first
but disappear once they rise to

power, instead of being polite, honest
and outgoin&rthyy hertmt^lmpttlsive,
r^M^^ndmdeHTT^Dlne-caseOhBie
newliabitslEafrtrelp a leader be more decisive and single-minded, or more likely
to make choices that will be profitable
regardless of their popularity. One recent
study found that overconfident CEOs
were more likely to pursue innovation
and take their companies in new technological directions. Unchecked, however,
these instincts can lead to a big!
ft"1- firfftrtTip gft^H n9w
A few years ago, Dacher Keltner, a
psychologist at the University of California, Berkeley, began interviewing freshmen at a large dorm on the Berkeley
campus. He gave them free pizza and a
survey, which asked them to provide
their first impressions of every other
student in the dorm. Mr. Keltner returned at the end of the school year
with the same survey and more free
pizza. According to the survey, the students at the top of the social hierar-

chy—they were the most "powerful" and
respected—were also the most considerate and outgoing, and scored highest on
measures of agreeableness and extroversion. In other woj^jjxa-i»ee-«g»ys-#kr^

ishe&4tot-

-*

This result isn't unique to Berkeley
undergrade Other studies have found
similar results in the military, corporations and politics. "People give authority
to peopleJ^a1^1^ey^a»«m^s^ke/ , says
Mr.jHtQen
""""Of course, these scientific findings
contradict the cliche of power, which is
that the only way to rise to the top is to
engage in self-serving and morally dubious behavior. In "The Prince/' a treatise
on the art of politics, the 16th century
Italian philosopher Niccolo Machiavelh
insisted that compassion got in the way
of eminence. If a leader has to choose between being feared or being loved, Macmavelli insisted that the leader should
always go with fear. Love is overrated.
That may not be the best advice An-

other study conducted by Mr. Keltn
and Cameron Ariderson, a professoi
l±Le"Haas SchooKof Business, measu
/Machiavellian" tendencies, such as
^willingness tos^read malicious gos
agruup uf sUrority sisters. It turnei
that the Machiavellian sorority men
were quickly identified by the groui
isolated. Nobody liked them, and so
never became powerful.
There is something deeply uplift
about this research. It's reassuring t
think that the surest way to accumu
power is to do unto others as you w
have them do unto you. In recent ye
this theme has even been extended
non-human primates, such as dump
zees. Frans de Waal, a primatologist
Emory University, has observed that
Please turn to the nex*
Jonah Lehrer is the author of "How I
Decide" and "Proust Was a NeuroscU
tost"

ower
Continued from the prior page
size and strength of male
chimps \s an extremely poor
predictor of which animals will
dominate the-troop. Instead,
.the ability to forge social connections and engage in "diplomacy''' is often much more im, portant.
Nov: for the bad news,
which concerns what happens
x when all those nice guys actuI ally get in power. While a little
j compassion might help tis
} climb the social ladder, once
I we're at the top we end up
morphing into a very different
kind1 of beast.
"It's an incredibly consistent effect/' Mr. Kel.tner says.
'wVTte^QjCpjLi^ive-people -power,
they hasicaily start acting like
fool^Jhey'mrrtepgrogri[*-atel5T\ease inlTRblftile fashion, and Become 'totally impulsive." Mr.'Keltner compares
theTeelmg of power to brain
, damage, noting that people
| with lots of authority tend to
j behave like neurological pai tients with a damaged orbitoi frontal lobe, a brain aiea that's
;
crucial for empathy and decision-making Kyen.jrlie.ano^.
virtuous people can be undone
:
by the comer*crfr-p;~ *

Mr. Galinsky argues that this
effect is triggered by the myopia of power, which makes it
much harder to imagine the
world from the perspective of
someone else. We draw the letter backwards because we
don't care about the viewpoint
of others.
Of course, power doesn't
turn everyone into ruthless,
immoral tyrants. Some leaders
just end up being tough, which
isn't always a bad thing. The
key is keeping those qualities
in balance.
At its worst, power can
turn us into hypocrites. In a
2009 study, Mr. Galinsky asked
subjects to think about either
an experience of power or
poweriessness. The students
were then divided into twfo
groups. The first group was
told to rate, on a nine-point
scale, the moral seriousness of
misreporting travel expenses
at work. The second group was
asked to participale in a game
of dice, in which the results of
the dice determined the number of lottery tickets each student received. A higher roll led
to more tickets.
Participants in the highpower group considered the
misreporting of travel exHY DOEsTpc-ver le&d
penses to be a significantly
people to flirt with in- worse offense. However, the
terns and solicit
game of dice produced a comI bribes and fudge financial doc- pletely contradictory result. In
uments? According to psychol- this instance, people in the
: agists, one of the main probhigh-power group reported, on
| lerns with authority is that it
average, a statistically improbi makes us less sympathetic to
able result, with an average
I the concerns and emotions of
dice score that was 20% above
others. For instance, several
that expected by random
studies have found that people chance. (The powerless group,
in positions of authority are
in contrast, reported only
more likely lo rely on stereoslightly elevated dice results.)
types and generalizations
Tins strongly suggests that
when judging other people.
they were lying about their acThey also spend much less
tual scores, fudging the numtime making eye contact, at
bers to get a few extra tickets.
least when a person without
.-—^Although people almost alpower is talkingways know the right thing to
Consider a recent study led
do—cheating is wrong—their
pGy Adam Galinsky a psycholosense of power makes it easier
gist at Northwestern Univerto rationalize away the ethical
sity. Mr. Galinsky and collapse. For instance, when the
leagues began by asking
psychologists asked the subsubjects to either describe an
jects (in both low- and highexperience in which they had
power conditions) how they
lots of power or a time when
would judge an individual who
they felt utterly powerless.
drove too fast when late for an
Then the psychologists asked
appointment, people in the
the subjects to draw the letter
high-power group consistentlyE on their foreheads. Those
said it was worse when others
primed with feelings of power
committed those crimes than
were much more likely to draw when they did themselves. In
the letter backwards, at least
other words, the feeling of emwhen seen by another person.
inence led people to conclude

W

M'V*j
I

that they had a good reason
for speeding—they're important people, with important
things to do—but that everyone else should follow the
posted signs.
The same flawed thought
processes triggered by authority also distort our ability to
evaluate information and make
complex decisions.
In a recent study led by Ri- ^
chard PeUy, a psychologist at
Ohio State, undergraduates
role-played a scenario between
a boss and an underling. Then
the students were exposed to a
fake advertisement for a mobile phone. Some of the ads
featured strong arguments for
buying the phone, such as its
long-lasting battery, while

Studies of chimps
show that the
ability to forge
social connections
is often much more
important than
strength and size (
in determining
who will dominate
the troop.
other ads featured weak or
nonsensical arguments. Interestingly students that pretended to be the boss were far
less sensitive to the quality of
the argument. It's as if it
didn't even matter what the ad
said—their minds had alreadybeen made up.
This suggests that even
fleeting feelings of power can
dramatically change the way
people respond to information.
Instead of analyzing the
strength of the argument,
those.with authority focus on
whether or not the argument
confirms what they'already believe. lf.it doesn't, then the
facts are conveniently ignored.
Deborah'" Griienfeld, 'a psychologist at the Stanford Business School, demonstrated a
similar principle by analyzing
more -than 1,000 decisions
handed down by the^UnHed.^
States Supreme Court between

'

1953 and 1993. She found that,
as justices gained power on .
tlie court, or became part of a /j
majority coalition, their writ- h
ten opinions* tended u> become *(
less complex and nuanced.
"They considered fewer peT;
spectives and possible outcomes. Of course, the opinions '
written from live- majority p o s i tion are what actually become A*
d^L law of the land.
^
It's not A\\ bad news for
^j
those in authority. Mr. Galinsky has found that under certain conditions, power can lead
people to make fewer mistakes
on tedious tasks, such as
matching a color with its correct description. After all, if
you're powerless, why bother? '
There is no easy cure for
the paradox of power. Mr. Kelt- \
ner argues that the_best treatments!]-anspareney, and that...
the worst .abuses of power can
be prevented when people
know they're being monitored.
truif suggests that the'mere"'
existence of a regulatory
/
watchdog or an active board of
directnf s'Cairheip • discourage
pgogle from doing bad things.
y" HoV/emv people in power \
l^nd Xo2Xjliablyi)verest«nate ^ s
theirjTipral virtue, which leads
them to stifle,oversight. 5hey^ N
- lobby against regulators, and
fill corporate boards with their
friends. The end resilt is
sometimes power iu its most y
dangerous.
- "*
That, at least, is the lesson
of a classic experiment by the
economist Vernon Smith and
colleagues. The study involved
the dictator game, a simple
economic exchange in which
one person—the "dictator'"—is
given $10 and asked to divide
the cash with another person.
Although the dictators aren't
obligated to share—they are in
p position of pure power—a
significant majority of people
act generously, and give away
$2 or more to a perfect
stranger.
There is one very simple
tweak that erases this benevolence. When the "dictators" are
socially isolated—-this can occur, for instance, if the subjects are located in separate
rooms, or if they're assured
anonymity—more than 60% of
people keep all of the money.
Instead of sharing the cash
with someone else, they pocket
the SlO. Perhaps the corner office could use a few more windows.
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High Altitude Leadership
What the World's Most Forbidding Peaks
Teach Us About Success
THE SUMMARY IN BRIEF
Expeditions to the world's highest mountains provide the perfect laboratories
to examine the dangers ever)? leader faces At these extreme altitudes, sua ess
or failure is easiK measured and simple mistakes kill people When \ o u are m
the death zone, you can't grab a book to look for new theories, \ o u can't dial a
consultant and motivational speakers are finally shott of breath Up here, the best
teams emulate behaviors seen only in the highest-peiformmg organizations — and
the worst teams wallow in their dysfunction
In High Altitude Leadershipy Chris Warnei and Don Schmmcke reveal their
mountaineering experiences as a metaphorical leadership companion Together,
thc\ present a new approach to leadership, based on gioundbrcaking scientific
research, field-tested under the most brutal conditions on the most difficult summits and successfully applied m the trammg of executives, management teams and
entrepreneurs throughout the world
To thrive m the face of today's business challenges and tomorrow's unpredictable risks, you need to become the type of leader whose career, team and
company excel in the most extreme environments You have to be the high
altitude leader who uses every bit of your talent and every ounce of \our strength
to guide your team to peak performance

IN THIS SUMMARY, YOU WILL LEARN:
• What dangets are encountered when getting to higher altitudes in
the mountains or in the business environment
• W h y these dangers appear
• What \ o u can do to survive them and how you can prevent them
• H o w to lead groups to perform at the peak of their ability in the most
extreme circumstances
• H o w to develop leadership skills to excel in the most extreme environments
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)anger #1: Fear of Death
The Korean team struggles though the deep snow,
barely 100 feet above us Suiking bottled oxygen and
teamed with three experienced Sherpas they should be
jarther ahead But at this altitude, simple pjoblems
become monumental challenge*
Suddenly the Korean team s ptofesswnal leadu} Ntma
Nurbu Sherpa, a highly expuitnted chmbet who had
summited Mount Everest six times, slips and falls Fit
rockets to the bottom of the Bottleneck but slous as hi
toboggans aaoss the onl) flat patch on the nail} lertical
South Face fo out honor Nitna shdt off tht ed%e and
tumbles into the darkness At our altitude he will fall for
se\ tral minutts befote hitting the giantt 10 000 jut
htlou its His body mil net a be teem cud
— From the joutnah of Chris Warner
Whethei on a mountain or at w ork leading others can
uickry become difficult and dangerous You want so badly
:> influence positive change m >oui organization You
ctept the tide ofleadership and purposefully trek upward,
ropelltd b\ hope In this exciting journey vou seek to be
great leader leading a great company to great altitudes
Then you slip ofi the cliff into leahty Leadership
ecornes a burden as the world fails to cooperate with
our dreams In an instant the threat of failure awakens
ou from the delusion How you respond in the face of
*al dangers defines you is a leader

The Nemesis o f Great Leadership
In a moment of great fear action stops Whether in an
ffice or on a mountain, choosing to stay stuck in the

safe world ensures losses of great opportunities to the
ultimate strategy killei fear It stops staff from making
great decisions, stops change agents from disrupting the
status quo and stops leaders from leading
When faced with fear most people fieeze up Among
humans, ftir becomes the dominant biological response,
and in estimated ^0 percent of us heeze up when
stressed We see the same effects ot freezing up in teims
As feir races through \ term whether the tear ot con
fronting co-workers or the fear of a failed project team
members withdraw moiak sinks and whispered conversations and accusators e rmiK ciuse distrust
As leaders we h u e to combat the freeze response and
prevent it horn tiling; root in our professional lives and
the teams wc lead When high ilntude leaders identify
the moment they overcame the great fear trnt could
have frozen them they tell you they focused not on
whether they succeeded or failed but on the ven fact
that they acted in he face of great fear High altitude
leaders tame fear in themselves their teams and their
organizationil cultures bv taking decisis e aUion

Survival Tip: Embrace Death
Accepting death is choosing life It giants us the
power and freedom to act Although the mountaineering teams fice dea h in the most absolute sense
metaphoncil death can also occur from the boardroom
to the production floor ind it can be just is transformative an experience Leaders tell how embracing — versus avoiding or denung — the death of a goal a project
a sale or a career Ireed and implied them to create new
possibilities and actions
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Summary: HIGH ALTITUDE LEADERSHIP
High altitude leaders find that moments of imminent
failure free them to take decisive action. The call to
action from accepting business deaths drives problem
solving, decision making and execution with greater
clarity of vision. Acting in the face of death — not
freezing up at the very thought of it — stops fear and
allows you to continue climbing, pushing on past those
paralyzed instead of giving up and descending.
If you and your team aren't regularly pushing limits,
you won't be able to overcome the hfe-or-death challenges that every person, every team and every organization eventually face. Remembering the inevitability' of
death loosens the ego's grip. Then honor, bravery and
integrity emerge in its place. This is the secret to high
altitude leadership. •

Danger #2: Selfishness
Descending into the mountain's shadow, we come upon
two determined Italians still climbing upward. We ate all
surprised, I radio base camp, and their team there sounds
equally shocked. Horns before, one of these climbers had
been told to turn back, but they just kept going, lilien
your ego drives you, the results are neper pretty. They're
committing one of the worst mistakes in mountaineering:
summiting after the sun sets. I'm worried about the consequences this could have for all of m\
— From the journals of Chris IVarna
Selfishness kills people, profits and possibilities. You
already know this persistent danger that stalks organizations at every altitude. It doesn't take long to smell it
coming. Take a sniff:
• Someone thinks of his career as he abandons
the team.
• Critical problems remain covered up until there's no
time left to resolve them.
• Turf wars are funded at costly expense to the company.
• Someone takes credit for another's idea.
• An employee tries hard to look good to the boss,
even if it means making someone else look bad.

How Selfishness Hurts Us
Whenever we find selfishness in a company, it shows
up in an unproductive condition, or what we call dangerous, unproductive, dysfunctional (DUD) behavior.
The list of D U D behaviors is endless: protection of
sacred-cow projects (continuing on long after they were
told to turn back), blaming, avoiding accountability'',
back-stabbing, political maneuvering, CYA (a common
vernacularism for "cover your butt"), turf wars, silo pro-

tection, hidden agendas, taking credit for another's ideas,
trashing other ideas to promote your own, withholding
information, looking good to the boss, playing favorites,
finger-pointing, power plays, passing the buck, gossiping, entitlement attitudes and grin faking (smiling in
agreement when you have absolutely no intention of
supporting the project).
On the expeditions, clear risks of injury or death make
detecting D U D damage easier and more important. One
selfish act can kill a lot of people. In organizations, however, the damage often lies hidden. You'll never find it
measured on the profit-and-loss statement, but selfishness lurks as the most dangerous blow to profitability.
Damage from D U D extends beyond day-to-day productivity losses and includes missed sales opportunities,
quality erosion, higher legal exposure, lower sustamability of competitive advantage, increased waste, employee
turnover and poor morale.
Scientists have concluded that selfish strategies are the
most effective for species evolution. In the real world of
evolution, any animal thinking this is a warm, cooperative universe where we could just talk things out and
have a group hug eventually becomes food product for
another species.
On mountains and in companies, this primal agenda
gets in our way. It robs us of leadership power and
usurps the freedom needed for producing great results.
Employees naturally perceive a world of threat or fear in
a company. Whether the threat is real or not, it still
exists, because that's what humans are supposed to perceive. Today this human biological drive collides with
the needs of modern organizations, bleeding profits and
sending many companies off the cliff. How many times
do selfish employees hoard or steal resources, ignore
another in need of help, or fight to preserve their selfimage at the expense of the organization?

Survival Tip: A Compelling Saga
It was noted that the Himalayan expeditions seemed
to falter at the end of the journey, not the beginning.
Without a challenge before them, everyone started
putting personal desires ahead of the group's goals and
reverting to their own selfish behaviors. Human selfishness can only be unhooked when a great passion overwhelms the selfish agenda.
Throughout history, great leaders constantly have
focused on creating passion in their people by inventing
stones of gods, kings and heroes. High altitude leaders
throughout history knew that compelling sagas effectively inspire passion and give people something worth
fighting for. The compelling saga leverages the leader's
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lower in aligning people toward a higher cause than the
genda of their ego.
Compelling sagas bring the vision, mission, values and
trategy to life. Sagas capture the epic challenge in what
ome have called a rallying cry or battle charge, and they
>rovide that emotional trigger to focus on a cause that
aakes our selfish agendas seem trivial.
Humans need a compelling saga, a passion that
overwhelms the selfishness common in humans. *

Danger #3: Tool Seduction

But in mountaineering, an overdependence on
Sherpas, tools and infrastructure can limit talented
climbers. Similarly, a parade of consultants packing the
latest tools and theories can bog down progress and distract companies from focusing on the vital issues.
Of course, tools are important. Before climbing up to
the death zone, a lot of time was spent testing gear and
perfecting skills. But in critical moments, even the best
tools break or fail in some other way, resources are lost,
or circumstances counted on fail to materialize — yet
still you must survive. The problem isn't with the tools;
it's m how you relate to them.

Cho Oyu has become such a popular mountain that the
same level of infrastructure that is built on Everest is
applied to climbs on this peak. Large commercial expeditions, employing dozens of Sherpas, set up a well-stocked
base camp and three smaller but also well-supplied camps
on the mountain. Thousands of feet of rope are strung
between the camps, simplifying the commute. Each lent is
equipped like a hotel room, outfitted with sleeping bags,
ministoves, bags of food, and bottles of oxygen.

Tools offer hope, and they make people feel that they
have the right answer. But a problem occurs when
employees use tools as crutches for safe answers. Both
dead climbers and bankrupt companies are found grasping great tools.

Two hundred feet below camp, a crack shot across the
slope I was crossing. Tlie crack became an avalanche, the
snow rushing past my legs like water in a river. Curious,
I watched the snow slide past me. Engrossed in the excitement of this little slide, I never imagined that my cute little avalanche could become so deadly. Suddenly, a silent wave of snow, 10 feet high, picked me up. Pure whiteness and complete silence engulfed me. I tumbled deeply
inside this tidal wave, flipping and spinning like a white
sock among white sheets in an arctic clothes dryer, llic
avalanche finally spit me to the side into the slower-moving snow at its edge, burying me to my neck and then,
free of me, it plunged over a 300-foot cliff.

High altitude leaders survive the danger of tool
seduction by driving results from a behavioral perspective. Focusing on behavior and adaptation like appropriate decisions, actions, deeds and conduct replaces tool
seduction on mountains and in companies.

Other climbers waited for the storm cycle to play itself
out, which it eventually did. Precious time was wasted
because the Sherpas needed to move even more gear into
place. Ten days later, the big groups were no farther
along. And when the tiny window finally opened, a small
handful of us, those not needing all sorts of tools and
comforts, snuck to the summit. The largest groups watched
hopelessly from base camp.
— From the journals of Chris Warner
You want to have the best tools of leadership. And
here are so many of them out there. Thousands of
>ooks, trainers and experts teach how to use them —
ools like the best way to structure a team, motivate othrs, make great decisions, influence, serve, plan, inspire,
et values, gain respect, take initiative, empower, achieve
;oals — and get people to follow you to the summit.

Survival Tip: Behavior and Adaptation
Remember two things: Behavior, not tools, drives
results; and adapt or die.

Regardless of how much you spend on books,
training, experts and meetings, it's all a waste if
behavior doesn't change so that people start making
different decisions and taking different actions. Most
of the problems you're having in your organization are
behavioral, not tool-based. Someone is either doing
something unproductive or using tools the wrong way.
You can equip a climber or manager with the finest gear
and hours of training, but without the correct behavior,
failure creeps closer. #

Danger #4 Arrogance
We spent days in base camp, spying the face with
binoculars, trying to understand the patterns of avalanches
and rock/all, and tracing the route, like a kid pencils in a
maze. We convinced ourselves that the climb would take
36 hours, bottom to top. We were honibly wrong, and
our overconjidence almost killed us. Tlte route proved
much more difficult than we imagined. On the second
day} we ran out of food. On the third day, we ran out of
fuel (so we couldn't melt snow for water). Vertical rock
walls demanded that we climb using our bare hands, with
the temperatures well below zero.
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The Everest Laboratory
In the best spirit of a compelling saga, people voluntarily put themselves at risk to pursue their dream of
standing on Everest's summit. In the 54 years since Sir
Edmund Hillary and Tenzing Norgay first summited,
more than 4,000 others have followed. But only one
thing exceeds the number of Everest's iconic achievements and personal successes: the number of dramatic
failures. Between 1922 and 2007. more than 13,000
people have tried to climb the mountain. Seventy-three
percent of tl^em didn't summit and 208 of them died.
% Everest may 6e the best laboratory to observe arrogance and how arrogance threatens
organizations and profits. Arrogance places organizations
and teamsln danger ot death every day. Analysts blame
organizational failures on strategic missteps, poor market
positioning, bad planning or ineffective execution. But
we find that these usual suspects are just the symptoms,
not the real cause. The real cause, arrogance, always
M'/u,
lurks beneath the s u ^ a c e ^ ^ r j L time a pa^ic^ate^orW^' ^/

<r*'
(j.

w

•no
think they already k n o w ey^
Arrogar

o{k%a*L, not m

g^pc^-/
i ngs^©ft-*»ou»tai«s

/vn/p u

E o a r E S e S r Their destructive self-absorption as
they pursue egocentric dreams is exceeded only by the
damage they leave behind by putting others at nsk.^y^
From pure hubris or some hidden fear, arrogant l e a d e r
act as if the rules don't apply to them. Recguse of this
they are frequently outmaneuvered b y # f e f f i ^ m o r e
nimble com^^eikcirs. ^ . ^ ^ r ^ ^ ^
/
J. 1s
Survivalf&tpt H u m i l k y

A^cm^paftydriven by a compelling saeaystill needs
nr
healthy dose of humility to keep5&from?veer"
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ness to emerge. Instead of sapping, oyer,-weakor leaving them tdb?e&ad, -nuniple Je&acrs *act decisively;
the instinct t^je^^j^axm^^ew&rf,
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rejection, turns on.

Whether i^n moimtains or in companies, we' learned
that only solid teams grow stronger when humbled;
weak ones become more dysfunctional. Humility causes
the weak to question their competence and shatters their
confidence. But it shouldn't make you less competent or
confident. It should improve your judgment by tempering your ego. As the saying goes, bad experiences teach
good judgment, and the better your judgment, the better your performance is. #

Danger #5: Lone Heroism
/ rolled him over and listened to his moaning. He needed two things: oxygen and a dose of the steroids that
reduce this type of swelling, I knew that with help, he
could swallow a dexamethasone tablet and wash it down
with a sip of water. If this treatment didn't work, I would
then pop a stronger, injectable dose into his butt.
He greedily ate the dexamethasone and let us help him
stand up, but he wouldn't let himself use any of our oxyen. He was filming his ascent for Spanish television and
desperately wanted this to be an "oxygenless" ascent.
Purists look down on climbers who use oxygen when
climbing. He wanted a "/.;jure asce nt to prove he was
among the sport's elite.
— From the journals of Chris Warner

one heroism is dangerous. We're not talking about
the lone challenge we sometimes take on for our own
personal development, but the ego-driven, selfish, gloryseeking heroism. We see this in aspirant leaders as they
use others to get to where they want to go, stepping all
over people without even removing their crampons.
Who is trying to do it all, alone, without supplemental
pport? Who thinks it's a sign of weakness to ask for
elp? Or, worse, who thinks he or she is the lone hero
- the only one who can do something right? You
know the mantra: "If you want something done right,
you have to do it yourself."
There's another problem with lone heroes:
They're never grateful for the help they're given.

When Johnson & Johnson removed ail bottles of
Tylenol from the shelves after the poisoning sabotage
incident in 1982, it did so without hesitation. Its leadership knew that they had a sacred trust to uphold and
that trust was more valuable than the profits they would
lose. They knew that the rules of human decency
applied to them.

Lone heroes make for great cinema, but in
death zone environments, they become frozen
corpses. Lone heroism can be found contributing
to higher operating costs, lower innovation, increased
risks, delayed execution, higher turnover and missed
sales opportunities.

How to Bring Humility to Arrogance

Survival Tip: Partnership

Humility fuels high performance, but is it something
that everyone is ready for? No. Not everyone has a
strong, confident staff and consistent leadership.

High altitude leaders know that partnership with
peers, staff or outside stakeholders trumps lone heroism
every time.
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Creating partnerships in your life raises different quesms. How many projects are you leading alone? Where
z you resisting support from others? W h o m can you
ing in to help you or your team summit bigger peaks?
. you seek to bring partnership forward, remember:
• You don't need an equal or superior to create great
rtnership. Genuine partnership is never truly among
uals. Partners can come from all levels.
• Pass the mantle of leadership to whoever is equipped
take it in the moment. In the face of life-threatening
•cumstances, who can afford to be hesitant?

Fear of failure, or fear of consequences like retaliation,
being ostracized, being blamed, or looking bad to the boss,
propels cowards into the tent of safety. But not high altitude
leaders. These leaden, push the limits of performance and
don't allow the friction of cowardice to jeopardize the
future. In a world where innovation, competitive superiority and market growth are fraught with risk, cowardice is a
danger few companies can afford.
Cowardice damages companies by stopping people from
exhibiting high altitude performance behaviors like these:
• Challenging others on their lack of accountability.

• If you're the team leader or manager, sometimes you
ve to get out of the way. In true partnering, one
iwes u p " control by empowering key talent and letting
countability drive the results.

• Confronting arrogance.

• Partnerships don't work well with leaders who are so
•aid of losing control that they end up allowing only
*aker people to work under them.

Survival Tip: Bravery

• Create and maintain vibrant partnerships by maintaining
:ountability. Allow partnership to drive performance. #

anger #6: Cowardice
Our Italian teammate who had quit earlier heard us
returning and crawled from the tent he borrowed to get the
latest news We told htm all about the snow, at 25,500
feet: It was too deep and soft and likely to avalanche. We
were stopped about 200 vertical feet from the colf from
where the rocky ridge to the summit, especially at this early
hour, would never be able to stop us.
Back at base camp, the Italian wrote authoritatively about
the climb, the snow conditions, and the decision to turn
around, sharing it with all the Web sites. However, he
omitted the part about his quitting and crawling into someone else's tent for a nap.
— From the journals of Chris Warner

Cowardice endangers organizations just as badly as its
>posite cousin, lone heroism. Did you ever have somele in your company boast about their heroic efforts,
len in reality he or she wasn't even close to the
tion? Unfortunately, such behavior infects all kinds of
ims and cultures.
Is your company infected by cowardice? Do doomed
ojects move ahead because the cowardly don't dare
^eal the truth? Do staff members talk behind their maner's back because their cowardice prevents them from
nfronting the obvious? Have cowardly politics overtakperformance? If so, you can bet some employees prefer
awling into a tent for safety rather than risking their
•cks by exposing the truth or challenging the status quo.

• Exposing weak members of a team.
• Uncovering selfishness.
• Divulging the state of doomed projects.

High altitude leaders instill bravery by turning cowardice
into bold action and profitable growth. The methods they
use can be controversial and are often not taught in business
schools. Only a few dare venture into this harsh environment that requires politically incorrect techniques.
• Shame. Shame induces bravery effectively. Cowards go
into battle, even though they're scared to death, because
they're too ashamed to turn and run m front of their peers.
After a few battles, cowards find their own legs, and there's
no discernible difference between the bom brave and the
learned brave.
* Truth, not motivational speaking. People want the
truth, no matter how good, bad or ugly it is. Employees
aren't stupid. They know the bad news already. They want
to see if their leaders have the courage to acknowledge it.
• Walk the talk. Begin having leaders walk the talk and
nsk vulnerability. Can you bravely disclose the real problems in your organization? Can you demonstrate that it's
OK to bring them up? •

Danger #7: Comfort
Three months after Everest, I was back on the crowded
streets of Kathmandu My plan was to return to Shisha
Pangma, a mountain I had failed to climb in 1999. Now I
wanted to try to climb it without any partners. It would be a
lot more dangerous} with an ever-greater chance of failure. I
figured that by fully immersing myself in a challenge of this
magnitude and surrounding myself with that much risk, I
would be forced to perform at my highest level of ability. I
wanted to be so fully engaged that my self-confidence would
rush back in, filling the void.
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Great achievements sometimes require enduring
extreme discomfort And that's when real leadership is
tested, validated and proven. Why do so many turn
back when the going gets tough? Popular leadership
trends easily seduce the unsophisticated when there's
fine weather, an easy path and plenty of air to breathe.
You look like a genius when you have lots of cash, an
abundance of time and a simple agenda with minimal
risk. Only when the path ahead becomes formidable
and risky, when certainty wavers and your legs quiver,
does real greatness emerge — or not.
There is nothing pleasurable, sexy or exciting about
taking just one more step when your body is totally
aching and exhausted, but on the climb it makes the
critical difference between success and failure. You
grow only when you're putting yourself in uncomfortable positions and taking on new challenges. High
performers are used to being uncomfortable. Many get
nervous when things get too comfortable for too long.

Survival T i p : Perseverance
As a leader, you often won't have all the tools,
resources or circumstances you need, yet you still
must summit. Perseverance separates the high altitude
leaders from the charlatans. Business history is rich
with such examples — there are many Edisons who
persevered through hundreds of failures in order to
create their right lightbulb. No team or professional
accomplishes a goal worth the pursuit without
surviving the often uncomfortable and at times painful
stretch called perseverance.
If you've been at this game for any length of time,
you've experienced failure. In the natural course of life,
your heart will be broken, your team will lose games
and your attempts to climb higher will fail. Instead of
stopping, high altitude leaders become greater as a result.
Conflicts result in character development. If you avoid
the conflicts or dwell on the associated pain, you will
not gnyw.

Blind Persistence Is N o t Perseverance
O n a snowy day in October 1999, Chris and his
climbing partner arrived at a remote Tibetan base camp.
Shisha Pangma is the 14th-tallest mountain m the world.
They were headed for the South Face, an extremely
technical, rarely climbed objective on this 26,289-foottall mountain. T w o other teams were on the mountain
when an avalanche bisected the entire face, sending
hundreds of thousands of pounds of ice and rock crashing onto the glacier and burying two of the climbers
beneath thousands of tons of ice and snow.

Chris and his partner chose to abandon the climb. It
was clearly too dangerous. The storm system, by the
time it finished crossing the Himalayas, claimed the lives
of 13 climbers on three different mountains. It cost a
few thousand dollars to walk away from Shisha Pangma.
How many times do you hold on to a dream too
hard? Still pursue a project you've already sunk too
much time and money into? Let the ego rather than the
head drive the agenda? Retreat, not blind persistence,
can sometimes be the only course of action. Walking
away does not mean giving up. It's about maintaining a
higher-level strategy that allows you to withdraw and
then return again.
Perseverance does not mean continuing on in the face
of impossible obstacles, but in having the capacity to
retreat, rethink and return.

H o w to Inspire Perseverance
Many times managers fail to inspire their people to
persevere in the face of being stopped. They mistakenly
focus on motivational speeches and posters to get people
past the hard stuff. But people really want something
more. They want the truth, no matter how hard it may
sound. Avoiding the truth or covering it up with
speeches only engenders distrust in an organization, In
leadership, as in climbing, the higher you go, the greater
the challenges become.
Telling the truth does something else: It prepares people to keep going even when they hit the wall. It's precisely when your confidence eludes you, when your
physical and emotional capacity dries up, that you need
to take one more step, then another and another. When
leading teams in this situation, high altitude leaders lead
by example.
People also have higher levels of perseverance if
they're not handicapped by deadweight. It's the difference between summiting with a day pack or a yak on
your back. People persevere better alongside those they
respect. Of course, confronting deadweight behaviors
isn't comfortable, but neither is the failure that results
from avoiding accountability. Once you start removing
deadweight, your best employees will be happier (while
the losers will start to flee in a state of panic).
Finally, the most critical challenge may not be when
you've successfully persevered and summited but what
happens next. Comfort always seeks a way into your life
and your company's life. Its best opportunity to strike
occurs when perseverance is no longer necessary. After
the greatest of companies have successfully achieved lofty
goals, the comfort of the status quo consumes them #
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anger #8: Gravity

The Journey Begins

We were 50 feet apart. Despite the glacier being flat, we
knew there were crevasses in this area. We stepped carefully and
took all the normal precautions. When we did find a crevasse,
the climber in the lead would probe the edges with his ice ax,
and once we knew where the edge was, we would hop from one
side to the other. All of this is standard practice. We had probably hopped over 50 crevasses so far this morning. Bruce took
another step. He disappeared. The rope whipped tight. Two
hundred pounds of climber and gear were pulling me by the
waist. Ifought with all my strength, but it was of no use. I was
being dragged toward the bottomless crevasse he fell into. I was
still on the surface, being dragged along the path Bruce had just
made, when suddenly the snow exploded around me. I was
hurtling into another hidden crevasse. The rope stopped my fall
with a jerk, The impact forces slammed me into the crevasse
wall Looking up} I could see the edge of my hole, 5 feet above
me. Tfie tightened rope went straight from my harness, through
that hole, and across thefat glacier, before bending over the edge
ofBruce's crevasse, to where he lay dangling some 25 feet below
the surface. Both crevasses seemed bottomless. We were alive:
Two men fall into two separate crevasses, saving their lives.

In mountaineering, rarely does the first error kill a
climber. Death occurs when the third thing goes wrong.

— From the journals of Chris Warner

High altitude leadership is an endless journey full of
k. You constantly tread m unfamiliar areas. Although
ms are made and experts say the path is clear, you still
ay fall, and fall hard. Assumptions prove to be erro:ous, data end up being flawed or commitments go
*met. All of a sudden, a cherished project, career move
critical goal appears to reach a point of failure.

irvival Tip: Luck
High altitude leaders accept luck as part of the success
nation. The first type of luck is skill-based. We've
eady discussed many of these skills: Act in the face of
il fear, subjugate your personal desires to the greater
»al of the group, fight arrogance with humility, seek
it and nurture partnerships, be seduced by passion and
»t by tools, and persevere. When you combine these
^merits, you appear to be one lucky leader. Being
swed as lucky, you attract even more good fortune.
r
e know that all this luck comes from the application
hard-earned skills and a positive mental attitude.
The second kind of luck is pure luck. When the forces
'gravity switch directions, let's just hope that the dial
t spin puts us on a good luck? not a bad luck, square.
acre's no explanation for luck. Both good and bad
ck occur as teams seek the summit. You can lead your
am and do it all correctly with no mistakes and still be
fept over a cliff by an avalanche. ®

On big peaks, we tell clients that the first mistake they
made was joining the expedition. They are now in an
environment where things can go terribly wrong very
quickly. If they are going to make it home alive, they
have to be more disciplined, more giving and more
humbled than ever before. Everyone has to scan the
horizon. Everyone has to examine themselves and
each other for signs of weakness. Everyone is responsible
for their own safety and the safety of everyone else.
They have to prevent the small mistakes from adding
up to a catastrophe.
Just as in mountaineering, business leaders make
small errors almost daily. But how many does it
take before the errors reach a deadly magnitude of
bringing down a project or a career or a company?
Both organizations and expeditions fail because a series
of mistakes build on themselves — and before anyone
notices. How many teams failed before anyone realized
that the demoralized culture, increased customer dissatisfaction and hemorrhaging profits would combine into an
inescapable landslide?
In the most extreme situations, true leadership
emerges in the self-sacrifice that people exhibit for
others. We call it altruism.

Don't Conquer the Peak, Conquer Yourself
Lose yourself and you have nothing left. Remember
that high altitude leaders don't seek to conquer the
great goals; these are the results of their conquering
themselves. Don't lose yourself in the process, but dig
deeper into yourself so that you can climb ever higher.
This remains the timeless challenge of a leader.
Each day you must engage the dangers inherent in the
trek to higher altitudes. Surviving these dangers ensures your
personal success and the breathless views from the summits
you reach. As a leader, you owe it to yourself, your team
and your company to be ever-vigilant so that all may summit
— and then make it safely back to base camp. #
RECOMMENDED READING LIST
if you liked High Altitude Leadership, you'll also like:
1. Leadership GofdbyMm C. Maxwell. Maxwell shares a lifetime of leadership truths that can guide anyone currently leading a team or company.
2. Crisis Leadership Nowhy Laurence Barton. Barton applies his corporate
insider's insight to numerous case studies concerning crisis management
3 No Substitute for Victory by Theodore Kinni and Donna Kinni. The Kinnis
turn the leadership lessons of Gen. Douglas MacArthur into 50 strategies
anyone can use to get results quickly.
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Fletcher Stumph
1454 South Richards St., apt. #2
Salt Lake City, UTAH 84115
801-541-7659

IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT, STATE OF UTAH
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE
Third District Court, 450 South State Street, Salt Lake City, UT 84114

Fletcher Stumph,
Plaintiff,

*
*

COMPLAINT

vs.

!f\HWV0

Case No.
fW
Y

Jean Hurst, Kimberlee Everhart,
Defendant(s).

*
*

Judge:

W

Plaintiff complains of defendant(s) and alleges as follows:
1. Plaintiff is the owner of real property located at 1454 South Richards St. Apt. 2, Salt
Lake City, Utah, Utah, 84115.
2. Defendant(s) are residents at that address.
3. Plaintiff and defendant(s) entered into a written agreement for the rental of property at
the above address, which is attached.
4. Defendant(s) owe plaintiff $860.90 unpaid rent, for the following time periods:
From September 1, 2009 to September 30, 2009.,
5. Defendant(s) owe plaintiff $££Q&M for Contract amounts due, other than rent, as
follows: ^ L ^ ? / V ^ ^ p^fty/
g^^r'n^^
<?£JU ~/& *z^J**r/n ^7u^
Aty. S#i^ QA^T^ /fisY-S'T ^K^L /y> ^ zt<J2r-Aj*r~r> ^rnjpsfe
^tf?
fl^f
/9/10/2009

Complaint

*^

^/i^Jf/^i^
O^ ^ ^ ^
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Repainting cost for smoke damage from smoking in the apartment when not permitted
Also, pet damage from cats to carpets and interior
6 Plaintiff served a Three Day Pay or Quit Notice upon defendant(s) on
yi/P/p'&O

7

(date) Plaintiff incorporates that notice and the statements contained m

the notice as part of this complaint A copy of the notice is attached
7 Plaintiff served a Three Day Notice to Comply with the Lease or Vacate upon
defendant(s) on

///(?

/\p/9Qf

(date) Plaintiff incorporates that notice and the

statements contained m the notice as part of this complaint A copy of the notice is attached
Defendant has violated the parties' rental agreement as follows
Noise violations, quiet enjoyment violations upkeep violations, smoking in the apartment
violations, disturbing landloj d and other tenants at all hours of the day and mght, police calls for
domestic violence, alcohol abuse and/or drug abuse
8 Plaintiff served a Three Day Criminal Nuisance Notice upon defendant(s) on
///$/^^d//

(date) Plaintiff incorporates that notice and the statements

contained m the notice as part of this complaint A copy ot the notice is attached Defendant has
committed criminal nuisance as follows
Threatening the landlord Fletcher Stumph with violent assaidt and battery
available to validate this threat, which occured August 15 and 16 2009

Police report

9 Plaintiff served a Three Day Nuisance Notice upon defendant(s) on
(date) Plaintiff incorporates that notice and the statements
contained in the notice as part of this complaint A copy of the notice is attached Defendant has
permitted nuisance as follows
Noise violations, smoking in the apartment which is not permitted, disturbing other tenants
and landlord with obscenities and threats and pounding on doors and ringing doorbell along with
scratching on the doors at all hours of the day and mght
10 Plaintiff served a Three Day Notice to Vacate for Committing Waste to Premises upon

9/10/2009
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defendant(s) on //

/L u

(date). Plaintiff incorporates that notice and the

statements contained in the notice as part of this complaint, A copy of the notice is attached.
Defendant has committed waste as follows:
Smoking in the apartment when not permitted. Pet damage.
11. Plaintiff served a Three Day Notice to Vacate for Lease Violation Which Cannot Be
Brought into Compliance upon defendant(s) on

///&/

J2$u

/

(date). Plaintiff

incorporates that notice and the statements contained in the notice as part of this complaint. A copy
of the notice is attached. Defendant has violated the parties' rental agreement as follows:
Smoke damage from smoking in the apartment when permitted.
12. Plaintiff served a Three Day Notice to Vacate for Committing Criminal Act on the
Premises upon defendant(s) on

/ / / u / ^&Q/

(date). Plaintiff incorporates that

notice and the statements contained in the notice as part of this complaint. A copy of the notice is
attached. Defendant has committed a criminal act as follows:
Jean Hurst was screaming into my kitchen window that he was: "Going to fuck me in the
ass. He said he was going to destory me.
13. Defendant(s) did not comply with the notice and are in unlawful detainer.
14. Plaintiff is entitled to an Order of Restitution which removes defendant(s) from
plaintiffs property.

15. Pursuant to Utah Code § 78B-6-811, plaintiff is entitled to a judgment for any of the
following upon proof at trial or upon plaintiffs affidavit in the event of defendant's default:
a. any rent due and unpaid by defendant(s) through the end of the parties' rental
agreement;
b. damages caused because defendant(s) remained in possession of plaintiff s
property, in unlawfiil detainer, after the time expired in the eviction notice(s)
referred to in this complaint;

9/10/2009
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c. physical damages beyond normal wear and tear (waste) caused by defendants to
the plaintiffs property during the time defendant(s) were in possession of plaintiffs
property; and,
d. damages for the abatement (termination) of any nuisance caused by defendant(s)
as provided in Utah Code § 78B-6-1107 through 1114.

16. Plaintiff is entitled to have damages trebled in accordance with Utah Code § 78B-6-811.
17. Plaintiff has not incurred attorney's fees and is not entitled to a judgment for attorney's
fees as provided in the lease agreement. 'Tt^pr^A^AJ^y

**?' A?

ry/^^jf

Plaintiff prays that this court:
1. Enter an Order of Restitution requiring that defendant(s) move out of the premises within
three calendar days of the date the Order of Restitution is entered, unless a shorter time to
move out is ordered by the court because it is appropriate under the circumstances, or unless
immediate restitution is required under Utah Code § 786-6-810(3) should the court find
defendant(s) to be a nuisance because of criminal acts.
2. Include in the Order of Restitution authorization for the sheriff to evict the defendant(s),
if the defendant(s) do not voluntarily vacate the premises within the time allowed in the
Order of Restitution.
3. Grant plaintiff a judgment for any damages allowed under Utah Code § 78B-6-811, in
accordance with the eviction notice(s) served upon defendant(s), and as proven m court, or
as stated in Plaintiffs affidavit of damages in the event of Defendant(s) default.
4. Grant other relief that is just and proper in the circumstances.

Dated

9/10/2009

f//

f/jl0C>f
Complaint
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Plaintiffs Signature

Plaintiffs address: Fletcher Stumph 1454 South Richards St., apt. #2 Salt Lake City, UTAH
84115

9/10/2009
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THREE DAY NOTICE TO PAY OR TO VACATE
This Notice is given by:

This Notice is given to:
Jean Hurst, Kimberlee Everhart
1454 South Richards St. Apt. 2
Salt Lake City, Utah, Utah 84115

Fletcher Stumph
1454 South Richards St., a p t J ^ > f e ^ ^ *
Salt Lake City, UTAH 84115

You are behind in your payments required by your rental agreement with your landlord.
You are required to either pay everything you owe as indicated below, or move out within
three calendar days.
1. Within three calendar days you must pay the entire amount of money that is now owing to your
landlord for rent. The total amount due is $860.90. Rent is due for the following time period(s):
From September I, 2009 to September 30, 2009.
2. Within three calendar days you must pay the entire amount of money that is now owing to your
landlord for amounts due under the xental contract other than rent. The total amount due is
SS^SOftrOOr-The amounts due other than rent are as follows:
Repainting cost for smoke damage from smoking in the apartment when not permitted
Also, pet damage from cats to carpets and interior.
jfrj?

/-£&0?/es7i#n/,

Cfej^f^

A<^ se,f*

ir

/r£j0

<C*zyg7^-r

~ *£>' &a>fr &tf

p^^^rj^z^

*/fa<?P,

3. If you do not pay all of the money you owe within three calendar days, counting weekends
and holidays, you must vacate the premises you have rented.
If you do not comply with this notice, you will be served with a Summons and Complaint for
unlawfixl detainer. Unlawful detainer is when you remain in possession of rental property after the
owner serves you with a lawfal notice to leave, such as this eviction notice. If you are found by the
court to be in unlawful detainer, you will be evicted by the court and you will be liable for:
(1) any rent due and unpaid through the end of your rental agreement, less any amounts the
landlord receives from the next tenant;
(2) damages caused by your unlawful detainer of the rental property;
(3) damages for any waste of the rental property caused by you, if and only if the landlord
alleges them in a court complaint and proves them at trial, or submits them to the court by
affidavit in the event of your default (Waste is damage you cause beyond normal wear and
tear.);
(4) damages as provided in Utah Code § 78B-6-1107 through 1114 for the abatement of
nuisance, if any, caused by you. (Abatement of nuisance means to stop a nuisance.);
(5) attorneys fees and court costs.
9/10/2009

Three Day Notice to Pay or to Vacate

Pagel

You will also be liable for three times those damages allowed to be trebled under Utah Code §
78B-6-811 which specifically may include trebling all of those damages mentioned above except
attorneys fees and court costs. Damages under (2) are the reasonable rental value or reasonable
value of the use and occupation of the premises for each day you remain after the expiration of this
notice. In most cases trebling damages under (2) means the court will times the amount you have
been paying for rent by three for every day you remain in the property after the last day you were
given to leave under this eviction notice. Please contact your landlord to discuss this situation,

<?///) /
Dated:

^

^S?S

7/'0/J?00f
Signature of Notice Giver

RETURN OF SERVICE

This Notice was served on /f/^mr^

£^/{^j{mm€),

on

(date) in

the following manner:

A copy was delivered to the tenant personally.

A copy was sent through certified or registered mail to the tenant's address.

l^K

copy was posted in a conspicuous place on the premises, as no one was home.

A copy was left with a person of suitable age and discretion at:
(Please check the appropriate boxes.)
[2^tenant's residence or
• tenant's place of business

AND a second^copy was mailed to
[^tenant's residence or
• place of business.

Signature of Notice Giver
9/10/2009
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THREE DAY NOTICE TO VACATE FOR LEASE VIOLATION WHICH
CANNOT BE BROUGHT INTO COMPLIANCE
This Notice is given by:

This Notice is given to:
Jean Hurst, Kimberlee Everhart
1454 South Richards St. Apt. 2
Salt Lake City, Utah, Utah 84115

Fletcher Stumph
1454 South Richards St., apt.
Salt Lake City, UTAH 84115

$&Jfi/

You are subject to eviction within 3 days under Utah Code § 78B-6-802(l)(d) for lease
violation which cannot be brought into compliance as follows^
Smoke damage from smoking in the apartment whewpermilted. J?e^£€^^^^*~ <&~ &~j2*r#*£v
nu. gm>M jys^ itrg&z/n&pz^
$e/?A*^/^
JHS/'S-S tytr/- <fr*^f f^*?^
^s^sf-e
<^^^^^
'AS
You are required to vacate the premises within three days. ^4? r" "
J>J.

If you do not comply with this notice, you will be served with a Summons and Complaint for
unlawJSil detainer. Unlawful detainer is when you remain in possession of rental property after the
owner serves you with a lawful notice to leave, such as this eviction notice. If you are found by the
court to be in unlawful detainer, you will be evicted by the court and you will be liable for:
(1) any rent due and unpaid through the end of your rental agreement, less any amounts the
landlord receives from the next tenant;
(2) damages caused by your unlawful detainer of the rental property;
(3) damages for any waste of the rental property caused by you, if and only if the landlord
alleges them in a court complaint and proves them at trial, or submits them to the court by
affidavit in the event of your default (Waste is damage you cause beyond normal wear and
tear.);
(4) damages as provided in Utah Code § 78B-6-1107 through 1114 for the abatement of
nuisance, if any, caused by you. (Abatement of nuisance means to stop a nuisance.);
(5) attorneys fees and court costs.
You will also be liable for three times those damages allowed to be trebled under Utah Code §
78B-6-811 which specifically may include trebling all of those damages mentioned above except
attorneys fees and court costs. Damages under (2) are the reasonable rental value or reasonable
value of the use and occupation of the premises for each day you remain after the expiration of this
notice. In most cases trebling damages under (2) means the court will times the amount you have
been paying for rent by three for every day you remain in the property after the last day you were
given to leave under this eviction notice. Please contact your landlord to discuss this situation.
Dated*

^//<P/A*>*>f
Signature of Notice Giver

9/10/2009
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RETURN OF SERVICE

This Notice was served on

y

(name), on ///ty^^

n(date) in

the following manner:

A copy was delivered to the tenant personally,

A copy was sent through certified or registered mail to the tenant's address.

A copy was posted in a conspicuous place on the premises, as no one was home.

A copy was left with a person of suitable age and discretion at:
(Please check the appropriate boxes.)
^tenant's residence or
• tenant's place of business

AND a second copy was mailed to
Qlierfant's residence or
• place of business.

"Signature of Notice Giver

9/10/2009

Three Day Notice to Vacate
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THREE DAY NOTICE TO VACATE FOR COMMITTING WASTE TO
PREMISES
This Notice is given to:

This Notice is given by:

Jean Hurst, Kimberlee Everhart
1454 South Richards St. Apt. 2
Salt Lake City, Utah, Utah 84115

Fletcher S humph
1454 South Richards St., a p t ^ & # / ^ Salt Lake City, UTAH 84115

You are subject to eviction within 3 days under Utah Code § 78jB-6-802(l)(d) for committing
waste to premises as follows:
Smoking in the apartment when not permitted. Pet damage, /}ft*rr #^vf IH^S £ Jz^
You are required to vacate the premises within three days,

gb/ru&ae &#f>&£ & ^ ^iJ^

If you do not comply with this notice, you will be served with a Summons and Complaint for
unlawful detainer. Unlawful detainer is when you remain in possession of rental property after the
owner serves you with a lawful notice to leave, such as this eviction notice. If you are found by the
court to be in unlawful detainer, you will be evicted by the court and you will be liable for:
(1) any rent due and unpaid through the end of your rental agreement, less any amounts the
landlord receives from the next tenant;
(2) damages caused by your unlawful detainer of the rental property;
(3) damages for any waste of the rental property caused by you, if and only if the landlord
alleges them in a court complaint and proves them at trial, or submits them to the court by
affidavit in the event of your default (Waste is damage you cause beyond normal wear and
tear.);
(4) damages as provided in Utah Code § 78B-6-1107 through 1114 for the abatement of
nuisance, if any, caused by you. (Abatement of nuisance means to stop a nuisance.);
(5) attorneys fees and court costs.
You will also be liable for three times those damages allowed to be irebled under Utah Code §
78B-6-811 which specifically may include trebling all of those damages mentioned above except
attorneys fees and court costs. Damages under (2) are the reasonable rental value or reasonable
value of the use and occupation of the premises for each day you remain after the expiration of this
notice. In most cases trebling damages under (2) means the court will times the amount you have
been paying for rent by three for every day you remain in the property after the last day you were
given to leave imder this eviction notice. Please contact your lggdtopd to discuss this situation.
Dated:
/

9/10/2009

7///,
/

'

Signature of Notice Giver

Three Day Notice to Vacate
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RETURN OF SERVICE
This Notice was served onW/fr/f/ss

&^/f#-T{mm€),

on _9^^^f(date) I

the following manner:

A copy was delivered to the tenant personally.

A copy was sent through certified or registered mail to the tenant's address.

A copy was posted in a conspicuous place on the premises, as no one was home.

A copy was left with a person of suitable age and discretion at:
(Pleasejdieck the appropriate boxes.)
tenant's residence or
Q tenant's place of business

AND a second copy was mailed to
tenant's residence or
• place of business.

/r?

Signature of Notice Giver

9/10/2009
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THREE DAY NOTICE TO COMPLY WITH LEASE OR VACATE
This Notice is given to:

This Notice is given by:

Jean Hurst, Kimberlee Everhart
1454 South Richards St. Apt. 2
Salt Lake City, Utah, Utah 84115

Fletcher Stumph
1454 South Richards St., apt. J # 2 " V ^ /
Salt Lake City, UTAH 84115

You have violated your lease agreement as follows:
Noise violations, quiet enjoyment violations, upkeep violations, smoking in the apartment
violations, disturbing landlord and other tenants at all hours of the day and night, police calls for
domestic violence, alcohol abuse and/or drug abuse.
You are required to do one of the following:
1. Within three calendar days, counting weekends and holidays, you must bring your lease violation into
compliance: or,
2. If you do not comply with your rental agreement, within three calendar days you must vacate the premises
you have rented.
If you do not comply with this notice, you will be served with a Summons and Complaint for
unlawful detainer. Unlawful detainer is when you remain in possession of rental property after the
owner serves you with a lawful notice to leave, such as this eviction notice. If you are found by the
court to be in unlawful detainer, you will be evicted by the court and you will be liable for:
(1) any rent due and unpaid through the end of your rental agreement, less any amounts the
landlord receives from the next tenant;
(2) damages caused by your unlawful detainer of the rental property;
(3) damages for any waste of the rental property caused by you, if and only if the landlord
alleges them in a court complaint and proves them at trial, oi submits them to the court by
affidavit in the event of your default (Waste is damage you cause beyond normal wear and
tear.);
(4) damages as provided in Utah Code § 78B-6-1107 through 1114 for the abatement of
nuisance, if any, caused by you. (Abatement of nuisance means to stop a nuisance.);
(5) attorneys fees and court costs.
You will also be liable for three times those damages allowed to be trebled under Utah Code §
78B-6-811 which specifically may include trebling all of those damages mentioned above except
attorneys fees and court costs. Damages under (2) are the reasonable rental value or reasonable
value of the use and occupation of the premises for each day you remain after the expiration of this
notice. In most cases trebling damages under (2) means the court will times the amount you have
been paying for rent by three for every day you remain in the properly after the last day you were
given to leave under this eviction notice. Please contact your landlord to discuss this situation.

9/10/2009
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Dated:

s=^_

Signature of Notice Giver

RETURN OF SERVICE
This Notice was served on A/nJ^^f

co^^rr

(name), on

///^/^C^{A2X€)

the following manner:

A copy was delivered to the tenant personally.

A copy was sent through certified or registered mail to the tenant's address.

A copy was posted in a conspicuous place on the premises, as no one was home.
A copy was left with a person of suitable age and discretion at:
(Please check the appropriate boxes.)
Q^tenant's residence or
• tenant's place of business

AND a secondjcopy was mailed to
oftenant's residence or
• place of business.

signature of Notice Giver

9/lO/20(&
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RENTAL AGREEMENT
PARTIES: This agreement is .entered into on this date ^f11^^ </&* ^ ^ 7 r b e t w e e n the following parties,
7
RESIDENT(S); Zjf^A k\
m m ft* tf\ Z\\erUarY/
and OWNER / MANAGER:
T"// 771/*£ r'
^-facAtm
Resident agrees to rent from the owner of the premises at
the following location subjectno the terms and conditions of £his agreement
Jl f
v
RENTAL HOME ADDRESS: / ^ & 9
.Co^ik
& f .Jx&'tfc
.>T\
/jr/fs
# 3 2. MOVE-IN COSTS AMOUNT

„

—

Rent
Security deposit

$
$

0

p(/^~

L? 7 7, ^
// / > / - ^

Key deposit

$

Additional deposit

$

^ ? ^

Total due

S j ^ ^

^ ^

*

CHARGE/ DESCRIPTION

^^Cr~

^

^TtL

^^N-^V

, ^ 7 ~
y

( M o n t h M o r biweekly rent (circle one)
Refundable deposit per agreement

<? ij ri

^

Refundable deposit per agreement T#/&£

See attached pet addendum 7 & V - ^hl^J^JZj^Oc>
/ -f

frOst*}*

-

,

~

r~
Z/£

^ ^
£"

/

^ / ^ > /

A ^ 7
p-e ft

/ ^ ^

3. CUSTOM HOME:
£ f i ^ d J i ^ w 0 ^ < & 0 # CefoJk&ttL
.
The Resident(s) agree to rent from the Ownerfs) the premises located Bt the above address and the home includes the following furnishings, amenities, and upgrades
* , s\
4. TERMS—3-STAR RESIDENT: The rental will begin on
Arrsd continue on a month tomonth basis Either party may terminate the tenancy or ask to upgiade the terms by giving the other party
3/2
.days written notice As part of our Resident 3 Sta rJ^roai a m w e , the owners and managers, look forward to serving your housing and related needs for the next ^^^ee^Cun^lthe
following d a t a ^ j ^ ^ ^ S > , JL&C
During the next 3 years,you will receive the following b e n e f i t s ^ a re c ident in goodjuental stanrfrngn

*—y?

1 On your first anniversary date you are entitled to
2 On your second anniversary date,
3 On your third anniversary date,

zH
^L

jrJ>&
pf

ilsf/i/

^/,

"ffSf

v

~~Z^Sxf't^^
J/f

-

^sfl^fsi.
^^-

J^<^^r^<h^

{p&P{?Sl'f\

As part ofthe3-Star Program, the following upgrade,__
.(part of your
Custom Home rental package), will become your property after the
A/A
year of your rental term Since
this item will become your property you the resident are respons'ble for maintenance and/or repair of the
item(s) In addition Management requires that an additional Upgrade deposit of $ ^f/ /j
._be held for the
first six months of this term This deposit is completely refundable at the time of the first six month home inspection upon satisfactory inspection of the item This tenancy and 3-Star Program begins
PAYDAY ROfT PAYMENT OPTION: Resident has the option to pay rent monthly (the old-fashioned way), rent
of $ A/n
payable in advance on or before the first aay of each month Or, if Resident prefers and considers
it more convenient, Resident may pay rent biweekly (every two weeks to coincide with paychecks), rent of
$
payable in advance on or before
of every other week Resident chooses to use the
Old-Fashioned Plan or the Payday Plan (circle one)
STANDARD WORRY-FREE PAYMENT METHODS: Residents may select one of the following Standaid WorryFree" payment methods for paying rent during the rental term, so they don't have to worry about late charges
every month Residents agree by signing this agreement to give permission and authorization to arrange for
rent collection by the method selected and debit appropriate account(s)
Preferred Method of Payment Selected:

/l/A~

Electronic debit from checking account on following days/dates eacn month
Electronic debit from savings account on following days/dates each month
Debit card or credit card debit from following account
_

_

Payroll deduction sent directly from employer biweekly oi monthly

Payment may be made by traditional methods, such as check or money order, which requires an additional handling fee of $
per transaction Please make checks payable to
Check or money oraer should be delivered to

LEASING FORMS A N D ADDENDUMS

47

16. NOTICES: Any notice is deemed served on the day on wmcn ir is ootn maiiea oy rirst-aass man vu me nt^iuem
at the premises, and attached in a secure manner to the main entrance of that portion of the premises of which
Resident has possession.
17. REMEDIES/ATTORNEY'S FEES: Nothing in this Agreement shall limit the right of the Owner to terminate this
Agreement as provided by any provision of the Landlord Resident Act. If civil action is instituted in connection with
this Agreement, the prevailing party shall be entitled to recover court costs and any reasonable attorney's fees.
18. MANAGf
R/AGENTJFOR SERVICE:
SERyiCE: The name/address,and
name,address, and phone number <of the manager and agent for service
AGER/AGENTJFOR
19, MAJOR MAINTENANCE GUARANTEE: Residents understand _and.jgree.that the following major repairs-are the
responsibility of the Owners and Managers:

t S ^ k j ^

3.

.

{^rpA^e^

The Owners/Managers agree to guarantee that these major repairs will be fixed with?n_72 hours after notification
of the problem to Owner/Manager. Resident understands that if a major repair is not corrected within 72 hours
after notification, Resident will receive FREE RENT on a prorated basis starting the fourth day after the day of notification until the problem is corrected. Residents further understand and agree that the 72-hour clock does not
start ticking until after the Owner has been directly notified of the problem and provides confirmation of that acknowledgment to Resident. The maintenance guarantee will not be honored if the maintenance problem was
caused by the Residents' negligence, abuse, or fault Resident also agrees that in order for the Owner to honor the
guarantee, the Owner or Manager must be given access into the building, with Resident's permission, to correct
the problem. Free rent will be awarded in the form of a cash rebate following the next on-time rent received.
i/JL

20. YARD/GROUNDS: Resident shall properly care for and mow the grass and adequately water the lawn, shrubbery and grounds. If yard is not properly maintained, K4anagement reserves the right to hire someone to mow
or care for yard and charge the expense to Resident as additional rent, after first advising Resident that they have
72 hours to handle the responsibility. In regard to yard upkeep, Manager is oniy responsible for
21. ABANDONMENT: Any goods, vehicles, or other property left on the premise after termination of the tenancy by
any means shall be considered abandoned and disposed of as provided by statute.
22. COMPLIANCE WITH THE LAW: Resident shall not violate any applicable local, state, or federal law or regulation
in or about the premises.
23. INSURANCE: Owner and Management are not responsible for any loss or damage to property owned by
Resident or guests unless resulting from Management's intentional or negligent acts. It is understood that all residents should carry renter's insurance for fire, extended coverage, and liability to cover accidental injury and
damage or loss of personal property due to fire or theft.
24. NONWAIVER AND ACCEPTING PAYMENTS: Should the Owner or Manager accept any partial or late rent
payments, this in no way constitutes a waiver of the Owner, nor affects any notice of eviction proceedings previously given. Waiver by either party of strict performance of any provision of this agreement shall not be a
waiver of or prejudice the party's right to require strict performance of the same provision in the future or any
other provision.

25. PETS: Resident and/or guests shall not maintain any pets upon the premises, without prior written consent of
Management. No animal, bird, or fish of any kind will be kept on the premises, even temporarily, except properly
/
traiped dogs needed by blind, deaf, or disabled persons and only under the following circumstances
TfrflA/-r^Xc*u^dfy? — -^pr ^-usT) f^^fs
. If a pet is accepted (not referring to
trained dogs for assistance), this is subject to payment of a higher monthly rent and additional deposit. Please
refer to Pet Addendum (if applicable).
26. EXTENDED ABSENCE: Resident will notify Landlord in advance if Resident will be away from the premises for
/
or more consecutive days. During such absence, Landlord may enter the premises at times reasonably necessary to maintain the property and inspect for needed repairs.
/{/O^^

27. DISCLOSURES: Resident acknowledges that Landlord has made the following disclosures:
rJA^kj^
Disclosure of information on Lead-Based Paint and/or Lead-Based Paint Hazards
Other disclosure:
A//[
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35> REPAIRS/REPORTING: Resident shall notify Manager immediately in writing of all equipment malfunctions, failure to supply services, or repairs needed Resident shall not tamper with or repair heatmg/AC or locks without
first obtaining written consent of owner
36. INDEMNIFICATION: Resident shali indemnify, defend, and hold owner harmless from any claim, loss, or liability
arising out of or related to any activity on premises of Resident, and any guest Resident's duty to indemnify shall
not apply to or prevent any claim by Resident against Manager for injury or damage to Resident or Resident's
property for which Manager may be liable
37. FREE UPGRADE REFERRAL: The owner agrees to offer a free property upgrade once a year to any Resident who
recommends and refers just one qualified prospective resident to one of our rentals during the courseof any year
In order for current residents to qualify for the free property upgrade, any referred prospective resident must
1 Fill out a rental application
2 Meet the minimum resident criteria
3 Either move-in to one of Owner's rentals (paying all required funds) or pay $100 fee to be placed on the
Owner's priority waiting list, which is refundable if Owner does noi find housing that matches stated preferences of referred future Resident within a 90 day period
38. SECURITY DEPOSIT: The sum set forth on this Rental Agreement has been deposited with Manager upon execution of this agreement as a security deposit to be applied to remedy any default by Resident in performance
ot Resident's obligations under the lease and to repair damages to the premises caused by Resident, not including ordinary wear and tear Within 3 O
days after termination of the lease and delivery of possession
of the leased premises to Manager Manager shall refund the deposit or shall give Resident an accounting of
Manager's claim to the deposit If costs or repairing damages exceed the amount of the deposit, Resident shall
be responsible for all such excess costs Resident may not at any time apply the security deposit to be used as
last month s rent or any other sum due under this Agreement
39. APPLIANCES: Unless otherwise stated as part of the custom rental package, this Rental Agreement does NOT
include any appliances Appliances that are located on the premises are there solely at the convenience of the
Owner, who assumes no responsibility for their operation While on the premises, Residents are free to use them,
however Residents do so at their own risk In the event appliances fail to function, Owner is not liable for repair
or damages If Residents wish, at any time they may request that the appliances be removed Owner will dispose
of them at his/her expense
40 MANAGER'S RIGHT TO ACCESS: Manager shall have the ngnt to enter the premises in order to inspect the
premises make necessary or agreed repairs or improvements supply necessary or agreed services, or show the
premises to prospective residents, purchasers, or contractors Except in case of emergency, agreement to the
contrary by Resident, or unless it is impractical to do so Manager shall give Resident at least 21 hours notice of
Manager s intent to enter, and may enter only at reasonable times Manager shall also have the right to enter the
premises when Resident has abandoned or surrendered the premises, or during any absence of Resident in ex
cess of 7 days Resident shall not unreasonably withhold consent for Manager to enter the premises
41. RESIDENT'S TERMINATION NOTICE* Resident may not terminate this Rental Agreement without 30 days writ
ten notice if this is a month to month tenancy Failure of Resident to provide appropriate written notice to terminate a month to month tenancy will result in a Resident s continuing obligation under this Agreement lor up
to thirty (30) days
42

LIENS: Except with respect to activities for which Manager is responsible, Resident shall pay as due ail claims for
work done on and for services rendered or material furnished to the premises, and shall keep the premises free
from any hens caused by Resident s failure to meet Resident s obligations

43

DAMAGE AND DESTRUCTION: In the event the premises are severely damaged or destroyed by fire or other
casualty, either party may terminate the lease In the event damage was caused by Resident's action or neglect
Resident will be held liable for all damages

44 BUILD YOUR CREDIT REPUTATION: A review of each Residents performance is performed e\ery six months
and Owner will provide residents with a copy of a GOOD performance leport when so earned Good reports are
earned by Residents who pay on time and follow ALL terms of the Rental Agreement Residents can then give
copies of their report to future landlords, loan officers, banks, and mortgage companies These reports may be
beneficial in helping you rent or buy a car or house in the future Building your credit reputation may also help
Residents participating in the Future Homebuyers Program Please note a poor payment performance and any
judgments are reported to national credit agencies and will be made available to future landlords, bankb, and
other creditors that residents may want to do business with in the future Therefore, it is important that Residents
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Dear

1X2/W ^rX^~/(i^

Address

fuxrMysrh

IU r » <6 eMn> *\r

/&-% ^c

ctf

t*ji/

Welcome to your new residence We thank you for choosing to rent from us Please check off each of the following
areas of the rental unit to confirm with us that each area is in satisfactory condition prior to your moving in Any addi
tional notes to this list must be submitted to the management within 3 days of the date of this checklist Thank you for
your cooperation (For large homes, attach a second page to this checklist)
Satisfactory
Yes
No
Entrance door
knocker/bell
peephole
deadbolt lock
Living room
ceiling
walls
floors
windows
screen
ele<_ fixtures
Dm Rrp or Bedroom #3
ceiling
walls
floors
T3W
windows
serpen
dec fixtures
Kitchen
stove
refrigerator
cabinets
sink
counter tops
ceiling
wal}s
floors
windows
screen
elec fixtures
General
back door
mail box

EX

iff

Satisfactory
Yes ,
No

Bedroom #1
ceiling
walls
floors
windows
screen
elec fixtures
Bedroom #2
ceiling
walls
floors
windows
screen
Hec fixtures
Bathroom
ceiling
walls
floors
Iftindows
^ screen
elec fixtures
medicine cab
mirror

tub
sink
shower
General
oorch/balcony
heating system
water heater
front yard
backyard
garage/driveway

Special Remarks (cleaning or repairs needed).
We hereby acknowledge that //e have inspected the sbove mentioned rental unit and have found everything to be in
satisfactory condition except as statedjaiherwise V/e understand that we are liaole for any new damages that may
Resident(s)
Owner/Mapager

Date

7/j^/C'T'
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RECEIPT FOR KEYS
Resident
Address

Resident has received the following number of keys
Entrance door keys
Other keys

for the following „

Resident acknowledges receipt of the keys referred to above for the premises indicated Resident has also given a key
deposit of $
Loss of any keys should be reported immediately to the landlord or manager It is understood that the tenant will not add any additional locks or make any lock changes or additional keys without the landlord's specific written permission It is further understood that if the resident is permitted to rekey or adds/changes the
locks, a set of new keys will immediately be given to the landlord \t the end of the rental relationship, and once keys
are all returned, the key deposit will be returned within
days, as long as
a) the locks are in working order and have not been damaged, changed, or i eplaced, and
b) all of the resident's financial obligations to the landlord and responsibilities for returning the premises to the owner
have been satisfied, according to the terms of the rental agreement

The resident acknowledges receipt of the copy of this statement
Signed/Resident

,

Signed/Landlord/K4anager __________________^^

_

Date
Date
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Fletcher Stumph
1454 South Richards St., apt #2
Salt Lake City, UTAH 84115
801-541-7659
IN THE TfflRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT, STATE OF UTAH
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE
Third District Court, 450 South State Street, Salt Lake City, UT 84114

Fletcher Stumph,
Plaintiff,
vs.

SUMMONS

Case No

Jean Hurst, Kiraberlee Everhart,
Defendant(s)

Judge

THE STAT E OF UTAH TO Jean Hurst, Kimberlee Everhart
You are summoned and required to file an ANSWER m writing to the attached COMPLAINT with
the clerk of the court at Third District Court, 450 South State Street, Salt Lake City, UT 84114
and to serve upon, or mail to Fletcher Stumph at 1454 South Richards St., apt, #2, Salt Lake
City, UTAH 84115 a copy of your ANSWER within the time period stated below If you fail to
do so, judgment by default will be taken against you for the relief demanded in the COMPLAINT
The COMPLAINT has been filed with the court Read these papers earefully. These papers mean
that your landlord is suing to evict you
Information on answering these papers is available at htm /;wwu utiourts gov'ocdp/utah landfordtcnant/
This is an internet service where you can prepare your answer and also prepare documents to ask the
court for more time to file your answer If you are unable to afford an attorney, information about
free or low cost legal assistance is available at http //www utcourts gov/howto/lcgdlassist/ You may also
call 328-8891 in Salt Lake County or 1-800-662-4245 outside of Salt Lake County to see if you
qualify for tree assistance from Utah Legal Services, Inc

Dated
>ignature Fletcher Stumph
Jean Hurst, Kiraberlee Everhart must file an ANSWER to the CQM1?L^!NT lor e=y^ion within
three (3) business days of being served with this SUMMONS and t l i ^ J ^ W ^ f v A

5

Dated

9/10/2009

g-zz-'l
Summons
Page 6

- 1 ~

Fletcher Stumph
1454 South Richards St., apt. #2
Salt Lake City, UTAH 84115
801-541-7659

, ^^„rT ur

7rv~~:,i.F*.

IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT, STATE OF UTAH
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE
Third District Court, 450 South State Street, Salt Lake City, UT 84114

Fletcher Stumph,
Plaintiff,

*

*

vs.

RETURN OF SERVICE

*
*
*

Jean Hurst, Kimberlee Everhart,
Defendant(s).

Case No.

State of Utah
County of SALT LAKE
K£&) p/u

/£/,£//

4 jfi?J*

f / ^~~^^
L

_

I am a resident off^f

being first duly sworn, deposes and says:
/st&

County, State of Utah, and over the age of

18 years, and do not have an interest in the above action.
2.

On ///

/jiff&f (date), 1 received the following documents:

jSf Summons
JS3 Complaint
• Other

• Notice of Possession Bond

(^fpersonally served ^ < ^ ^ ^

/(/t/za??
SHTserved
with

//It/'Z/

(name) on

(dat^or
/j/^f

^/s&s

./VsfS- /

C^-^^As //teS'Zf

(name) by leaving a copy
a person of suitable age

and discretion, at the defendant's residence, on ///^/ht/ptf^

(date).

4. I served the following documents:
9/10/2009

Return of Service

Page 1

SfStfrnmons

B Other

• Notice of Possession Bond

- / ^ A tff ^'//Ayip

SySfe

< f e ^ ^ > ^

5. At the defendant s address

Service Fee: $ ^ P , ^
Mileage Fee: $
Total:

—

"

$,52?^

JJy

'*C4k

Affiant's's Si
Signature

Subscribed and sworn to before me this O'X day of jUatfg/nbaL,

DENISE LEERANQ
NOTARY PUBLIC - STATE.OHUTAH
5338 SOUTH COLLEGE DRIVE
MURRAY, UT 84123
VV r n m r n Exp 02/28/20ia._

9/10/2009

Z°Q?-

\JL£J±JAL+42^J-

Notary Public's qignarare

Return of Service
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^OlS'TI^I0^
By

U

NOVo52009

/A<35~-o>^

SALT LAKE COUNTY
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jl

Deputy Clerk

tr^VwI'V*) ^umWQ^

tfir&J

dig/)

/

i^dX^Kid

X'i.lsXr &fe^&

&bi/h

*

Wkjr
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Third Judicial District
Fletcher Sturnph
1454 South Richards St., apt. J i ^ y
Salt Lake City, UTAH 84115
Deputy Clerk
801-541-7659
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT, STATE OF UTAH
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE
Third District Court, 450 South State Street, Salt Lake City, UT 84114

Fletcher Stumph,
Plaintiff,

*
*

CERTIFICATE OF READINESS
FOR TRIAL

*

vs

*
*
*
*

Jean Hurst, Kimberlee Everhart,
Defendant(s).

Case No. &ffl?/

^S3<?
,

Judge:

^ VYVGlUd

J K | 1 . That all required pleadings
[ ] 2. That all discovery has been completed.
&<J 3. That there are no motions that have been filed which have not been ruled on by the
court.
[ ] 4. That reasonable discussions to eftect settlement have been pursued but no settlement
has been effected.

Dated: /f/arzX

#.Z/9/0
* Plaintiffs Signature
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING/DELIVERY

I certify that the foregoing was mailed, postage pre-paid, or hand delivered to the defendant

at illHIIiBllilliiW^

o^M^A

f, <£#//?

(date).

Plaintiffs Signature

9/10/2009

Certificate of Readiness for Trial

Page l

Fletcher Stumph
1454 South Richards St., aptJl
Salt Lake City, Utah 84115
814-541-7659
IN THE THIRD DISTRICT COURT, STATE OF UTAH
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE
Third District Court, 450 South State Street, Salt Lake City, Ut. 84114

*

Fletcher Stumph,
Plaintiff,
vs.
Jean Hurst, and Kimberlee Everhart
Defendant(s)

EXHIBIT LIST FOR TRIAL

*

Case No. 090915530

*

Judge: Fratto

A/~ ¥ j -

*/K /y^v

The following is a Exhibit List for trial:
1. (17) Pictures
2. Freezer Door
3. Range Hood
4. (2) Carpet Samples
5. Materials and Labor Lists
Dated /7//S{/t /& J- 0/0
'

Plaintiff's Signature

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING/DELIVERY
I certify that the foregoing was mailed, postage-paid, or^hand delivered to the defendant at
6 East 4800 South. Apt 1 Salt Lake City, Utah 84107, on A$s-,^/#
J^py^ (date)

famtiff s Signature

Third Judicial District

nm

MAR

SALT LAKE COUNTY
Fletcher Stumph
W1454 South Richards St., apt. M #1
Deputy Cterk
Salt Lake City, UTAH 84115
801-541-7659
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT, STATE OF UTAH 01
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE
Tl|rd District Court, 450 South State Street, Salt Lake City, UT 84114

Fletcher Stumph,
Plaintiff,

CERTIFICATE OF READINESS
FOR TRIAL

*
*

vs.

CaseNo.
Jean Hurst, Kimberlee Everhart,
Defendant(s).

*
*

fflp?/

Judge, / ^ T T T f y ^

The undersigned hereby certifies that this case is ready for tnal and further states
/

^S3<?

^J^J-

^ // r>. t,*-*- J.t

fi\| T That all required pleadings have been filed
[ ] 2 That all discovery has been completed
JXj 3 That there are no motions that have been filed which have not been ruled on by the
court.
[ ] 4 That reasonable discussions to effect settlement have been pursued but no settlement
has been effected
/

Dated, / '/arCA ^

M^/t?
Plaintiffs Signature
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING/DELIVERY

I certify that the foregoing was mailed, postage pre-paid, or hand dehvered to the defendant

~*> on ///JfcA

at

7 , <&?/&

(date)

Plaintiffs Signature

9/10/2009

Certificate of Readiness tor Tnal

Page 1

HIHD

FILED
DISTRICT COURT

10 HAR 18 PH 2^08
:MLT LAKE DEPARTMENT
Fletcher Stumph
gy
QP
1454 South Richards St., aptJl
Salt Lake City, Utah 84115
DEPUTY CLERK
814-541-7659
IN THE THIRD DISTRICT COURT, STATE OF UTAH
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE
Third District Court, 450 South State Street, Salt Lake City, Ut. 84114

Fletcher Stumph,
Plaintiff,

EXHIBIT LIST FOR TRIAL
#
*

vs,

Jean Hurst, and Kimberlee Everhart
Defendant(s)

*

Case No. 090915530

*

Judge: Maughan

The following is a Exhibit List for trial:
1. Unpaid Rent
4. Replacement of Damaged
Goods
7. Utilities Receipts

2. In pro per Legal Services 3. Fletcher Stumph's
Time and Labor
5. Lease Violation Notices 6. Police Records
8. Receipts for Items Damaged

9, Service Expenses

10. Pictures of Damages

11. Carpet Sample

12. Carpet Sample

13. Freezer Door

14. Range Hood

Dated /fart//?.

2*/*
X

' Plaintiff's Signature
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING/DELIVERY

I certify that the foregoing was mailed, postage-paid, m* hand delivered to the defendant at
6 East 4800 South. Apt.l Salt Lake City, Utah 84107, on A / / ^ Jlo/C?
(date)

Plaintiffs Signature

ige: 1
>r: PC5145

SALT LAKE POLICE DEPARTMENT
ADDRESS HARDCOPY

»d, Sep. 23 2009
Idress : 2 - 1454 S RICHARDS ST

Salt Lake City-

elated Records
Type/Number

Date

Description

O
O
O
O
O
O
O
P
P
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p

Feb-05-2008
Feb-17-2008
Mar-20-2008
May-23-2008
Oct-26-2008
Dec-19-2008
Aug-16-2009
Mar-22-1999
Apr-21-1999
Jan-15-2000
Sep-07-2000
Oct-20-2000
Feb-19-2001
Aug-16-2001
Nov-07-2001
Jun-07-2002
Mar-01-2003
Jan-14-2005
Jun-03-2007
Oct-07-2006
Feb-05-2008
Feb-17-2008
Mar-20-2008
Mar-24-2008
May-23-2008
Oct-26-2008
Oct-27-2008
Dec-19-2008
Dec-19-2008
Aug-16-2009

5399 - 23 PUB PEACE-MENTALLY ILL S
3899 - 11 FAM OFF-DOM VIOL NON CRI
1316 - 2 ASLT-INTIM/THREATS/PHYSIC
1302 - 0 ASLT AGG-FAMILY ID WEAPON
2499 - 13 STOLEN VEH-INSIDE-REC'D
7399 - 26 PUB ORD-PUBLIC INTOXICAT
2304 - 0 LARC-PARTS/ACCESS/GAS/VEH
TRESPASSER
HARASSMENT INVESTIGATION
HOLD LOG
HOLD LOG
911 HANGUP CALL
HOLD LOG
HOLD LOG
ASSAULT INVESTIGATION
HOLD LOG
HOLD LOG
HOLD LOG
LANDLORD-TENANT DISPUTE
NEIGHBOR DISPUTE
PSYCH PROB/MENT.SUBJ-SEND CIT OFCR
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE-REQ VICT.ADVOCAT
PSYCH PROB/MENT.SUBJ-SEND CIT OFCR
NOTIFICATION
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE-REQ VICT.ADVOCAT
STOLEN VEH/AUTO INVESTIGATION
RECOVERED STOLEN VEHICLE
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE-REQ VICT.ADVOCAT
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE-REQ VICT.ADVOCATCAR/VEH STRIP INVESTIGATION

SL
SL
SL
SL
SL
SL
SL
SL
SL
SL
SL
SL
SL
SL
SL
SL
SL
SL
SL
SL
SL
SL
3 SL
3 SL
3 SL
3 SL
3 SL
3 SL
3 SL
) SL

2008-24006
2008-31597
2008-53371
2008-99251
2008-209196
2008-244346
2009-147464
1999-60152
1999-80706
2000-9488
2000-169410
2000-197639
2001-30726
2001-153556
2001-208956
2002-99157
2003-35418
2005-7488
2007-99129
2006-184000
2008-24006
2008-31597
2008-53371
2008-56486
2008-99251
2008-209196
2008-209816
2008-244030
2008-244346
2009-147464

C-#,L£d

** END OF HARDCOPY REPORT **

^L

r r^

j f~*>

1

Jean Hurst
Feb-17-2008
Mar-20-2008
Mar-20-2008
May-23-2008
Dec-19-2008

involved
Arrestee
Arrestee
Victim
Arrestee

FAM OFF-DOM VIOL NON CRIMINAL
CG-CRIMINAL MISCHIEF GO SL 200
ASLT-INTIM/THREATS/PHYSICAL
ASLT AGG-FAMILY ID WEAPON
PUB ORD-PUBLIC INTOXICATION

Dec-19-2008
Dec-19-2008
Dec-19-2008
May-17-2009
Aug-16-2009
Aug-16-2009
Aug-17-2009
Sep-09-2009

Arrestee
Arrestee
SUBJECT
Property Ow
Off/Suspect
Complainant
Complainant
Involved

549905 - DRIVER'S LI
739926 - PUBLIC INTO GO SL 200
CRIMINAL DESCRIPTION RECORD
PUB ORD-FOUND PROPERTY
PUB PEACE-DIST THE PEACE
LARC-PARTS/ACCESS/GAS/VEH STRP
STOLEN VEH-OUTSIDE-REC'D IN SL
PUB ORD-CITIZEN ASSIST

Feb-17-2008
Mar-20-2008
May-23-2008
Jul-29-2008
Jul-29-2008

Involved
Victim
Arrestee
Arrestee
Arrestee

FAM OFF-DOM VIOL NON CRIMINAL
ASLT-INTIM/THREATS/PHYSICAL
ASLT AGG-FAMILY ID WEAPON
130400 - DV AGGRAVAT
WA-DVAGG ASSAULT GO SL 200

Jul-30-2008
Jul-31-2008
Oct-26-2008
Dec-19-2008
Aug-16-2009
Aug-17-2009
Sep-16-2009

SUBJECT
SUBJECT
Victim
Complainant
Victim
Complainant
Off/Suspect

CRIMINAL DESCRIPTION RECORD
CRIMINAL DESCRIPTION RECORD
STOLEN VEH-INSIDE-REC'D IN
PUB ORD-PUBLIC INTOXICATION
LARC-PARTS/ACCESS/GAS/VEH STRP
STOLEN VEH-OUTSIDE-REC'D IN SL
ASLT-INTIM/THREATS/PHYSICAL

General Offense
Arrest/Booking
General Offense
General Offense
General Offense
Arrest/Booking
Arrest/Booking
Criminal Description
General Offense
General Offense
General Offense
General Offense
General Offense

SL 2008-31597
SL 2008-2004
SL 2008-53371
SL 2008-99251
SL 2008-244346
CO 2008-30724389
SL 2008-8584
CO 267638
SL 2009-86368
SL 2009-147250
SL 2009-147464
SL 2009-148105
SL 2009-162781

General Offense
General Offense
General Offense
Arrest/Booking
Arrest/Booking
Criminal Description
Criminal Description
General Offense
General Offense
General Offense
General Offense
General Offense

SL 2008-31597
SL 2008-53371
SL 2008-99251
CO 2008-30588297
SL 2008-5340
CO 317855
SL456937
SL 2008-209196
SL 2008-244346
SL 2009-147464
SL 2009-148105
SL 2009-167688

Kim Everhart

IL&lJLKiM

MEPORTING

jriuiva i, jfiAlN 529-29-9057

301-308-0005
801-308-0015 (Fat)
800-351-4558 (Toll Free

LLC

FINAL REPORT
| Report Type: CRDT/CBIM
1 Reference;
7'23-11 28JCP
! Other:
F12 45JCP
1 Date Ordered
Date Returned Report#
; 07-23-2007
07*23-2007
184275

For: SUNSHINE APARTMENTS
Attention; UAA
1454 S RICHARDS ST #1
SALT LAKE CITY, Iff 84115
541-7659 484-8649 (Fax)
Appfkaxii

Sacial &euinh #

Date of Birth/Age.

JEAN HURST

529-29-9057

0942-1971

|

Verification Summary
Address(s)
1-1454 S RICHARD ST
2- Not Reported
% Not Reported
4- Not Reported

Qly'State'Zip
SALT L \ K E CITY, UT 84115

Employer
1- Not Reported
2~ Not Reported
3- Not Reported

Positkffl

Pays as agree(s)

N/A

Duration

Verified Date

Income

Report Summary
Misdeiut aR&r/Fdony/E> iction Records:
Social Security Match:

Credit Summary (Current Status)
Not Rated/Too new to rate:
Current. Not late:
30-60 days late:
60-90 days UU:
90120 days late:
Over 120 days late:
Wage Earner Plan/Ch.13:
Repossession:
Collection/Charge Off:
Ratings Not Available:
Public Records:
Collections:

0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
t)
0
5

Risk Score:

0

OK

12
11
10
9
8
No of
Trades
7
Delinquent 6
5

24 Month History Pattern

_

"

—
-

4

3
2
1
0

~

-

-

—

—

_ „ j

Jf—

=5

07/05 09/05 11/05 01/06 03/06 05/06 07/08 09/06 11/06 01/07 03/07 05/07
08/05 10/05 12/05 02/06 04/06 06/06 08/06 10/06 12/0$ 02/07 04/07 06/07
No delinquent activity reported * ithin the lust 24 Months.

Financial Summary
Monthly Debt (Inch Rent) SO
Total Installment Bah
SO
Total Revolving Bah
$0

Special Comment

—|

Proposed Rent:
Income;

$0
$0

Income to Debt Ratio (including rent) :
Income to Rent Ratio;

0
0

n a t i o n : HURST, JEAN

Page: 2

CREDIT

INFORMATION
Credit History

CREDITOR
ACCOUNT NUMBER

DATE
REPORTED

DATE
OPENED

CURRNT
STATUS

* UTAH

05-2007 02-2001 0-5

> BAHK

02-2001 08-1999 1-2

HIGH
CREDIT

18839

2872

44

0

0

0

E
C
0
A
I

CLOSED

17

1

0

0

M

APPROX.
BALANCE

MONTHLY
PAYMENT

TIMES
MOS PAST DUE
REV 30+ 60+ 90+

AMOUNT
PAST DUE

2740 09-2003
12-2000

Credit History Pattern
tor/Date
3 BANK
1-2001 *2***
DATES 01/01

Account number/Pattern
1002740460002131
*

*

*

*

*

*

•

*

•

/

-

*

-

•

*

*

*

*

SRC
EQF

*

Collections
xtor
tint Number
us
RESSED
49
ID

Open D a t e
Report Date
Remarks
09-01-2003
10-01-2006
FEDICAL

Status
Bal. Date

DLA
Closed

Or xg. Amt
Balance

10-01-2006
10-01-2006

10-01-2002

164
214

9

I

RESSED
154
ID

09-01-2004
01-01-2005
MEDICAL

01-01-2005
01-01-2005

12-01-2002

lib
115

9

I

RESSED
260000211697
ID

05-01-2002
06-01-2003
MEDICAL

06-01-2003
06-01-20C3

01-01-200?

21
23

9

PRESSED
0160000211530
JD

C5-01-2002
06-01-2003
MEDICAL

06-01-200 *
06-01-2003

11-01-2001

?7
31

PRESSED
>58
iID

07-01-2001
06-01-2001
03-01-2001
07-01-2001
07-01-2001
MEDICAL
COLLECTION AC'IXUNT

42C
420

MOP
ECOA
VI IS
Orxgxnal Creditor

SRC

A

EQF

A

EQE

I

A

EQF

0

I

A

EQF

Q

I

A

EQF

*

*

Public Records
o P u b l i c Records Found
Inquires
o I n q u i r e s Found
Risk Scores
: TYPE:
EQF SCORE: 0
*CON NOT AVAILABLE, NO RECENTLY REPORTED ACCOJNT INFORMATION
Identification
ST,

JEAN M

TIMBERCREEK WAY APT 913
7 S 300 E
3 M 840 W

SS#
529-29-905/
Addresses listed by Bureau
City/State/ZJp
SALT LAKE C I T Y , UT 8 4 1 1 9
SALT LAKE C I T Y , UT 8 4 1 1 5
CLINTON, UT 8 4 0 1 5

DATE OF
IAST
ACTIVITY

Date Of Birth
09-12-1971

Source
Equifax

Date Reported

Source

01-01-2005
12-01-1999
08-01-1999

Equifax
Equifax

Equifax

|

O.

%

VXJi

Page: 3

U1

Employment Listed by Bureau
Occupation

3loyer
I P P E PLUMBING
NfST
9NHARD

Date Reported

Source
Equifax
Equifax
Equifax

Credit Account Phone # and Addresses

editor
Sub Code
ONS BANK INSTALLME 190BE00252

Phone

Address

RECORD S E A R C H E S
Misdemeaxior/Feloiiy/EvMon Records

No Records Found xn the State of Utah
The following names were searched:

HUPST/JEAN / /
Security Scan/Fraud Alert

fax

SAFESCANNED: YOUR INQUIRY HAS GONE THROUGH OUR SAFESCAN DATA BASE,

Social Security Match
Social Security Match Found OK
529-29-9057
Year Issued 1 9 7 9

STATE

TSS.i:D.

UT

Disclosure
credit information funiished is m lesponse to an inquiry for the purposes ot evaluating credit nsks It has been obtained from sources deemed reliable,
iccuracy of which WESTERN REPORTING LLC doe* not guarantee l i e inquirer has agreed to indemnify WESTERN REPORTING
for any damages arising from misuse of this information
3 REPORT IS CONFIDENTIAL**** DO NOT SHOW OR PROVIDE COPY OF THIS REPORT TO APPLICANT***
•ERAL LAW DOES NOT AUTHORIZE WESTERN REPORTING OR ITS CLIENT COMPANIES TO PROVIDE CREDIT
9RMATION DIRECTLY TO ANY CONSUMER CONSUMERS SEEKING CREDIT INFORMATION SHOULD BE REFERRED TO CREDIT BUREAUS
5 REPORT MUST BE HELD IN STRICT CONFIDENCE AND IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE FAIR CREDIT REPORTING ACT
of Report.

Thank You for Using Western Reporting LLC***

SALT LAKE POLICE DEPARTMENT
GENERAL OFFENSE HARDCOPY
I
RELEASE TO PRIVATE ENTITY - INDIVIDUAL
]
GO SL 2009447250 (CLOSED/INFOR)
5399 - 12 PUB PEACE-DIST THE PEACE J
General Offense Information
Operational status - CLOSED/INFORMATION ONLY
Reported on . Aug-16-2009 (Sun.) 1134
Occurred between • Aug-15-2009 (Sat) 1134 and Aug-16-:>009 (Sun.) 0330
Approved on • Aug-26-2009 (Wed.) by • - Saves, MorganM
Report submitted by • - Degraw, Allen J
Org unit: Liberty Patrol/A/Day
Location . 1 - 1451 S RICHARDS ST
Municipality : Salt Lake City County Cncl Dist 5
District. 2 Beat 231 Grid : PEF
Felony/Misdemeanor; M
Bias ; None (no bias)
Family violence * NO
Offenses (Completed/Attempted)
Offense . #1 5399 - 12 PUB PEACE-DIST THE PEACE - COMPLETED
Location: Apartment
Offender suspected of using Not Applicable

1

Related Event(s)
CP SL 2009-147250
COMPLAINT INFORMATION
Incident Location
Address - 1 - 1451 S RICHARDS ST
District 2 Beat 231 Grid PEF
General Information
Case type THREATS INVESTIGATION
TIME-Disp 11:35:21 Cird 12:32:27
How call received Telephone

Pnonty 4

Complainant Information
Name STUMP FLETCHER
State UT
Home Telephone 801541-7659
Remarks :
CTM.
WITNESS INFO: CELL: 801.865.9156 ... HOME: 801.467.1768
Clearance Information
Final Case type PUB PEACE - DISTURBING THE PEACE
Report expected NO Founded * YES
Cleared b} INVESTIGATION CONTINUING
For SP Tuesday September 8, 2009
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SALT LAKE POLICE^EPARTMENT
GENERAL OFFENSE HARDCOPY
RELEASE TO PRIVATE ENTITY - INDIVIDUAL
GO SL 2009-147250 (CLOSED/INFOR)
5399 -12 PUB PEACE-DIST THE PEACE I
Reporting Officer 1 : H92 * Degraw, Allen J
Related Person(s)
Victim #1: STUMPH, FLETCHER LEE
{Case Specific Information)
Sex : MALE
Race: Caucasian/White
Date of birth:
Address : 1454 S RICHARDS ST , SALT LAKE CITY , Utah 84115Phone Numbers: Home : (801)541-7659
Height: 6'0
Weight: 165 lbs
Hair color: Brown
Eye color: Blue
Master Name Index Reference
Victim #1: STUMPH, FLETCHER LEE
Sex : MALE
Race : CaucasianAVhite
Date of birth:
Linkage factors
Resident status : Resident
Victim of:
5399 - 12 PUB PEACE-DIST THE PEACE - COMPLETED
Victim's Relationship to Offender: Victim Was Otherwise Known
Person's role : Off/Suspect # 1
Person's name : HURST, JEAN MARLIN

Related text page(s)

Document: INITIAL R/O
A u t h o r : - Degraw, A l l e n J
S u b j e c t : INITIAL
I R e l a t e d d a t e / t i m e : Aug~16~2009 1623
The c o m p l a i n a n t i n t h i s c a s e c a l l e d b e c a u s e l a s t n i g h t h i s t e n a n t and
n e i g h b o r , J e a n , was v e r b a l l y h a r a s s i n g him and s t a r t e d pounding on
! h i s door t h i s AM a t 0330 h r s .
1

jMr. Stumph s t a t e d l a s t n i g h t a t around 2300 h r s J e a n , who :Is a t e n a n t
! i n Mr. Stumph• s a p a r t m e n t b u i l d i n g , wanted t o t a l k t o him. He s a i d he t o l d
! H u r s t , "not t o n i g h t . "
Mr. Stumph s a i d H u r s t went on a t i r a d e . He s a i d Hurst t o l d him he b e t t e r
have a good a t t o r n e y , and t h a t he, H u r s t , was going t o g e t Stumph
ex-communicated. Mr. Stumph s a i d Hurst c o n t i n u e d on t h i s t i r a d e f o r some
t i m e . Stumph s a i d he f i n a l l y t u r n e d on h i s a i r c o n d i t i o n e r v/hich drowned
out H u r s t f s y e l l i n g .
For: SP Tuesday September 8, 2009
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SALT LAKE POLICE DEPARTMENT
GENERAL OFFENSE HARDCOPY
RELEASE TO PRIVATE ENTITY - INDIVIDUAL
GO SL 2009-147250 (CLOSED/INFOR)
5399 -12 PUB PEACE-DIST THE PEACE
Mr. Stump s a i d he woke up a t 0300 h r s t h i s morning t o g e t r e a d y f o r v/ork he
s a i d when he d i d , H u r s t ; who was a p p a r e n t l y s t i l l up, s t a r t e d pounding and
s c r a t c h i n g on h i s d o o r . Sturnph s a i d Hurst was n o t s a y i n g a n y t h i n g o r making
any t h r e a t s , j u s t pounding and s c r a t c h i n g . He s a i d he d i d n ' c open t h e door
and t h e pounding s t o p p e d .
He s a i d he i s a f r a i d H u r s t i s v i o l e n t and h a s m e n t a l p r o b l e m s and i s
c o n c e r n e d . He s a i d he j u s t wanted t h i s i n c i d e n t documented.
NFD

A DeGraw
** END OF HARDCOPY **

For SP Tuesday September 8, 2009
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SALT L A K E P O L I C E D E P A R T M E N T
GENERAL OFFENSE HARDCOPY
R E L E A S E T O P R I V A T E E N T I T Y - INDIVIDUAL
G O SL 2009-162781 (OPEN/ACTIVE)
7399 - 40 P U B O R D - C I T I Z E N ASSIST
General Offense Information
Operational status OPEN/ACTIVE
Reported on Sep~09~2009 (Wed.) 0658
Occurred on Sep-09-2009 (Wed,) 0600
Approved on Sep-11-2009 (FrL) by - Josephson, Shawn G
Report submitted by - Fillerup 5 Gary/Ret
Org unit Telephonic
Location 1 - 1454 S RICHARDS ST
Municipality Salt Lake City County Cnci Dist 5
District 2 Beat 231 God PEF
Bias None (no bias)
Family violence NO
Offenses (Completed/Attempted)
Offense #1 7399 - 40 PUB ORD-CITIZEN ASSIST - COMPLETED
Location Apartment
Offender suspected of using Not Applicable

Related Event(s)
CP SL 2009-162781
COMPLAINT INFORMATION
Incident Location
Address 1 - 1454 S RICHARDS ST
District 2

Beat 231

Grid PEF

General Information
Case type LANDLORD-TENANT DISPUTE Priority 3
TIME-Disp 07:44:30 Enroute 07:44:30 At Scene 07:44:30 Clrd 08:01:57
How call received Telephone
Complainant Information
Name STUPP FLETCHER
State UT
Home Telephone 801541-7659
Remarks
S I M , . BOTH PARTIES ON SCENE..
CORRECTION.. CTM. COMP NO LONGER ON SCENE
Clearance Information
Final Case tvpe PUB ORD - CITIZEN 4SSIST
Report expected NO Founded YES
Cleared b> INVESTIGATION CONTINULNG
Reporting Officerl - Fi!Ierup,Gary/Ret
For. Wednesday September 23, 2009
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SALT LAKE POLICE DEPARTMENT
GENERAL OFFENSE HARDCOPY
RELEASE TO PRIVATE ENTITY - INDIVIDUAL
GO SL 2009462781 (OPEN/ACTIVE)
7399 - 40 PUB ORD-CITIZEN ASSIST
Ongoing l a n d l o r d t e n a n t p r o b l e m .
Complainant h a s had a l o t of problems
w i t h t e n a n t J e a n and i s xn t h e p r o c e s s of h a v i n g him e v i c t e d .
There were
more d i f f i c u l t i e s l a s t n i g h t , d i s t u r b a n c e , smoke a l a r m g o i n g off e t c .
Complainant wanted i t on r e p o r t .
Information only a t t h i s time.
** END OF HARDCOPY **

For: Wednesday September 23. 2009
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SALT LAKE POLICE DEPARTMENT
GENERAL OFFENSE HARDCOPY
RELEASE TO PRIVATE ENTITY - INDIVIDUAL
GO SL 2009-167688 (OPEN/ACTIVE)
1316 - 2 ASLT-INTIM/THREATS/FHYSICAL
General Offense Information
Operational status OPEN/ACTIVE
Reported on Sep-16~2009 (Wed.) 2054
Occurred on Sep-16~2O09 (Wed.) 2054
Approved on Sep~17-2009 (Thu.) by Larsen, Chris B
Report submitted by Knaub, Da\id
• Org unit Liberty Patrol/A/Aft
Location 1454 S RICHARDS ST
Municipality Salt Lake City County CncI Dist 5
District 2 Beat 231 Grid PEF
Felony/Misdemeanor M
Bias None (no bias)
Gang involvement None/Unknown
Family violence NO
Offenses (Completed/Attempted)
Offense #1 1316-2 ASLT-INTIM/THRE 4TS/PH1SICAL - COMPLETED
Location Pkg Lot/Garage
Offender suspected of using Not Applicable

Related Event(s)
CF SL 2009-167688
COMPLAINT INFORMATION
Incident Location
Address 1454 S RICHARDS ST
District 2 Beat 231 Grid PEF
General Information
Case type LANDLORD-TENANT DISPUTE Pnont\ 3
TIME-Disp 20:59:27 Enroute 20:59.38 \t Scene 21:10 29 Chd 22:10:34
How call received Telephone
Complainant Information
Name STONE FLETCHER
State UT
Home Telephone 801541-7659
STM...TENANT YELLING 41 LANDLORD
CALLING BACK TO GET AN APT #
IN APT 1

For Wednesday September 23, 2009
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SALT LAKE POLICE DEPARTMENT
GENERAL OFFENSE HARDCOPY
RELEASE T O PRIVATE ENTITY - INDIVIDUAL
G O SL 2009-167688 (OPEN/ACTIVE)
1316 - 2 ASLT4NTIM/THREATS/PHYSICAL |
Clearance Information
Final Case type . ASSAULT - INTIMIDATION/THREATS/PHYSICAI,
Report expected YES Founded : YES
Cleared by : INVESTIGATION CONTINUING
Reporting Officer! ; - Knaub, David
Related Person(s)
Victim #1: STUMPH, FLETCHER LEE
(Case Specific Information)
Sex . MALE
Race Caucasian/White
Date of birth : Nov-27-1944
Address 1454 S RICHARDS ST 1 , SALT LAKE CITY , Utah 84115Phone Numbers. Home : (801)541-7659
Language(s) spoken English
Height 6f00
Weight 165 lbs
Hair color Brown
Eye color Blue
Master Name Index Reference
Victim #1: STUMPH, FLETCHER LEE
Sex MALE
Race Caucasian/White
Date of birth Nov~27~1944
Linkage factors
Resident status * Resident
Victim of
1316 - 2 ASLT4NTIM/THREATS/PHYSICAL - COMPLETED

Related text page(s)
Document: INITIAL R/O
A u t h o r : - Knaub, David
S u b j e c t : EVERKART, KIMBERLEE DELLENE
I R e l a t e d d a t e / t i m e : Sep-16-2009 2155
!
This report i s regarding verbal t h r e a t s
V i c t i m s t a t e d t h a t one of h i s
t e n a n t s i s t h r e a t m g him v e r b a l l y .
T e n a n t s a r e i n t h e p r o c e s s of b e i n g
evicted
Victim f e a r s for h i s s a f e t y .
I r e s p o n d e d on a t e n a n t , l a n d l o r d d i s p u t e
When I a r r i v e d I meet w i t h
v i c t i m F l e t c h e r Stumph.
F l e t c h e r s t a t e d t h a t t o d a y when he a r r i v e d home

For Wednesday September 23, 2009
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SALT LAKE POLICE DEPARTMENT
GENERAL OFFENSE HARDCOPY
RELEASE TO PRIVATE ENTITY - INDIVIDUAL
GO SL 2009467688 (OPEN/ACTIVE)
1316-2 ASLT4NTIM/THREATS/PHYSICAL
suspect
parking
(
)
too you

(
} was just walking into the apartment
lot. Fletcher stated that (
) began yelling a Fletcher.
stated that ?were going to get you and that bitch your screwing
fucking ass.?

Fletcher is afraid that something physical may result at some time.
Fletcher was stating that he has already filed eviction paper on Kimberlee
in apartment two. Fletcher said that the bitch in the statement was Connie
he's been dating which lives in apartment four.
Officer Wozab and myself made an attempt to speak with (
one answered at the apartment.

) but no

Fletcher was given a case number and told to call if any additional
threats occur or he fears for his safety.
NFD
D. Knaub

For: Wednesday September 23. 2009
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SALT LAKE POLICE DEPARTMENT
GENERAL OFFENSE HARDCOPY
RELEASE TO PRIVATE ENTITY - INDIVIDUAL
GO SL 2009467688 (OPEN/ACTIVE)
1316 - 2 ASLT-INTIM/THREATS/PHYSICAL
Follow Up Report(s)
Follow Up # 1
Assignment Information
Assigned to - Walton, Richard Rank : Detective
Org unit: Special Detail Crime Unit
Capacity : Investigate/Case Manager
Assigned on Sep-21-2009 (Mon.) 1002 by - Fowler, Kerry E
Report due on Ocl~21-2009 (Wed,)
Submission Information
Follow Up completed : NO

For: Wednesday September 23, 2009
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SALT LAKE POLICE DEPARTMENT
GENERAL OFFENSE HARDCOPY
RELEASE TO PRIVATE ENTITY - INDIVIDUAL
GO SL 2009-167688 (OPEN/ACTIVE)
1316 - 2 ASLT-INTIM/THREATS/PHYSICAL
** END OF HARDCOPY **

For Wednesday September 23,2009
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SlMARjrr SINGH G l i l
QTY PROSECUTOR

LAW D E P A R T M E N T

RALPH E. BECKER
MAYOR

OFFICE OF THE CITY PROSECUTOR
SCOTTA-RSHBt
PADMA V&RU-C0UJNGS
PAIGE WitUAMSON
A A R O N M . APUN

January 11,2010

RICHARD T. JORGENS5N
D A W N W. EMERY
RYAN P. C . STACK
MJCHEttE L D I A M O N D
JOSHUA M. GRAVES
MITCHEU F. PARK
PATRICIA K. BIEDERMAHN
MATTHEW J . HANSEN
KEUY N. SCHAEFfER-BUllOCK
ADRIANNA S. DAVIS
ANDREW IL OEESING
W I L U A M J. CARLSON

Mr, Fletcher Stumph
1454 South Richards Street, #1
Salt Lake City, UT 84115
Re:

Case No:

09-167688, 09-162781, and 09-147250

Dear Mr. Stumph:
After careful review, the Salt Lake City Prosecutor's office is declining to
file charges against the suspects you identified in the above-referenced Salt Lake
City Police Cases. Our decision to decline was made based upon insufficient
evidence and/or witness statements provided.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at (801) 535-7767.

Leslie A. Strandgard
Paralegal
Salt Lake City Prosecutor's Office
Screening Unit

las/

cc:

File

349 South 200 East, Suite 500, PO Box 145500, Salt Laka Gty, Utah 84114-5500
Tolephono: 801-535-7767

Fax: 801-535-7253 and 801-535-7251

_~»~»~ v,vuitrvwtj>umtc rrogram

FILED
iHiRD DISTRICT COURT
10 MAR 18 PM 2t 0 8
>ALT LAKE DEPARTMENT
u8Y
Fletcher Stumph
HFPIITY PI FRK—
tLtKfS
1454 South Richards St., a p t . J & # /
"
Salt Lake City, UTAH 84115
801-541-7659
r IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT, STATE OF UTAH
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE
Third District Court, 450 South State Street, Salt Lake City, UT 84114

Fletcher Stumph,
Plaintiff,

*
*

Jean Hurst, Kimberlee Everhart,
Defendant(s).

Plaintiff fli'J-(hp-JC

PLAINTIFF'S AFFIDAVIT OF
DAMAGES

*

Case No.

Q^Q^lSS^O

*
*

Judge: -^-T^TI^^^

'*$.

Sf-ljinph
(name) being first duly sworn and under oath,

states as follows:
1. {Check one. Fill in the blank if appropriate.)

p<| A copy of the lease or rental agreement is already onfilewith the court or is being
filed along with this affidavit. As stated in plaintiffs complaint, the parties' written

p

agreement provides for defendant(s) to pay monthly rent of$ Q(f/Q, *//? 30[g&P < '?& <
[ ] Defendant(s) did not sign a written lease or rental agreement. As stated in plaintiff s
complaint, the parties' oral agreement is that defendant(s) would pay monthly rent
of$

.

[ J There was no agreement for defendant(s) to pay rent and none was ever paid.
2. The defendant(s) moved out of plaintiff s property on p^^QH'yClr^.
3. Defendant(s) owe(s) $ JJltf

5^

for

(elate)/

all rent not paid prior to the date the

eviction notice(s) referred to in plaintiffs complaint was(were) served on defendant(s). (Eater zero
if no rent was supposed to be paid or the rent was fiiily paid,)

9/10/2009

Plaintiffs Affidavit of Damages

Page 1

4. In addition to the amount in paragraph 3 above, Plaintiff is entitled to have all amounts
due under the parties' rental agreement trebled, if defendant was evicted for failure to pay amounts
due under the rental agreement, or if not, the reasonable rental value for the premises trebled each
day the defendasl(s) remained in plaintiff's property following the last day of the eviction notice(s).

(Check one. Fill in the blanks If appropriate,)

£x]l

Defendant was evicted for failure to pay amounts due under the parties' rental agreement.
The total amount unpaid by defendant under the parties' rental agreement is %r Oiy Yii&r*£f\ U^s*
$

[ ]

^ }3iH^Q

. That amount times three is $ iZtc1

( 3 . 6Q

.

Defendant was evicted for reasons other than failure to pay amounts due under the parties*
rental agreement. The eviction notice(s) served on defendant(s) required defendant(s) to
leave plaintiffs property on

(date). A copy of the eviction notice(s) and

return of service are on file with the court. Thefollowingmethod was used to calculate
treble damages:
a. Plaintiff calculated the daily rent by multiplying the monthly rent by 12 and dividing the
result by 365. The reasonable daily rental value is $

.

b. Plaintiff obtained the number of days between the last day of the eviction notice and the
day defendant(s) moved by counting the days on a calendar. The number of days is
______

(days).

c. Plaintiff calculated the damages to be trebled by multiplying the amount in paragraph a.
by the number of days in paragraph b. The amount of damages to be trebled is
$

d. Plaintiff calculated treble damages by multiplying the amount in paragraph c. by three.
Treble damages equals $

.

5. (Check one. Fill in the blank if appropriate.)

9/10/2009

Plaintiffs Affidavit of Damages
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- /

M Defendants) owe(s) $

0

for late charges and other fees which

defendant(s) agreed to pay in defendant's written lease or rental agreement. That
r

amount times three is $
[ ] I^fendant(s) did not have a written agreement with plaintiff to pay late charges or
other fees.
6. (Check one. Fill in the blank if appropriate.)

[ J Defendants) lease or rental agreement does not provide for attorneys fees.
M Defendant(s) lease or rental agreement provides for attorneys fees. Defendant(s) . ,
^
hCkfaA<L& >n pro
$t^$jfoi"A $M
owe(s) % hlh. l> 0
for attorneys fees.^ £+gnhr±
* &*>vo prrV\ouf ^3%*T.
7. Plaintiff has paid a total of$

OCUln

8. Plaintiff has paid a total of$ ) %*:>.• o n

to serve the pdpers mffljscase. ^

r

^ c 'f ^ <, A r v^5UC

to file this case in court.

' ^ ^ ° '*><

9. Defendant(s) caused damages beyond normal wear and tear to Plaintiffs property in the
amount of$ 5 ,000.1-0

* Plaintiff is attaching an itemized list of costs plaintiff has paid to Co*jX p \ u ^

repair the property, or, if Plaintiff has not yet repaired the property, one or more bids or estimates .-?>,(*• Hf c
of the costs of repair. That amount times three is $ 1 *5 GQJL* / C -

c

Lc^hoc

^" ^-2£>-£o p<r K

lU. (Check one. Fill in the blank if appropriate)

|

-^ <~^ j ^

l

-j(j

[ ] Defendant(s) did not cause a nuisance while in possession of Plantiffs property.
]XL Defendants) caused the following nuisance while in possession of Plaintiff s
property: H ^ ^ ^

n

*VuUjUs4 1*

2 * ^ , ."Pr\vce. ^ a c r t -

-CpJU^A

fa. R e p ecJci A e i ckM t- -f < ^ y ^ b e t-u/^ A .,)&-, t^ f-tu I%T a, »a Kiu^rlw E&dv,\

Pkintiffhas paid $ jVnQ/ry \^V.' ^
That amount times three is $

t o fl ate

b

°\0.m

the nuisance caused by Defendant^).
J

l l . In addition to the amounts above, Plaintiff is entitled to $ \ ^ 3
defendant(s) for the following reason. That amount times three is $ 4 ^ 1

C

\^ from ( Ur\-l (f^(

^4-

-

—*-*——
9/10/2009

Plaintiff's Affidavit of Damages
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'X(~n]l^^

paj£__^.J

^
Cn

^

VJllIJJUl* V^uui v i-xw**

PD/Z Uttfr/rJ6
darni \](x6&Y)lu 4trf~[tJu.s ^ (k% r<Lcmtsu~
VM.ndd,
&&£> - blr. fo
E-ktJrAc - If /? >

f

12. The Court should enter a judgment m favor of Plaintiff and against Defendant(s) in the
total amount of$

f , ^ ^/^j, to

Plaintiff calculated this amount by adding together all of the

amounts in the paragraphs abo ve? A S

44u

m &}C( /n u $r\

Under ihb CioxL dcrmf?(<unh &/n(
Dated ///4/c *

A Wriuu

4~ & /Iff ttr^l

eurf/#/?.#& ^

/^JtS/c*
Plaintiffs signature

Plaintiff F (tf^jq
>
. ft'

?r

L ,

Sh'Ufrsph

(name) appeared before me on

(date) and proved to me plaintiffs identity, Aflei being sworn and while under

oath, Plaintiff stated that Plaintiff had read this document, understood its contents, and the contents
were true of Plaintiffs own personal knowledge. Plaintiff then signed this document in my
presence
Notary Puohc
rtfcATHER PATERAKIS >
Con' bS*or #5?^5b4
Con n s s n r ExDtftr
J u n e ? ! ^013

State of Ut&ft

|

O

J /Jfty&j^f,
Notary Public/ Court Clerk

j

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING/DELIVERY
I certify that the foregoing was mailed, postage-paid or hand
delivered to the defendants at 6East 4800 South Apartment #1, Salt
Lake City, Utah 84107, on /?/#AA
J%. %0/C?
(date).

Plaintiff1s Signature

9/10/2009

Plaintiff b Affidavit of Damages
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FILED
.HlRD DISTRICT COURT

10 MAR 18 P H 2 : 0 8
Fletcher Stumph
;,/\LT LAKE DEPARTMENT
1454 South Richards St., apt.#l
py
Salt Lake City, Utah 84115
DEPUTY CLERK
814-541-7659
IN THE THIRD DISTRICT COURT, STATE OF UTAH
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE
Third District Court, 450 South State Street, Salt Lake City, Ut. 84114

Fletcher Stumph,
Plaintiff;

EXHIBIT LIST FOR TRIAL
*

vs.

Case No. 090915530
Jean Hurst, and Kimberlee Everhart
Defendant(s)

*
*

Judge: Maughan

The following is a Exhibit List for trial:
1. Unpaid Rent
4. Replacement of Damaged
Goods
7. Utilities Receipts

Dated

2. in pro per Legal Services 3. Fletcher Stumph's
Time and Labor
5. Lease Violation Notices 6. Police Records
8, Receipts for Items Damaged

9. Service Expenses

10. Pictures of Damages

11. Carpet Sample

12. Carpet Sample

13. Freezer Door

14, Range Hood

V

JL&/*
Plaintiff's Signature
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING/DELIVERY

I certify that the foregoing was mailed, postage-paid^jr hard delivered to the defendant at
6 East 4800 South. Apt J Salt Lake City, Utah 84107, on /&/£*/$
JlO/£>
(date)

Plaintiffs Signature

FILED
UTAH APPELLATE COURTS
Fletcher Stumph
1454 South Richards St., aptJl
Salt Lake City, Utah 84115
801-541-7659
IN THE UTAH SUPREME COURT

Fletcher Stumph,
Appellant,
vs.

Jean Hurst, and Kimberlee Everhart
Appellees,

MAY 2 4 2010

*
*
*
*

APPELLANT'S .AFFIDAVIT OF
SUMMONS, COMPLAINT AND
RETURN OF SERVICE IN COURT
FILE ON MAY 10, 2010

*

Appellate Case Number 20100397-SC

*

District Court Number 090915530

Fletcher Stumph being duly sworn and under oath, states as follows;
During the afternoon of May 10, 2010 I requested the court file for the above captioned
case from a clerk at the Third District Court.
Upon examining the file, I found the Summons, Complaint and Return of Service to all
be present and accounted for. The documents were properly issued and date stamped,
contrary to Judge Paul G. Maughan's finding that the defendants were not timely served with a
Summons and Complaint in his Minute Order of April 30, 2010.
Appellant Fletcher Stumph was accompanied by Ms. Connie Kulacz at the time, who also
witnessed the presence of the above said documents, at that time and place. Ms. Kulacz is
providing an affidavit witnessing the same.
Appellant requests this court reverse Judge Paul G. Maughan^s finding that the defendants

Appellant's Affidavit of Summon^, Complaint and Return of Service in court file on May 10,201
Stumph vs. Hurst and Everhart

were not served with Summons and Complaint as stated in his Minute Order on April 30, 2010*
Appellant also requests that this Court find that Appellant is entitled to damages in the amount of
$9,999.00 as proved at the trial by his testimony, affidavit of damages and receipts for materials
and labor. Damages proved at trial far exceed the sum requested

Dated

///frJtjJft®
Appellant's Signature

Appellant Fletcher Stumph appeared before me on

5~/^kJ. J /O

(date)

and proved identity. After being sworn and while under oath Appellant stated that he had read this
document, understood it's contents, and the contents were true and Appellant's own personal
knowledge. Appellant signed this document in my presence.

CMS*.

MS*. >

Notary Public

.wiw«M-i
I i l l flfjStlA r*
a V^T^HJT/$
I X - S ^ ^ /

EMILY SPEAKMAN I
Comrrossfon #576349
&sfon Expkes
October 24,2012

My Comm

Notary Public

§
*
i

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING/DELIVERY
I certify that the foregoing was mailed, postage-paid, to the appellees at
6 East 4800 South Apt.I, Salt Lake City, Utah 84107, o n / ^ ^ V , > ^ / ^
Appellees are Jean Hurst and Kimberly Everhart.

Appellant's Signature
Fletcher Stumph

2

(date).

FILED
WAH APPELLATE COURT*

MAY 2 4 2010
Fletcher Stumph
1454 South Richards St, apt#l
Salt Lake City, Utah 84115
801-541-7659
IN THE UTAH SUPREME COURT

Fletcher Stumph,
Appellant,
vs.
Jean Hurst, and Kimberlee Everhart
Appellees,

*
*
*
*
*

CONNIE KULACZ'S
APPELLANT'S AFFIDAVIT OF
SUMMONS, COMPLAINT AND
RETURN OF SERVICE IN COURT
FILE ON MAY 10, 2010
Appellate Case Number 20100397-SC

*

District Court Number 090915530

Connie Kulacz being dul> sworn and under oath, states as follows;
During the afternoon of May 10, 2010,1 accompanied Fletcher Stumph to the Third District
Court where he requested the court file for the above captioned case
Upon examining the file, I found the Summons, Complaint and Return of Service to all
be present and accounted for The documents were properly issued and date stamped.

Dated

^JMIJ?
Witness Connie Kulacz
Witness Connie Kulacz appeared before me on

!

/ ^HI/O

(date)

and proved identity. After being sworn and while under oath Appellant stated that she had read this
document, understood it's contents, and the contents were true and Appellant's own personal
knowledge. Appellant signed this document m my presence.

Connie Kulacz's Affidavit of Summons, Complaint and Return of Service in Court file on May 10,
2010, Stumph vs. Hurst and Everhart

*"""" Notary Public
EMILY SPEAKMAN
Comnmsm #576349
My Commission Expires
October 24,2012

i» — ~ ~

y

State oiuittu
of Utah ^
state

I
1
1
j

Notary Publi

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I certify that the foregoing was mailed, postage-paid, to the appellees at
6 East 4800 South Apt I, Salt Lake City, Utah 84107, on /Y^^^^J2^/<p
Appellees are Jean Hurst and Kimberly Everhart.

Appellants Signature
Fletcher Stumph

2

(date).
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FLETCHER STUMPH
1454 S. RICHARDS STREET
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 54115
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^ir^^

yhO- suj^

NOISEfVIOLATION NOTICE

9/^/^a f

Date-

^Jg, *S-rJ

To:

/jj,.
'M-JCL

w^

n*
^ /

^_

It is certainly not management's wish to restrict your enjoyment of your home/apartment Management must, however,
consider the rights andI privileges of everyone.
Most residents have continued to cooperate in keeping the noise level down in their rentals and will soon be treated to
a night out on the town by management (see below). If, however,_the word violation is circled at the top of this page,
please read the next paragraph carefully.
ig from your home/apartWe are informing you that there was reported to our office an unusual amount of noise coming
ment as noted here:
/)*/
4cJ* f

J5x0*(/t*fi /^ciall
&»*

&lpfy/fry,

/frnr'tt/u

.
r>Aj, >A% sfflr.

.

_

,

^ * e ^ f ^ ^ ^ j ^ ^ ^ ^ / f f ^ t ^ r ^

Excessive npise or high levels during the wrorig time of the day is a violation of your starraard rental agreement, which

no<L*

We trust management will not receivedny complaints from neighbors or have to notify you about any more violations.
However, be aware that if disturbances continue and you fail to comply with the noise rules and regulations, you will
place yourself in further default jofyour rental agreement and the agreement may be terminated and/or not renewed.
If you have arjy questipns call / j ^ V / / *?¥/7^&S\
between
/# A ^ and 4 ' S# /?#?
Your cooperation in this matter will be greatly appreciated.

Rental Manager

5TUMPH
H 5 - 5, K\CH,AKD5 STREET ~rt /
P

LET;:HER

5 A L T L AXE C\T^. \J f S4115

(ft/) ?<//-?£$?

/

st/-/Z,

P « W -tint &c&x
NOTICE TO PERFORM OR QUIT
(Correct Rental Violation)

To:
Tenant(s) in possession

Address-

/?<?¥

£,«££

^ J j L ^ S/,

/&/(

#Z-

L You are hereby notified that you have violated or failed to perform the following terms in your rentaf/fease
agreement, which states that resident(s) agrees to:

4r

r+*
2. You are in violation of that provision for the following reason(s):

<jP/hW' -wtutf*
ujfk f d *s #/ %
(P

'7?isJrU>r/?«,(. •?)£> ] J> t/rdAj,

'j-^t?*/

out r f &du,

i<!i • Ilk. *>d j 'ybJ

, c v. * ^

r)

ty/iCt

*£n

whir
perform or correct this violation wfthin

ervice of this notice. The violation can be
S> days after servic
;
corrected by
oy immediately doina the following:
following:fj/f*
J {yKtu tf ?A,%
^ # ^^'
-' f ^
/£?
?fa
te

*m^m,
'

"

•

^

•

*

*

U*t

&

vacate and deliver possession of the premises to the landlord/manager.
4. If you fail to correct or vacate within / 6 ^ / V days, legal proceedings will be initiated against you to
recover possession, rent owed, damages, court costs, and attorney fees.
5. it is not our intention to terminate the rental/lease agreement However, all tenants must follow guidelines
stated in the agreement if you are unable to comply, the landlord elects to declare a forfeiture of your rental or
lease agreement You will also be subject to forfeit any security deposit given by you to cover any costs you are
still liable for, and the landlord reserves the right to pursue collection of any future rental losses. We may be con-

futed at (f&/)

$v/~

?£> $?

*,

J ysy

& « z g je, c ^ d

s-J

2 ^ ^ ,

A4*

A&»rt #f> /®:#&/t/n *h<# ?:#& /P.M., jftfrt^y 7*~&c*#t /^;<2^-, ^A^
Thank you for ydar prompt cooperation in correcting this matter.

f

£/

Date: ^ / ^

Owner/Manager:

PLETCHHR STUMPH
14fH 5. RJCHAi?P5 STREET-^
SALT LAKE CITY. IJT #4115

/

/&&&?

j f

:A Ail

I f V J U V JUXVXJD1N 1

$ 7 V > Ss&ffiL^

orn:

£*£'/.>> £*- 7,
K

^s?

csfrs?

/X'r

k

ar

//its*

r/

J /7n

&<&Asr-/-

This letter is to notify you tkfet it appears we must refer ymir delinquent rental account to our attorneys. They will file
eviction suit against you on or before (date) y/f*r/j*>6'<<> /
in the 5^><^?~ / ^ # V
County
cuit Court. They will ask for possession of your h'time or apartment, and for a judgment against you for all rent due,
is late charges,attorneys tees,and all costs and expenses involved with this matter. You will Reserved with a copy ot
> unlawful detainer/complaint and a summons to appear in court. The summons may be served at your home and/or
ce of employment
^s our policy, we seek to work with residents whenever possible to spve both of us time and money. If you pay the
t due, plus late fees and other costs (total costs to date- $ &lr4? &r?>s;
) we will immediately stop any legal
ceedmgs that have been initiated against you We cannot however accept partial payment
b avoid eviction by the ^ tf/r~ 6r ~-/fe
County Sheriff's Department, further attorney involvement
i fees), a judgment and damage to your credit standing (because all judgments are reported to a major credit reting agency to beplaced on your credit report), garnishment of wages, and collection agency action, please phone
immediately a t p ^ / V ' ) 4~V / - 5% <>? to make arrangements for payment
ik you for your cooperation,
t ^

#
al Manager

i4i>t
-.A,_

„ A fr

THE LANDLORD'S KIT

^ /
*«£+•

\

'f'Ct/W'

f-'ff

'f^/M

/Ms-/'

<*£/

AUTOMOBILE VIOLATION

From:

__£JfJ2y^

Date:

Dear

AND

NOTICE

OF TOWING

J ff^ ^

£?f )fe*M< / ^ ,

/ffr. /farJ/

^&fjf

/

X#fr,

^7-^4^:

We do regular inspections of the rental property managed by our company. Your rental agreement clearly states that
unauthorized, nonoperational, unregistered vehicles, or those not displaying required local or state decals/licenses, are
not allowed on,the rental premises, even on a temporary basis. This includes: &/t/& ^ f7^*
~%^ ~A<r*
On our last inspection of the premised\t was noticed that there vvas a vehicle on your premises with thefoJJowjriq

description:

$* ,m

7?^Q^

/Zf^^

/&**/&*:*

-*y&*~ /ff^j

This, vehjcie violates, your rental agreement for the following reason(s):
A&VG fe^ MJ #<z/Jf,%^

</?<£/Zt

/c <*?> A ^ Y

/.* £*^~

,
r

&*"*'<*")•

^fZcZ^

f C f jt{Sj

/
#*'<&,/

/
7

^

M

-

To be in compliance with your rental agreement and remray this violation, you are hereby notified that one ot the following actions must be done within 72 hours or this violation will lead to a notice to terminate the rental agreement.

A) The vehicle must be removed

by £dt*-iv

1,^0?

B} The vehicle must be in fully operationaf
>erationaf status and display all require*
required local and state decals/licenses.
Please contact us at the following number/ (0j) Z> / h /k>Of
, within 72 hours to inform us of your
actions regarding this matter. We want very much to have your cooperation with this matter. Be advised that without
your cooperation, a towing service will be instructed to remove the vehicle. If you do not wish to have the vehicle
towed, remedy the violation by one of the methods stated above, or contact us to make alternative satisfactory arrangements. The cost of removal and storage of the vehicle will be the automobile owner's responsibility.
Thank you for your cooperation

ff<f JM^s M>*~fr:/#-M j^.

j, J///n

^A

FLETCHER 6 T U M F M
1 4 5 4 6. R I C H A R D S

?TREET^/

S A L T L A K E CITY, UT 3 4 1 1 5

COLLECTION A N D VIOLATION NOTICES

115

REPLACEMENT OF DAMAGED GOODS LIST

1. Painting (for smoke and wall damage)
2. Carpet Replacement (due to Excessive dirt and pet damage)
A. Clean Carpet $104.80
B. Tear out Carpet and Install Odor Barrier $229,00
C. Install New Carpet and Pad $1,099.45
TOTAL

$ 1,000.00

$1,413.25

3. Carpet Leveling After Installation (From carpet Floor to Tile Floor 3/8 in.)
A. Carpet Kicker $11.75
B. Flat Board to Raise Carpet and Speciality Nails $41.95
C. Carpet Tack Strips $4.23
D. Installation by Handyman $90.00
TOTAL
$147.93
4. Freezer Door for Fridge

$ 176.32

5. Used Stove

$ 160.35

6. Merry Maids Cleaning

$ 340.00

7. Range Hood

$

8 Broken Bathroom tiles, Remove and Replace

$ 122.63

9. Miscellaneous Items For Repairs

$

44.67

10. Toilet Insides and Lid re.^4 )r-

$

25.60

11. Hardware to Repair Kitchen Ceiling Light

$

19.26

12. Hardware to Repair Broken Electrical Outlets

$

20.11

13. Camera and Pictures of Damages and Copies for Court

$

40.26

14. Proof of Service Fee

$

50.00

15. Copy Costs

$

30.18

16. Light Bulb for Range Hood

$

2.67

17. Touch up Paint for Appliances

$

5.33

49.64

2

GRAND TOTAL OF MATERIALS AND CHARGES FROM CONTRACTORS
AND SUPPLY STORES :
$ 3,648.20

FLETCHER STUMPH'S TIME AND LABOR FOR APARTMENT #2
AT $25.00 PER HOUR

1. Pick up disposable Camera ant take Pictures(2 hrs)
And Pick up Prints

$

50.00

2. Find and Install Cabinet and Drawer Handles,
Removed by tenant(l .5 hr.)

$

37.50

3. Obtain Bid from Merry Maids and Helped Them Clean Apt 2 (1.5)
Scrub and Bleached Stained Sink(2.5 hrs)

$
$

37.50
67.50

4. Remove from Premises Abandoned Washer and Dryer, TV Set, Chest
Of drawers, Miscellaneous Materials, Trash and Destroyed Kitchen
Kitchen Stove(3 hrs)
$

75.00

5. Purchase and Install new Electrical outlets, wall Switches and Kitchen
Ceiling Light(4 hrs)
$

100.00

6. Repair Kicked in Bedroom Door, Front Door, and Three improperly
Repaired Holes in Bedroom and Living Room Walls(4.5 hrs)

$

112.50

$

162.50

$

100.00

$

25.00

10. Replace and Repair Broken Toilet Tank Parts(l hr.)

$

25.00

11. Purchase Miscellaneous Parts and Materials from Home Depot
or Low's as needed, total(6 hrs)
12. Shop for closest Matching Tile for Bathroom and Find Tile Setter

$

150.00

$

125.00

$

125.00

14. Find and Purchase Materials to level Carpet to Tile to fix Trip Hazard
(2.5 hrs)
$

67.50

7. Freezer Door on Refrigerator, Remove, Order, Pick up and Install New
Range Hood Remove, Order, Pick up, and Install New(6.5 hrs)
8. Shop for used Kitchen Stove, Pick up and Install(4 hrs)
9. Remove and Repair Bathroom Wall and toilet paper Dispenser and
Reinstall^ hr.)

for Job, 8 tile Stores and took Samples(5 hrs)
13. Get Bids at Carpet Stores and look at Samples(5 hrs)

2

15. Assist Carpet Layer on Flat Board Installation to Level Carpet
To Tile(2hrs)

$

50.00

16. Touch up New Paint after New Carpet was installed, on Base-boards
(2hrs)
$

50.00

TOTAL: 52.50 HRS @ $ 25.00 PER HOUR-

$ 1,352.50

